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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
««.*«.»«« Mm. M, M«». rot. *.
Till:

PORTLAND,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

POKTI.ANI> J»ULV PKESS l> j u'»li

everyday, (Sunday >\i.opted,) ui No. 1 Printers
Exchange,Commercial Street, Portland, by N. A.
Foster, Proprietor.
Terms:—Night Ikdl.m a year in advance.

mtADSTREET’S

DAILY

Kates or Atvvketi tno.—On- it»rli *>J space,
eagtti ol c-.iiii.in. ooustiuites “square.

HOOD

AM)

RUBBER

in

MOULDINGS

ng every other da' ;iii< tin t uvek.m
;;
one
cents,
Halt square, three ins rtian > or less,
$1.00; :.o cents p< week alu-i.
«>*••«*»
«iuare
4
wwMWti*.
Un.lot* head «i
ions oi f s,
per week; three insert
.Sci:< \l Notices,$1.2 > P r square lor the hivt mfor each subsequent
H jrtion, ami 25 cents pel square
user (ion.
in
Hie
‘‘Maine Spate
Advertisement inserted
Press”(which lias a lare.oeireulut'uai in every par‘-qq.m for liv.A insertion*
of the Slnte)f»r *1.00 pi
and.50ceut.- per -.pure iTr .i h subsequent. imuT-

i'ioti.

ENTERTAIN MENTS.

Mercantile

Lectures.

Library

Fourteenth Annual Series of
rpiIE
I under the direction of the

WASHINGTON.
The

The

course

the following gentlemen have been engage*1.

Lecture will be

Clinpin.

delivered

IVeceiuhcr 21st,

Subject—” The Date American Conflict and the
Friends and Enemies of America in England.’*
Tickets for the Course at $>1.25 an be had at
Davis Brothers, Fore Street; Short & Luring, corner
Free mid ('enter Sr. ; at Bailey & Noyes, at their

new

Store, Exchange Street, Jitter Dec.

17.

Each member is entitled

ro two tickets at Si each,
Library Rooms on Lime St.,
second door from Federal St. Owing to the limited
*
apaeity of the Hall, members must secure their tickets by Wednesday, Dec. 19. The Library Rooms will
be open every evening from 7 until t); also Wednesday and Saturday alu-moons.

be had at the

can

LECTURE COMMITTEE :
E. OOB3SY.
E. JOSE,

J. C. PROCTOR,
M. B. COOL1DGC,

Only Ornamental & Complete Wea'h*r Strip

Ever invented, to eft'ect the several purposes intended without interfering in tiic least with the free me
ut Doors and Windows.

Advantage

these Strips Have

nil olliets, the Ruhhei is Inserted
giving double the elasticity.
lfletnl

Mouday 6'veniiip,

warmed.
€. E. BARNES,
H. JERRIS’ Office, opposite Preble Houte,
Congress st, Portland.
dec;d#

c> msttmtly

At W.

Curative
TRICE,

Cough Balsam,

25 AXD 50 CEXTS PER

appearing

The
ih

on

OTTTAliANCUET, AMBITION,
V1RGINICN,
PEZARKO,
Ac.,
FfT^Full particulars in bills of the day.
SeelOdGd

io Ibreclions, to
ukt hi all caues, Coughs,
old*. Croup, Whooping
Cough, Asthma, and all
afTect ion6 of ihe Threat and
*

Ac,

Levee at Stevens•’ Plains.
Thr Indies of l?sc

Circle!

Sewing

Levee in.the vestry at the new
> } Church
Stevens’ fbiins, Lee. 19th. Articles lor rale. Refreshments, <£c., will be dispensed.
A silver cup will be awarded tor tlie best conundrum;
a
on

ion spoon for the poorest. A pleasant time is
cd. Th object is lo turnisli the church which

being completed.

Contributions to Fancy or Rcireahmeni Tables,
Fish Pond or any department, will be gratefully received. A committc will be in wail ing at the church

Wednesday

the 19th.

dccllld

FAIK

AND

LEVEE.

THE T.AHIK3 OF THE

First

Baptist Society

will

hold

a

Fair ai.d

Levee

on

Wednesday and Thursday Even’gs,
»E< ENIBICU #f»«H iNO *Olh,
AT

LIN O O L N

\\

Cunativ* Bas.M
uri anted, ii used ac-

cording

l>ec. 10th,

every Evening during the wool; in choice selection of his most celebrated plays including
NICK OF THE WOOBN, .TACK CARE*

on

BOTTLE

Rest, < lieapost, ami Most efteetnal Remedy for
fonglis, folds, Ac. the World lias ever produced.
Purely Vegetable, contains no MIXEIIAIS,
or other PI LKTIRIOTS BCTGS.

Tlie

and

is

bevel,

DJTWe send Experienced Mechanics to apply the
Mouldings in a workmanlike manner, and warrant
satisfaction.
The Simplicity of tliisMoulding makes the pike the
lowest it is possible for any Rubb r Weather Strip to
be had, and they are the MOST DURABLE and EFFECTUAL, and no one need lie annoy ed w ith dust or
noise, or take cold with drafts while sitting near a
window or door.
They are far preferable to outside sashes and at
one quarter of the cost, and the
saving in ftiel is over
one half in the winter in
any room that requires to b"*

Hall.

i?fnlingers.
Niage Ifluiiagrr.

who will have the honor of

a woo
ex pee

a

or

Jogcpli Proctor,

TI7JLL bold

on

Ofhrr Corroding Substauce
Is used, and it does not disfigure a house if
removed,
which can he easily done, even if the house is
only
rented. Being considered FAR SUPERIOR to all

ENGAGEMENT FOR G NIGHTS ON»V
wiili ilie eminent American Tragedian

Universalis!

and Durable,

I.cssrcM A

IVilNOii,

Mr.

Effective

TW1TCHELL.

Peering

Biilwril A ISronvie,

G. I£.

MIMPLEttT,
Most

Madame ZADOC PORTER’S

doe 14 dtf

Theatre,

Washington, Dec*. 13..
proposed by the Ways and

FUNG,

C. 11.
J. Q,

II A I. I.

Linm*
Madame Zadoc Porter's
Balsam i* a I'umiT Vi ok
aui.k PJxi'ti Tocant, prepared wiih gr.at rare and
ock iitiAc shill, fr-in a Combination of the hem rfined’es ilie vegetable kingdom
affords.
Jla remedial qualities aie
haw rt on us power to assist
Hie healthy and vigorous
circulation of the blood
through the I.tints.
It enhveii* tin- inuw-'ca
and a*‘-n t* Hie skin io pi r(•irin the duties of regulating the hi nt ol the system,
ai d hi gently
throwing off
the waste Mibstaure from
the surface of the body
•
It loosen* lie phlegm, inidtirc s free ? piliiug.ai.d will
fho lou. d 'cry agreeable lu
jlbc-tHfte.
ii in not n violent reinedv but emoll.rr.t.
warinii!?, :>cair.uug ana euective ; can lie taken by the
«ddi*Mt m i-win nr \r»nnge^t diUd.
If yiu hire a Cold, if ever ko alight, do not fail to
give Him H.-tOum a trial, as the very low price at which
it is sold brings it in the reach of every one, that they
nmvalwnv* keep it convenient lor use
The timely use of a 25 rent boule will often prove to
he worth one hundred times its cost

Sold l»y all Druggists.
HALL & RTJCKIL, Picprietors, Few YoikDec 14, 18M.—Tb Fr and w eowly

F ARMERS

,

Coh!*it*i §treei, iTSuaijoy.

B3P* The La Mrs have spent much time in the manufacture of arlicles, both useful and ornamental,
which will be offered for sale. A targe nnmber of Evergreens, Wreaths and Emblems tor Christmas
have been donated, and will l»e for sale.
The tables
will be abundantly supplied with every description of

refreshments.
||L|r'Ailiiiis<iiou ‘J5 CcntA.
December 12. dlw

OWNER,S OF LIVE STOCK.
Tlu; Hartford

Stock Ins. Co.,

Live
Cash

CHRISTMAS GIFTS!
i

TOYS, TOYS, TOYS l

Capital,

$100,000

*•

All raid In ana Securely Invested,
prepared to teano Polices ou HORSES,
CAT ILK, fend LIVE STOCK of all
kinds, against
DEATH oi THEFT at moderate rates of Premium.
Is .n

w

Farmer.1 and Owners of Valuable
Ilorsc., SialiltAccpn.

an.I

other*,

Now liare on opportunity to in arc with a sound and
reliable company, againsr lo> 8 by FJ BE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and from THIEVES.

POLICIES ISSUED P.Y
Would rcHiiecflnllv inform the public that they have
the largest and lest assortment of

TOYS AND FANCY GOODS
To be found in the city. They have
ety of
Bolin.
nnil

a

Cleat Vari-

Abo Tco n«i.l Coffee Mel*, Parlor
Chamber Me t*. Bc>Nh n«lw, Bu-

reau*.
no

Chair*,

Cradle*.A.

Boohs and

Gann*;

c.

Tiu

I).

At

Office

good

assortment of Sleds

be

fund

cluding the

Celebrated
Of the very

there,

Clippers

in-

l

KVEEY DESCEirriON!

They manufacture and sell at wholesale and retail a good variety of €'A.YI>1 £8, which are warranted pure and good.
IJp-Call and see for yourselves at
i

Street.

cl3

d2w

ISojc

To

Manufacturers!

AI.N
|>R4M*«)8
Duxes.

to.licitc l f.,r the making of
I 10,000
17$ inch.*.* long, lo$ inches wide by
10 inches deep, indue measure. To L*e made ol' S
inch well seasoned Poplar, planed 1>**tli sides, the
ends to be j} stock, mad., with a slide cover,—not put
together, but securely packed in bundles, and delivered in Barton. Also,
10.000 lime* 1(1$ inches by ll inches
63
inches deep,—made of well seasoned Poplar, Fir, or
thick with g ends, planed on both
White Pine,
sides, covers to nail on, to be delivered as above in
Boston, secureiv tracked in bundles or shooks.
AMOS OTLs,
are

by

Yannouthport, Mass.

43t

White Pine Lumber!
k

i

\( \4 \ FEET f;«l>erior Planing1LumII F\ I Tier, c-insisting of 2 in.,
t|,

1 inch.
125 31 Dry.
500 M Dry Pino Gift..
50 31 3x4 Spruce .1. »ist.
•10 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 A! No 1 Extra Cedai Shingles.
G. W. COBB & CO
For sale bv
272 Commercial Street, Portland.Ale.
declSdlm

received in bond, and lor sale ony fbke. j«,r
u*ie on

the burnt

Rubber Moulding

UPON YOCB 1)0' ‘ItS AND WINDOWS.

Will save 50 per cent, in Fuel, and last a life time.
Simple, Cheap and Durable. The bed Weather Strip

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER r7R.
Ofi and after Monday, Dec.
17, 1SGC,
trains will run as follow*
train* leave Sa< o River for Portland at
5.30 and 9.00 A. M., and 0.40 P. M. Leave Portland
1 ,r Saco River 7.15 A. M., 2.0 ami 5.45 P. M.
Freight trains with passenger c»r attached will
leave Saco liiver for Portland. 0 50 A. M. Leave
Portland tor Saco River 12.15 P. M.
K^jT'iStage* connect at Gorham tor West Gorham,

nj©iM7«Kir]
^W^T^rF***
Passenger

Ptandisli, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago.
Bnrigtou, Luyeli, Jiiiani, Brownfield, Fryeburg.
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Oornlj*h,Porter Freedom, Madison and Baton. N. 11
At buxton Center for Wost Buxton,
Bonny-Fagle,
Strath Limington Limiugtv.u, Limerick Newtield,
Parvonsfieid ami l)»sii>ee

AtyaccaraopaforKcuth Windham, Windham Hill

and North Windham,daily

By order of

Portland Dec 14, ifciG—drf

Foreign News

per Miciimcr.

New York, Dei;. 13.
The steamship Cuba, from Liverpool 1st, via
Queenstown 2d inst., has arrived.
A London telegram to the Dublin Freeman’s
Journal says Stephens wis hourly expected in
London ii not
already there, and detectives
were on the alert for linn.
A Paris letter gives
a rumor that he had
arrived there, having
London.
passed through
A meeting had been held at Bradford, which
was addressed by Bov. J. Sella Martin and J.
Phillips of the Freedmcn’s Aid Union, Neal
Dow, and others. W. E. Foster, M. P., presided, and in liis opening address he urged his
audience not to suppose that by subscribing to
the fund of the Union they could assist in settling the. claims of the United States on England and purchase forgiveness of injuries done,
if any, during the war. Such questions must
rest on their own merits.
There was some demand for rebel bonds in
London on the 30th, and prices improved to (i
to fi 1-2.
.Maximilian was looked for by the West India
mail steamer, two days over due when the Cuba left. A French steamer has peen sent out
to watch for her arrival.

disirlet,

bfrul mad Oil !
Mtrietly Pure
Ib builders will effect a great waving by purchasing
in litis way.
Every detcriplion of PAINT ST<X'K at, the lowest
.1. IV. PEICKII4H A CO.,
rates by
86 Commercial street.
decl2d3t

the

Prenidoni.

The

l>inlnvbanceti in Missouri.
New York, Dec. 13.
A St. Louis dispatch says there was great
occasion for Gov. Fletcher’s' proclamation calling for troops to suppress bushwhackers and
robbers. Matters were carried to such a pitch
if certain localities that Union men were actually fleeing for their lives,
St. Loots, Dec. 13.
Gov. Fletcher has issued a supplementary
proclamation to citizens of Lafayette and Jackson counties, stating that
twenty-four companies of cavalry and ten of infantry will be retained in those counties. He sa\s: “Whenever
I am satisfied the people of those counties will
enforce the law, and hy their support of civil
authority give ’some legal protection to lawabiding Citizens the troops will he withdrawn.”

Elcase Read this Attentively !
*3eu.

Brize

B eater

Egg

I

PATENT Jl«T ISSlIfiP,
rPHIrt EGG BEATER is made of Steel wire rolled
1
Hat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire Is spring
temper, e 112 tempered with oil. This gives toughneb* ana ela*tic
ty to the Beater, and case to the operator. The shank is tinned
together solid, and the
whole 19 thoroughly
made, and will not wear < ut
or bie-iK, with any fair ti
age. The clastic ljops
rc.*f.‘J1
:iy onmi-idat« themselves to any dish,
I he subscriber haring purchased the
patent right
01 Maine to tin* great 111
ventlin, o«Tcrs the State tor
sale by Cnuiucs, and asks immediate attention to
W. A. RAND.

To bo

seen

at

Inventor’s Exchange.

dec If tf

1?

PAINTS A\I> 0IL CHEAP
JubL

and Dust!

And prevent the rattle of Sashes with

jl

dec 13

ground

Street,

Building, Marker Square.
POBTIaAND.
EF’Canyassers and Sub-Agents Wanted.
Dee 14—l&wlrv

Improved

Although tlie hill
Means Committee inclines to a contraction oi
the currency and agrees
generally with the
views of Mr. McCulloch as expressed to the
members of the committee, it is still considered
very doubtful whether Cougress will adopt it
The temper of the House upon the
subject of
interfering with the present status of the Na‘
tional Ranks was plainly seen on
Monday
when it vot'd down summarily several attempts of the kind that were then made. Th.'
proposition to add twenty-live millions to the
currency is not approved by the Currency
Committee, and the present beliel is that
neither contraction nor an equitable distribution of the currency can succeed.
The President has sent to die Senate for
confirmation a large number of appointments
made by him during the late recess. It includes tile appointment of Gen. Dix as Minister to France. As the Senate has not,
up to
noon to-day, had an executive session since its
meeting on the first Monday of December, the
reports that that gentleman had been confirmed is erroneous.
A number of Senators and Representatives
have indicated their intention to spend Christmas in the Southern cities.
The Clerk of the House to-day delivered to
the President a resolution of that
body calling
for all the information in his possession relative to the New Orleans riots. It is to be remembered that several months since all the
papers in the hands of the Executive were
given to the press, and it is now believed that
there is not much if any additional matters
that remain unpublished. *
The finance hill framed by
Representative
Hooper is substantially the same as the one introduced by him at the last session of Congress. It provides for the redemption of National bank issues at central
places. There
are no restrictions
upon hanks; it does not
either authorize an increase or contraction ol'
the currency, and favors a pro rata reduction
of the currency from those hanks at the North
which have mine than their legitimate
quota
and the distribution df the same in the South.
The last provision of the bill will meet with
fierce opposition in Congress, and is almost
certain to fail.
Mr. Stevens will renew his
proposition for
an increase of the
currency at an early day.
Mr. Boutwell’s bill will be taken
up for'eonsideratiou by the Ways and Means Committee
this week.
ihe settlement made by Consul Morse, at
London, with Frazier, Trenholm & Co., the
disavowal of which by the United States was
mentioned, purported to lie a settlement of all
claims of the Unitecl against that finu involving many thousands of pounds sterling It
appears the proceedings in Chancery were being vigorously prosecuted by our Consul at
Liverpool, Mr. Dudley, who had succeeded in
lorcing Frazier, Trenholm & Co. into a position where they were compelled to make a full
disclosure on oath of all the
dealings of that
blockading running firm with the Confederate
government, Including all transactions of the
rebel Secretary of the Treasury, Mr G. A.
Trenholm, together with a fail exhibition of ail
their works and papers. To avoid this disagreeable and fatal disclosure, Frazier, Trenholm At Co. so light and effected a settlement
which has been clandestinely made
through
Consul Morse and one
Montgomery Gibbs, the
reputed agent of the Treasury Department
which agreement provides for the
dismissing
oi all legal proceedings in England anil the
United States, and giving up all claims of the
United States, and merely requires
Frazier,
Trei holm & Co. shall state under oath what
Confederate property they have had in their
possession, that they shall dispose of the same
alter paying themselves
£130,000, which, without any statement of an
account, is agreed on
as the indebtedness of the Confederate
government to them, and they shall
pay the remaining balance to the United States. Tlio settlement was made by Consul Morse under color
of general authority from the
Treasury Department to secure the Confederate property
in England, hut it has been
promptly rejected
by the United States government on the
that it is relinquishing every
thing to
'razier, Trenholm & Co., and was an act utterly without authority on the part of the
Consul at London, whose instructions did
not apply to these
proceedings, which were under the sole management of the Consul at Liverpool, and Mr. Morse made the pretended settlement behind the back of Consul Dudley
anil without the knowledge of Mr.
Adam's,
without whose sanction no action of Consui
Morse was to be valid. The disavowal of the
agreement having gone forward to England
by telegraph, due legal Droceedings will be renewed and pressed with vigor until
every dollar ot rebel property in the hands of the chief
financial agent of the rebellion shall be secured.
Col. J. W. Forney has written a letter to
Hon. Wilna Worthington of
Pennsylvania, in
which he asks a withdrawal of his name
should it he presented in the Union caucus as
candidate for U. S. Senator. With no disposition
to underrate others he is free to say he thinks
the election of Hon. Thadilens Stevens as the
successor of Mr. Cowan, would
promote last-,
iug harmony in their political household and
would unquestionably secure a champion of
those great principles of matchless
experience,
integrity and courage.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

best make.

357 Congress

Commercial

invented. Examine Testimonials at the Ileal Estate Agency of W. H. .TERMS, al Horse Railroad office, opposite Preble House.
SQ?“Agents Wanted.
dec14dlm*

< OX F ECT f OA E 5$ V !
OF

jo

BRADSTREET’S

Sleds!
can

CO.,

Or in Lancaster Hall

GOA}ns !

1 »t of the Very LEST STYLES of
market, and from the best manufac-

Sledw,
A

No.

Cold, Rain, Wind

SKATES, SKATES \
tories.

&

General Agents,

Of Every Description !

have a fine
They
SKATES in tlie

LTTTLE

KEEP OUT TIIE

Wooden, Iron, G1q*k,
China, Parian, and
Paper Toys, and

F*#.wy

W.

ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

Al-

FINANCE BILL.

&<*.

Dust, ('old, Wind, Rain, Noise,

others.

BEFORMEJt.

ENGLISH

THE

To save iu fuel oue half; to Keep n nioderate tempera I ure iu the sever cat vreather, and regulate fresh uiv to suit
thr taste ; to preserve liealtli by
preventiujf aealo drafts, so
productive of Colds; to
be the CHEAPEST

No

on

Henry Vincent,

which

Doors and

Illegal Seti lenient of United Stales
Claims.

Ovpr

-BY-

THE ELOQUENT

to

raiUmg, and to

effectually exclude

Tbe

G. If. Corli*.
Iter. E. II,

Friday Eveninjr,

prevent their

-JlND-

IIALL.

will consist of Six Lectures, for which

Opening

to

Currency Contraction
Question.

8 Til I PS.

Warranted, when properly applied

Windows,

Public Lectures

Henry Vincent, r^.,
Iter. G, II. Klcpnorth,
Her. If. 1?I. Gnllalter,
J. It. Gounli, f'Nq.,
The

I YEA THEIt

at

MECHANICS’

I860.

-AND-

Mercantile Library As-

sociation will be delivered

Friday Morning. December 14,

!

week.

••

PCI.SS.

.-

ame

*»variably in advance.

NEWS

BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

I’OIITI.AYI)

IMPROVED

the

THE MAINE STATE PKESS, i. publishedut
place -. cerv Thur.-i iv morning fit $2.00 a year,

I-ATEST

K

M

Dr. A. 8.
linn

V

O

A

L

!

THAYER,

liemoycd

liis Oillce

TO HIS

New Besidonce No. 6 Brown St.
Dec

14—dlw#_

For Millbrldtfe and Cherryficld.
Essex,” Capt. Hopk ins, v ill receive h eight as above
on Sal nr.lav, the loth Inst.
For further information inquire of
ROSS .Mr STURDIVANT,
7a commerciahStreot.

SCHOONER

Ritrber^ Mi op f or Sale,
flee 11

d2t

Sedgwick’* Defence.

New Orleans, Dec. 13.
Gen. Sedgwick pleads that he acted
merely
under
instruction of his supegeneral
private
rior officer in liis movements against Matamoras, and lie therefore does not feel he is guilty
ol either an act of indiscretion or
any other act
not becoming to an officer in his position. Jt
is currently rumored that Gen. Sheridan is
disposed to shield Qer,, Sedgwick,
Fenian*.
New York. Doc. 13.
At a Fenian meeting last evening Gen. Spear
stated that at the Fenian headquarters there
were 18,000 breech-loading rifles and 2,000,000
rounds of hall cartridge, and uniforms sufficient, for an army were being rapidly put in
store. During the evening ten yonng mop
were accepted as recruits.
Tlir

The Yacht Race.
New York, Dec. 13.
I he last seen of the racing
yachts was off
Fire Island, the Vesta
leading and the Henrietta next, half a mile astern, and the Fleetwing still further behind.
Cholera in Rrrmndn.
New York, Dec. 13.
The Bermuda Gazette says that from eight to
twelve persons die daily at St. Thomas from

cholera.

FRIDAY

MORNING,

XXXIX CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, Dec. 13.
Mr. Chandler, from the Committee on Commerce, reported a joint resolution to amend
the 9th section of the bill for the protection of
the lives of passengers on steamboats so as to
allow steamboats to carry nialches without
Read
stowing them in lire proof safes.
three times and passed.
Mr. fates introduced a hill to provide for
the publication of amendments to the Constitution of the United State's. Referred to the
Committee

Reconstruction.
Mr. Howe offered a resolution, which was
adopted, instructing the Committee on Public Lands to report upon the
expediency of
printing the report of the Commissioner <f the
Land Office for the year ending June, 18flb, in
different foreign languages for distributiou at
the Pari*; Exposition.
on

Mr. Wade moved that to-morrow bo set
apart for the consideration of the bill tc admit
Nebraska and Colorado, but subsequently
withdrew the motion and gave notice that he
should call up the bill to-morrowr.
Mr. Sherman ?ntroduced a re-olutiou calling
upon the Secretary of the Treasury lor the
names of the National Banks that had not
complied with the provisions of the law requiring them to keep a reserved fund on hand.

Adopted.
Mr. Morgan introduced a bill making all vessels propelled by steam amenable to the navigation laws, to be under the control and di-

rection of licensed pilots. Referred.
Mr. Wade introduced a bill making the
Maishal and Register of Wills of the District
of Columbia appointable by the Supreme
Court. Referred.
The District of Columbia suffrage bill was
taken up, the question being on Mr. Dixon’s
amendment to attach qualifications of reading
and writing to the name of the voter.
Mr. Foster favored the bill and in conclusion
expressed fear that the ballot, in the hands of
ignorant freed men, would be used by the very
men against whom the friends of
unqualified
suffrage desired to protect them. He wished
Mr. Dixon’s amendment was stronger.
He
would be willing to move an amendment to it
that this qualification shall not apply to those
who have served in the Union army.
He
thought it would be well, if practicable to superadd to education a good moral character.—
He would vote for the hill if the
pending
amendment was adopted. Without it he should
not.
air.

t/owan reiterated his views

already

ex-

pressed against the bill and amendment.
Mr. Frelinghuysen replied to Mr. Cowan
that this was an ex post tacto law. In punishment it provided for rebels. There was a difference between absolute rights and conditioned rights. A man’s life would not be taken
away without conviction for crime, but a Legislature could take away the right to vote.—
Mr. F. contended for universal suffrage and opposed the pending amendment.
Mr. Wilson was opposed to making reading
and writing a test. He did believe that they
were great to the
voter, but if this amendment
should prevail, the cause of education would
be retarded in the District.
The same hitter
hostility to the colored race tliad had prevailed would be continued.
Mr. Hendricks was in favor of an intelligence basis in this particular case, hut would
vote against it because the people had
expressed themselves strongly opposed to
negro suffrage.

Mr. Lane would vote for it on the
principle
that all just Governments derived their
power
from the consent of the governed.
Mr. Sumner would vote against the
pending
amendment because the votes of black loyalists were needed now, and just as the District
votes, so will the South.
The question was taken on Mr. Dixon’s
amendment, to add a proviso that no person
not now entitled to vote should be allowed to
vote hereafter unless he shall be able to read
and write hi3 name.
Yeas—Messrs. Anthony, Buckalew, Dixon,

Doolittle, Fogg, Foster, Hendricks, Nesmith,
Patterson, Riddle and Willey—11.
Nays—Mesars. Brown, Cattell, Chandler,
Conness, Cowan, C'rcsswcll, Davis, Edmonds,
Fessenden, Freliughuyscii, Grimes, Harris,
Henderson, Howard, Howe, Kirkwood, Lane,
Morgan, Morrill, Norton, Poland, Pomeroy,
Ramsey, Ross, Saulsbury, Sherman, Sprague,
Stewart, Sumner, Trumhnll, Van Winkle,

Wade, Williams and Wilson—34.
Absent or not voting
Messrs Ciiogin,
Fowler, Guthrie, Johnson, MeDougW, Nye and
—

Yates—7.
Mr. Yates said he had paired with Mr. Johnson. lfe would have voted in the
negative and
Mr. Johnson in fhe affirmative.
Mr. Wilson offered an amendment in two
sections. First, punishing those who offered a
bribe at an election. The second,
punishing
those who accepted it. For offering a bribe,
the punishment, a fine of $2000 or two
years’
imprisonment, or hath. For accepting a bribe,
the punishment is one year’s imprisonment and
disfranchisement thereafter. Adopted.
The question was then upon adopting the
bill reported as a substitute for the bill referred
last session.
\ anous verbal amendments were then offered aud adopted, after which the bill
passed by
yeas 32, nays 13, as follows:

Yeas—Messrs. Anthony, Brown, Cattell,
Chandler, Conness, Cresswell, Edmonds, Fessenden, Fogg, Frelinghuysen, Grimes, Haines,
Henderson, Howard, Howe, Kirkland, Lane,
Morrill, Morgan, Poland, Pomeroy, Ramsey,
Ross, Sherman, Sprague, Stewart, Sumner,

Trumbull, Wade,•Willey,

son—32.

Williams and Wil-

Nays—Messrs. Buckalew, Cowan, Davis,
Dixou, Doolittle, Foster, Hendricks, Nesmith,
Norton, Patterson, Riddle, Saulsbury and Van
Winkle —13.
Messrs. Yates and

paired.

Johnson were absent,

Absent or not voting—Cragin, Fowler, Guthrie. Johnson, McDougall, Nye and Yates.
The bill now goes to the House.
.On motion of Mr. Fessenden the deficiency
bill passed bv the House, was taken
up. ordered to be printed and reterred to the Finance

Committee.

The Senate at 5 P. M. adjourned.
HOUSE.

Mr. Paine introduced a bill to erect a light
house at the entrance of Mendota harbor.
Michigan. Referred.
On motion of Mr. Hurlburt, a number of
three from the Committee on Public Expenditures, was authorized to proceed to New York
to finish taking testimony in reference to the
Custom House frauds, &e.
Mr Scliolfi. ld introduced a bill to extend
the jurisdiction of the United States Court in
the western District of Pennsylvania.
Referred.
Also, a hill relative to the rank and pay of
the array officers. Referred to the Committee
on Military Affairs.
Mr. Cooper presented the credentials of Mr.
Wiley, as Representative from the 2d Congressional District of Alabama. Referred to
the Kcconstruct!on Committee.
Mr. Bidwell offered a resolution
instructing
the Postofficc Committee to inquire into the
expediency of re-establishing a Southern Overland Mail route from San Francisco via. Los

Angelos

to

Memphis. Adopted.

Mr. Jencks. from Civil Servioe Committee,
a substitute for the civil service bill.—
Recommitted and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Meyer, from the Naval Committee reported back the Senate bill of last session, releasing to F. Lyon the interest of the United
States in Alabama.
Read throe times and

reported

passed.
Mr. Brandegce reported from the Naval
Committee

bill for pavment to Commander
Preble of the Navy, his pay from the 16th of
July, 1862, as if the order discharging him had
never been issued.
Discussion arose, Mr. Wasliburnc, of Illinois opposing it on the ground that it
proposed
to give pay to this officer for time he was out
o service. The hill was finally referred to the
Claim Committee.
Mr. Liawrtmec, or Pennsylvania, introduced
a bill repealing the 14th section of the act of
July 23th, 18(i(>, to protect the revonue, and ordering the Direct Tax Commissioner in the in.
surrect onary Districts, to impose fifty per
cent, penalty and ten percent, per annum interest on unpaid taxes. Referred.
Mr. Miller introduced a bill for the appointment of Revenue Assessors and Collectors
throughout the United S ates. Referred.
Mr. Stevens introduced a bill *.o re-establish
civil government in North Carolina, to enable it to resume its former relations as oue of
the constituent Siitas of the American Union.
He stated that he did so at the request of several gentlemen from North Carolina.
Referred to the Committee on Territories, and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Stevens hill tor the admission of North
Carolina, regites tfi.it whereas certain persons
have lteen pppoiqted to assist the President in
maintaining peace and order, and whereas it
is the duly of Congress to preserve North Carolina as one of the States of the Union, it provides lor a sovereign convention of
loyal
citizens oi the District
formerly comprising
the St ite of North
of
120
Carolina, composed
delegates, the same as to the State House of
Commons prior to 18(11, to frame a State Convention, which shall lie submitted to Congress
tor approval,
modification or rejection. All
male resident citizens without distinction of
race or color, who can read and
write, who
may own m fee, real estate of $100, may vote
*?r “®*°Katcs. The delegates are to be sworn
that they complied with the President's
proclamation, and since March 4th, 1834 have opthe continuance of the rebellion.
The House passed the concurrent
resolution
to take a recess trom
Thursday, December 20th
tii Thursday,
3d.
January
Resolutions were passed calling on the Presment for all docnmen's, Seein relation to the
New Orleans riots and the
reprieve of Crawford, Keyes, and others convicted of the murder of three United States soldiers in South
Carolina.
Mr. Ashley
oppose^ the resolution to adjourn over the holidays.
a

A vote

DECEMBER
taken to

was

lay it on

46, nays 112.
The previous question

was

14,1866.

the table; yeas

taken up.
Mr. Scofield moved to strike out the paragraph appropriating $250,000 for the State Department, and requested information about it
He had heard it said that it was to induce Surratt to come to this country and receive his
pardon, as there was no pardon agency established in Europe. (Laughter.)
Mr. Stephens said that he had himself been
indisposed to recommend that item to the appropriation committee. He had, therefore, leq nested Mr. Seward, who is a young man
(laughter) to call upon him and give him the
necessary information, and Mr Seward had
done so. He would say to the gentleman that
they had not talked about anything except
business, and Mr. Seward had convinced him
that the appropriation was necessary and proper.
It comprised various matters.
The Government had large suits pending in
Europe,
principally in England and France, to recover
property which had belonged to the rebel government, and those suits wore very expensive.
The aggregate amount involved was over twenty millions, and it was supposed a very large
portion of it would be recovered. The expense
ol tracking Surratt all over Europe was
large,
and the State Department would have to
pay
tho additional expense ol the vessel that was
conveying Surratt to this country. Then the
State Department paid tho
expenses of the reception of Queen Emma in this country, and
ol her return to Honolulu.
It also paid the
expenses of the recent expedition to Mexico..
The appropriation of 8170,000 for
improvements by the city of
Washington was struck
out, and the bill passed.
It appropriates tor
public printing $30,000.
was

$45,000, Pacific telegraph $40,000.
PaP|-r
The House then went
into
the whole on the

passed.

committee of
bill, which was
a

deficiency

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

then called; yeas

103, nays 54.
Mr. Donnelly introduced a bill to recognize
the Department of Agriculture.
In committee ol the whole the.deficiency bill

The House then went into committee of the
whole on the President’s annual
message, and
were addressed by Mr.
Ward, of New York.—
After Mr. Ward’s speech the committee rose
and the House adjourned.

New

Escobedo had asked him
(Sheridan) not to hold
Gen. Sedgwick responsible for it. The Canales
taction having been
submerged, Gen. Sheridan
says he was enabled to release Ortega upon
Escobedo promising to look out for him. There
is not a
city or State in Mexico which takes issue with the Juarez
government.
San Francisco, Dec. 13.
a.
Steamer Constitution, with
from
New \ ork, Nor. 21st, arrived passengers
to-day. She reports a fleet ot * reneh war vessels in the harbor of Acapulco, one
having a large number of
troops on board.
It was rumored the French wonld
evacuate
Acapulco in a few days. The French commander had attempted to
forced contrilevy
butions on the town,
assessing a large portion
on the Pacific Mail Steamers’
Beproperty
fore exaction could be made the V. S.
steamer
Suwanee arrived, when the
attempt to collect
_

..

abandoned.

was

Wanhlngi«a CorreRpaadeace.
New York, Dec. 1*.
.,
..

Post

iho

\V

s

ashington dispatch says

Wash-

ington people manifest no excitement over the
suffrage debate. The establishment of the principle of suffrage, irrespective of color, is admitted to be inevitable. Thero seems to be
ageneral acquiescence in it.
The leading evening
have
jiapers

come out

in favor of

impartial

snt-

Ae

House Committee on Elections have
agreed to report a bill establishing one day for
all Congressional elections.

Georgia legislature.

Milledgeville, Ga., Dec. 13.
Both Houses have passed the
stay law over the
Governor’s veto. The Senate tabled
by very
heavy vote the memorials and
introduced to appoint Commissioners to visit
Washington and see on what terms Congress
would allow a complete restoration of the
South.
FR03T

EUROPE

London, Dec.

Bir

THE

CABLE.

12.—In the commission to ad-

just the Alabama claims those of Great Britain

against the United States for the losses of British by depredations, &c.,
during the war, will
be brought prominently forward.
Dec.
12.
It
is
now said that the ImpeParis,
rial commission will
agree upon a plan similar
to that adopted by Denmark for the
reorganization of both army and fleet.
London, Dec. 12—Evening —It is rumored
here and on the continent that the
Emperor of
Russia ha9 proposed to the
great powers that
they hold a conference to take into consideration the position of the Christian
subjects of
the Sublime Por?e.
A factory for the preparation of Greek
fire
has been discovered
by the police in Dublin.
13.—The
Empress Eugenie has
A
finally decided to visit the Pope at Rome.
London, Dec. 13 Noon.—It has been clearly
proved that the steamship Bolivar, which was
recently seized in the Medway, was not designed lor the Fenians. 8he belongs to Colombia and will be delivered to the
agent of that
™

Government

as

soon

A most

as

possible.

COURTS.

Carriage

wa3

ate

devoted more particularly to the immediinterests of the Order. Short
reports

made from all the
lodges represented in
the convention. These
reports show the Order to be very
generally in a flourishing condition. Many localities were
as withwere

reported

out

the

grog-shop, owing to
Lodge in the vicinity.
a

the watchfulness of

Some complaint was made on the
part of
the representatives from the
city lodges, that
the liquor sellers, driven out of the
country
towns, had found a home in Portland; but the
was
that
hope
the rats, being corexpressed
nered there, would
be
to

eventually

obliged

surrender to the arm of the
law, and an enlightened public sentiment. Measures were
adopted to strengthen the few weak lodges in
the county and to unite all more
perfectly for
the accomplishment of the work in which
they
are

engaged.

In the evening a public
the Free Will

meeting was held in
Baptist Church, Bro. E. H.
Starbird, of Falmouth, in the chair. Speeches
were made by Bros. J. W.
Munger, F. G. Kich
and E. A. Sawyer, of
Portland, Bro. Leach
and C. A. Stnckpole,
Esq., of Gorham, and
others.
The convention

rappa,

on

adjourned to

meet in Sacca-

the third Tuesday in February.

1HE 1? emale areasuuv

Clerks.—A Wash-

ington correspondent says the Secretary of the
Treasury is seriously considering the expediency ot discharging all the women employed
in his department. The measure is
urged on

the ground that many of the female clerks are
inefficient, but none can be discharged separately, for fear of the clamor of the influential
friends who have secured the
appointments;
and that the
Secretary and his assistants are

besieged beyond endurance and a great deal of
taker* up by multitudes of applicants f«*r places which it is not ill their
power
to bestow. It is thought that nothing but the

their time

wholesale banishment ot women from the
Treasury can stop these annoying importunities. In other words, those
having tho control
of the matter, not
possessing sufficient moral
courago to face this “clamor of influential
friends,” a* It is their duty to do, propose to
avade that disagreeable
necessity by throwing

of employment those female clerks who
have proved both faithful and
efficient; a cowardly proceeding which a gentleman in the position of the Secretary of the
Treasury ought
to be ashamed to hear
suggested. We cannot

out

help thinking

that if the system ot appointments were so far reformed as to make fitness
gather than favor the chief claim to the places, the difficulty would be cured.

we
on

gave
sueli

Harness Manufacturers’
Union.—An Association under this
title was

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

and

formed

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

the Admiralty case of John Curlt, libellant, v.
steamer H. n. Day, Judge Fox decreed $20 to libellant.
Strout & Gage.
p. Barnes.
Court adjourned to Tuesday next, at 11 o'clock A.
In

M.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL TERM.—TAPLET J, PRESIDING.
The usd ay.—Mark Roach, John Sullivan and John

Meguier, the lads who stole

a portion of the iron fence
burial lot of the late Judge Potter, were
sentenced to thirty days In the
County Jail.
Simeon Howard and Dennis Haley, who had
pleaded guilty to breaking and
entering tbe shop of Charles
Duran, with intent to steal, were sentenced to ten
months imprisonment in the County Jail.
AbneT Paine, indicted for keeping a
drinking house
and tippling shop, pleaded nolo
contendere, and paid
a fine of $100 and $17,26 costs.
The case of Goorge N. Hayes, Indicted for
adultery,
occupied the wholo day. The defense was conducted
by Messrs. Strout & Gage. The evidence was all pnt
in, and S. C. Strout, Esq., made the argument for tbe
defendant, and Mr. Webb for the State. At the close
of Mr. Webb’s argument Court
adjournc-l to ten
o’clock Friday morning, at which time
Jndgc Tapley
will give the case to the jury.
The case of Robert Potter and
Mary Potter, for
koeping a house of 111 lame, is the next one for trial.

around the

municipal court.
JUDGE EIKGSUURY PRESIDING.

Thursday.—A lad named John Conroy was fined
$2 and costs for larceny of $4 from Patrick Bradley.
He paid it and was discharged.
Richard lliley, for larceny of a coat from Charles
Ddncan, was fined $10 and costs. Committed.
Receiver* of Slolea Goods.
Mr. EditorOne of the greatest trials our
citizens have undergone, since the
fire—especially those who were burned out—has been the
that has

grown out of it. A corps of ragged
urchins,
have abandoned school and
any good habits
they might have had—and others of a larger
growth too—and hare entered into a wholesale business of stealing, which has defied almost the efforts of police and
people to protect their property.
The ringleaders in this nefarious

Wednesday evening, in this city, bv the
carriage and harness manufacturers, aud Cha>.
P. Kimball, Esq. was chosen
President, and
Mr. E. H. Dunn, Secretary. Resolutions complimentary to Hon. Mr. Broomall for pn senting resolutions in Congress tor the removal of
taxes or manufactures and tlcilled labor, were
passed, also requests to the Hon. Wm. P. Fessenden and Hon. John Lynch to lend their aid
to accomplish that otyect.

Line.—The Intel national
Steamship Company intend to keep the fine
International

steamer New Brunswick

on

the route to East-

port and St. John all winter, should the business warrant

it.

At the

opening of Spring, ar-

rangements will be made for tri-weekly trips.
We also learn that next season another
steamer will be put on the St. Croix river to
run from Eastport to Calais,
touciiing at St.

Andrews and Robbinston.

Arbest.—Officer Gerts, yesterday afternoon,
arrested a boy named William H. Glenn, who
was

offering

sell a quantity of tobacco be
low price as to lead to the suppo-

to

had at such a
sition that he had stole it. The fellow refused
to tell where he got It; and, as no claimant
appeared for it, he was discharged with a caution
that if found in the city to-day, an Overseer’s
warrant would be served upon him.

Marine Disaster.—A dispatch to Mr. Geo.
Hearn, from Capt. Prince, states that the bark
Maria Henry, from Cowes to Cuba, with coal,
was lost on the south side of Cuba.
Crew all
saved. Ho particulars of the loss.
The Maria Henry was owned by Mr.
fleam
at d others of this city.
She was commanded

by Capt.

Prince.

iusured, both

on

We learn that she
vessel and freight.

was

fully

In the early settlement of our couutty the
greatest anxiety was, how our people could get
enough of good wholesome food. Now the

thieves

manner of living has changed, so that many
people really suffer, and enough of every kind
around them. Why is this? It is because their
food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
Elderberry Wine aud you will get relief. Then
buy a ease.
dee4tt

heartily rejoice

Seizures Yesterday.—The Deputv Marshals made seizures of small quantities of liquors in the shop of John Costello, Fore street

business,

the receiveri of stolen
goods, The juTenile
are the product of idleness and
vagrancy, and hardly know right from wrong.
But
the receivers—cool, educated and
unprincipled, well know what they are about; and I
are

portion

at

to see by your columns, (hat
least of these scoundrels, are

a

getting their deserts. Two culprits were found
guilty by the Supreme Judicial Court on Wednesday. Others preceded and others will follow. The police are doing their whole
duty in
this matter, and will continue on to the end.—
Let the rogues beware.
I was struck with the case of John
Sidney,
which came up on
Wednesday in the MuniciThree boys, between nine and
pal Court.
twelve years of age, were
arraigned for stealing coats from entries. It appeared on the evtuence, unit tney found a ready sale with Sidney, at his shop. One coat worth $15, the boy
testified he got $1.75 for; one worth
Sid-

$30,

ney was generous enough to give the little
thief $5 for, but told him in future to ‘‘come in
at the back door 1”

cowardly

violations of integrity and corruption of youthful morals—feeble as they arehave been going on not only in
coats, but in
all conceivable matters that could be
stolen,
from a window weight to a load of
lumber,
stolen from some anxious sufferer’s unfinished
It is

premises.

a

curse to

this community of
It is initiating the

prodigious consequence.
necessity of a larger State Prison, as soon as
the juveniles are a little older.
It involves a
constabulary force to be tripled, and taxes proportionally. I trust the community will not
any longer let this accursed wrong go sneaking through the by-places of our city, and festering in the vile receiving shops of stolen
goods.

The police are indefatigable and
worthy of
high commendation. Let them be sustained
by an honest community. And may the vile
receiver find that there is no
escape for him,
unless he abandons this
encouragement of vice
and corruption of the malleable materials so

appalling explosion occurred in the
in the shape of idle and
colliery at Barnsley, in the county of York. prevalent among us,
trained boys. Then a citizen may be
The loss of life was frightful. The
of badly
bodies
over three hundred
able to hang his coat in his
have already been taken
entry, without the
from the mine and
many others are still unacprospect of finding it, if at all, in a receiving
counted for.
13-—A conference of the States shop—and builders can leave their materials
of JN orth Hec'
Germany will meet in this city on over night, without losing quantities of them
Saturday.
before sunrise next morning.
Good Templar.’ Caavcation.
The regular quarterly convention of
the
Good Templars of Cumberland
County was
holden on the afternoon and
evening of Wednesday, Dec. 12, at Little Falls, Gorham. The
attendance was large—more
lodges being represented than in any
previous convention.—
The spirit and general enthusiasm of the
meeting indicated a wide-spread and deep interest
in the order and cause. The afternoon session

skat-

under, l>ut, fortunately, saved himself,
though not without considerable exertion and
being almost chilled through by the ducking
he experienced.

Madame Zadoc Porter’s Balaam.

persistent and systematic thieving

Wednesday by

on

went

Economy

A Sufferer.

0

Mercantile Library Lectures.
The
course of lectures for the present
season, under
direction of the Portland Mercantile Library
Association, is advertised. It will consist of
—

but six

lectures, and the
announced, from

of the lecturjudge that
the course will be a brilliant one. The
opening
lecture will be delivered at Mechanics
Hall,

ers are

names

which

we

Friday evening, by Henry Vincent, the eloquent English Reformer, who takes for his
subject The Late American Conflict, and the
Friends and Enemies of America in
England.”
Such a subject, and with so eloquent a man to
handle it, must prove
intensely interesting.—
He is to be followed by Hepworth,
Gallaher,
Gough, G. W. Curtis and Chapin—all first
class lecturers, and men who always interest
their audiences.
It will be perceived that Beechpr’s name is
not among the list.
The reason, as we under-

stand, is, that Mr. Beecher is desirous of withdrawing from the lecture field the present season, and devoting his whole time to his parochial duties, and, therefore, he felt constrained
to decline the invitation extended to him to
•
lecture in this city.
Tickets will be for sale to the public, at the
preieof $1.25 for the course. Members
secure their tickets by Wednesday next.

must

Promenade Concert.—The Concert given
at Mechanics’ Hall, last evening, under the
auspices of the 17th Maine Regiment Association was a grand affair.
The ladies were
there, all beauty and brightness, and the large
array of officers in uniform added brilliancy to
the scene. The hall was as full as it conld accommodate, and everything, under the handsome

management of the Committee ot Ar-

rangements and the Floor Committee, went off

pleasantly.
The Concert opened at 8 o’clock with some
fine music from the Forest City Band.
At 9
o’clock dancing commenced, the floor being
covered with as many sets as could be arranged. We left them at 10 o’clock enjoying themselves to thoir hearts' content.

Acknowledgement.—Mr. William Follans-

boe, hite

master

of the American schooner

Island Queen, desires to express through

our

columns his sincere thanks to Captain Aiton
of steamship Moravian for the kindness extended to himself and mate In furnishing thorn
with a cabin passage from Liverpool to this

poit, when, owing to the loss
they were unable to pay tor the
Portland

and

of their vessel,
game.

Rochester Railroad.—It

will be noticed

by the advertisement that on
and after Monday next there is to be a change
of time in running the trains on this road.
Sudden Death.—Mr. John H. Cushman,
proprietor of a livery stable on Fjanklin street,
died, suddenly, Wednesday evening, as is supposed of heart disease.
Corn Balls, by the barrel, at Perkins’ candy
store.

near Franklin

street; at the Cumberland House,

Green street, kept by E. T. Savory, and in the
shop of Samuel Nolan, opposite the Boston de-

pot.
Pay Roll of Mechanics.—We are informby a Mechanic, who has had access to the
various pay rolls of the leading contractors for
building in this city, that the amount paid out
weekly to their employees exceeds seventy
thousand dollars.
ed

Thb n>unn»y o«m ou iiu! Portland & Kochester Railroad, will be discontinued after Saturday, the lfith inst., for the winter. A freight
train with a passenger car attached, will leave
Gorham at 8 o’clock A. If., and leave Portland
at
2t

12.15._

Collision.—Yesterday
Trunk

afternoon a

Grand

freight

train in crossing Commercial
in contact with a jigger that was
crossing the track. The jigger was smashed to
pieces, and the driver, who was on it, narrowly
street came

escaped.

Mechanics'

mi

i

Notwithstanding the fatal

sport until the ice was thick euough, a party
ventured to try it yesterday and the result was
the ice gave
way. There were three young
men engaged in the
sport, and one of them

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Hartford Live Stock Insurance Company.
Portland <& Rochester Railroad.
Bradstreet's Wood and Rubber Mouldings
Price Egg Beater.
For Mill!.ridge ami Cherryileld.
and Comfort.
Removal—Dr. A. S. Thayer.
NEW

TBE

ii n ffl»H r ~r

ing on the ‘‘Basin," and the warning
Thursday morning about attempting

Mercantile Library Lectures—Mechanics' Hall.

lhese

HEWS

Got a Ducking.

accident that occurred

AilveriiMemeniH Te-Ray.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Hex lean Affair*.

New York, Dec. 13.
,,.
City of Mexico correspondence of the 29th
ult. says Maximilian was last
reported at Pueb®ttd was expected at the
capital everyday.
A \\
ashirgton special says Gen. Sheridan
telegraphs Gen. Grant that the act of Gen.
Sedgwick had given rise to no complications.

^

Assemblies.—Subscribers

to

theso Assemblies are reminded that the first
Assembly of the course will come off this eve-

ning.

VARIETIES.
—Mr. Frank Moore i* about to publish
book entitled “The Negroes of the War."

a

—An Austrian paper says that
Kangaroo
steak is very sweet and delicious.
A rare sight at the Paris Exhibition will be
—

complete

cet of American coins.
A butcher in England has become heir to
a
baronetcy and a fit estate, and it is said that
lie is now bothered to know
whether to caii

a

himself Sir Loin or the Baron of Beef.
A new application ot
photography, producing the effect of sculpture, and known as the
is
photomedaHion, just introduced to the public. By tha use of the solar
camera, the image
of the sitter is transferred to a
block of clay, the
lines being so firmly fixed that
the
to whose hands the
work is afterward
is enabled to
produce a perfect likeness of
original. An intaglio is
sunk, from which thinas tor casts are taken, and all tha

aaniptoi

confined’,
till

varieties

oi

bronze, Parian,marble,&c„ are produced Th
effect is very
beautilul, and the portraits are
singularly lifelike.
-The New York
Methodist, in its last ,ssue,
that it has made
arrangements with
the Key. Henry Ward
Beecher

announces

to

sermon

furnish

a

every

fortnight, for the first
appear early m December.

of the m
The se.
mons will be
expressly reported for the M th
odist, revised by Mr. Becher himself, and
protected by copy-right.
The same
paper is also
making arrangements for the publication, durtlie year 1867, of sermons
by the leading Methodist pulpit orators, both in America
and in
ries to

Europe.

-Humor is that Charles Dickons is to
contribute a novel to the
Weekly Tribune f ,r 1*17
for the sum of $26,000.
The Roll of Honor,” is the
subject of D.
latest lecture.
—It is said that au auswci to licce Horn
—

is

soon

to

this

(Friday) evening, on the Scripture

Sweet Havana
store.

Oranges

at

Perkins’

Lands.

candy

_

TIIK 1ST ATE.

—A correspondent in Cornish sends

us

the

weight of a pig slaughtered this week by Timothy Brackett, Esq., of that place, and challenges New England to beat it. Said pig wa3
nine months old on the 10th inst., and weighed
after hanging up one night490 lbs!
Shall Mr.
Brackett have the “championship” in the pork
line?

We learn from the Lewiston Journal that
Sheriff Parker assisted by
Deputies Stroutand
Rowe arrested Rufus L. Larrabee and Wm. Y.
Harmon on charge of
and cattle in Durham.
on

butchering

the horses
The trial will come off

Friday next.

—The Kennebec Journal says Mr. M. C. Milliken, the popular music teacher, who contem-

plated removing to Portland for the purpose of
engaging in other business, has couciuded, at
the earnest request of pupils and musical
friends in that city, Hallowell and Gardiner,
to make Augusta his permanent
residence, and
devote himself wholly to teaching music.
—A fire in Lewiston yesterday
morning, destroyed two buildings ou Main street near the
canal, occupied as carpenter and cabinet-maker’s

shops.

The loss which falls on several
paris estimated at about $5000. There is insurance for something over $3000.

ties,

The Bangor \V hig of Thursday says: “The
anchor ice made pretty rapidly in our river
yesterday, and navigation may be closed in a
day or two, if the weather continues cold.—
The Lady Lang left yesterday afternoon on her

wn.”
—The Managers of the Five Points Him e ot
Industry in New York propose to sot up a clean
and properly conducted
boarding-house for
sewing girls. They will appeal to the public
for help for their
enterprise, und will, we hope,

get it
It is stated that Prince
Napoleon and the
Duke of Rutland have each ordered from the
American builder, a vessel to be the exact
counterpart of the metalie life boat, Red
White and Blue.

George P. Putnam, having been relieved trom the duties of internal revenue collector in Now York, has resumed his
business

~~

as a publisher and bookseller.
His son, Mr.
George H. Putnam, is associated with him
The new firm, taking the title of G. P.
Putnam
& Son, will give its attention
chiefly to the
publication of the works of Washington Ir.ing and Bayard Taylor, and to the purchase
of books lor household
libraries, iyoeums and
—

associations.

Napoleon and his late Ministbb. -‘
Malto the N. Y.
Times, thus describes the cause of rupture between the
Em

akoff,” writing

peror Napoleon and Drouyn de
late Minister of Foreign Affairs:
'The rupture between the

Drouyn

do

Lhuys

Lhuys,

his

Emperor and M
appears to have been wideu-

lately and rcuueied probably definitive.—
The real
ed

cau.e ot this able
minister’s abrunt
evacuation of the
of Foreign Allans
to
be
thus:
Alter
appears
the close ot the war
M. Drouyn de
of course, uot without
the consent ol the
made a dnuaud
ft** » rectification of
,1011tiers that is, he demanded

Ministry

Lliuys,

Emperor,

“S* ,‘{e

the little hut

portant territory ot Sarreluuis

and

im-

somethin!,

of less importance.
t he Count e'e ll-r
mark instructed his Minister
at Pans
in.
Count deOolta, to go toM.
Drouyn de Lhuys
and tell him that it was
to accord
impossible
what he had asked.
When tins
was
delivered M Drouyn De
Lhuys,
himself, aud, as he believed, lor tue Emperor
also, reaffirmed his demand in a more peremptory a ud positive manuer.
Count de Dolts, of
course, again ret used, and leaving the Foreign
office, went straight to the Xuiilclies to see the
Emperor in person. He was fortunate enough
to obtain an
interview, and in a
argumentative discussion, he convincedlong
the Emperor
that Prussia, could not under the
circumstances, concede the point, without iosing ali the
morai ground she had
gained in
The Emperor yielded, aud when M.Germany
Drouyn do
Lhuys heard ol it, he said he would uo longei
hoid a Position in which he was thus
diacurnfited behind his back, and
resigned at once
Froucl‘ Ambassador at Belli11* M Benedetii, received the Order oi the
01
Fru*sia, M. Drouyn do
Lhuys, who by this time, the reader
wiii sec
u a strong
declared that “the’
Anti-PrUiai.ui,
French Ambassador bad received the
Prussian
Eagle for having lowered the Eagle of France!”
wblcl* seeius to he ve been oarried
»
to
the liimperor^ and to have
served as a tinishStro*te t0
ruPtu‘C between the two parties
more

measLe

speakfug f"

fc*1U«°Vrtie? fh.e
“t

Buisa.
The Election in Wasd
Three.—The special election in W4rd
Three, Wednesday, to fill
the vacancy on the Common
Council ticket
,,n
Monday between Ed
ward K. Merritt, v1°,to
Republican, and Robert S.
Brown, the colored Democrat, was more exciting than any previous election in the ward
The polls were opened at twelve,
and from
that time until closed, at four
there was
a constant stream of voters
passing in front of
the inspectors’ table,
The entire ward was
canvassed by agents of both
parties, and every
voter induced to vote.
Every hour the vote
was
and
each
announced,
announcement was
received with boisterous
cheering by the friends
of the candidate
ahead, and with doleful
groans by those who
supported the other The
Democrats did the
cheering the first half but
the groaning after that. As the
time for
tng the poll approached, the srowd in the ward
room
increased, aud the excitement became
more m cnee.
The “Brown men”
grew
vous, and appealed to every man who had not
voted to “go the Brown ticket.”
ute.s bclore the polls
closed, a rallying crowd
came in, hot
excited, with two
Brown men, who deposited the votes
in the
midst of much cheering and confusion
At lour o’clock Mr.
the
Coolidge,
warden
announced that the polls were closed
After
some rather heated discussion the
resuit
of the
voting was then annouuoed as followsRobert S. Brown
Edward R. Merritt

w‘,UJnlpby«he

o’clock,

clo"

n“r®

Thrcfnfim

anA

Scattering

—

last trip, not deeming it safe to remain till
morning. There were but three or four vessels
remaining in yesterday.” The Androscoggin
is also reported full of anchor ice.
—Hon. 8. H. Blake and
wife, Willie A.
Blake, and Miss Helen Sanborn, all of Bangor
were on board the mail steamer
China which

came so near to destruction on her recent
trip
from Boston to England.
—The ferocious bear, reported to have been
seen in Belfast turns out to be a
large deer.—
He was shot last week, while
feeding in the
fields with some cattle.
—No tidings have been heard from the missing brig 8. Thurston, Capt. Fred Clark, which
sailed from Searsport Oct. 13th, with a
cargo
ot lumber, bound tor New
London, Conn. She
left our bay in company with the
brig Isaac
Carver, Capt. A. Shiite, and both vessels sailed
in company during the day and
parted at
night ofl Mouhegan. Capt, Clark, being soma
distance ahead, stepped upon his quarter-deck
and waved his hand to Capt. Shiite as
they
parted company. This was the last ever seen
ot him or ot his vessel or crew.
Shut.Capt.
informs us that the wind soon after increased
to a gale, and that he has no
doubt that Capt.
Clark’s vessel went on to Nantucket South
shoal, and that all hands were lost. This is the
second Searsport vessel which has been lost
within a year past.
The barque John Ketr,
Capt Stimson of that port sail d from New Orleans with a
cargo of cotton, ami was never afterwards heard from.—Bdgaat Age.
—A building owned by Henry S. Sweetland
and occupied by C. M. Wiggin for n variety
store, at the village of South Thomaston was

destroyed by lire with its contents on Sunday
last. Loss: $2,400, insured for Si,MO.
—There have been built in Waldoboro the
past season eighteen vessels, and preparations
are making to build
twenty next yew. Who
says the towns in Knox and Lincoln arc unable
to build a railroad after examining the vessel
building statistics.—Rockland Democrat.

dJrlle. 1>e®.ti.aa3K:

orS

*

Wc rccord with
the
defeat of the Democratic candidate regret
in Ward
Mr.
Three,
Brown, 3 most resiiectacle colored
He was firmly supported by
gentleman.
Democrats and Conservatives, but the Radical
element in that locality severed his
political
jugular without any c nnpunctiuns whatever
The Ante-Chamber Infamy.—The
Washington correspondence of the Worcester
Spv

contains the

following:

The cheek of every patriotic
citizen mnst
have tmgled with shame as he read
the report
of the Senate
proceedings on Tuesday and
Wednesday last, wherein Senator Chandler
made the charge he did
relating to the hawking of executive pardons by a woman or women of
notoriously bad character.
On the self same
day that the American senator rose in his seat to
charge such corrnption
as this, as a fact as well
proven and established
as the records of a
court, there sat in the antechamber of the Executive office at the White
House nearly a score of ladies, from all
portions of the country, waiting to see the President.
Conspicuous among them_wives

daughters, sisters, good women probably near-’
the

ly

all of them—sat
most notorious of the
known ami recognized pardou brokers, whom
Chandler
Senator
denounced the Executive
for fostering.
I need not mention this woman’s name. She
is one who waxethfaton her evil
notoriety.But is it not a shame that she is
daily seen and
recognized in the ante-rooms of the White
House.
She sat there seeming to be
quite at
borne, commanding as mucb attention as the
Wliv
0<i daughter of the citizen most distinguished for upright character or intellectual
excedende. No woman can visit the White
House without, being compelled to risk contact with people of this description.
Names of Members of Congress.—In the
Senate there are no two mcmliers of the same
name. In the house there are two

Ashleys.

Clarkes, two Hardings, two Hoopers, four
Hubbards, two Hubbells, two Lawrences, two
Randalls, two Rices, two Taylors, three Thomases, two Van Horns, two Wards, three Washburns, two Wilsons, and—mirabile dictn—one
two

Smith)
Death of another Brave Volunteer
We notice the recent death of Mr. William D.

—

COUGHS.—As a soothing pectoral,Brown's Bronchial Troches are advantageously employed to alleviate coughs, sore throat, hoarseness and bronchial
affections.
Those exposed to sudden changes ot
weather should have them, as they can be carried m
the pocket and taken os occasion requires upon the
fin* appearance of a cold or cough.

*

It will be called “Ecoc Do-

appear.

—

Lecture Postponed.—Rev. W. L. Gage is
compelled to postpone for a week the lecture of

•

Chapin’s

Goddard, of Brookline, Mass., the first volunteer

from his town in M61. His obsequies took
at the church of Rev. Dr. Hedge, and

plaoe

very impressive.
Mr. G. was a nephew of
Eaq., of this city.

were

Henry Gcddatd,

t<

VILY

Kuilrmirt.

Mowngt-nieul of tin Morse
to some
Mb. l.niTOB, -Permit me to r-ply
Church,’
communication
signed
the
of
parts
4tli inst., purporting
published in the Press the
of Sunday travel by
to discuss ttie question
that
street ears, and more than iusinuating
the Westbrook church-goers are not accommodated by the Suuday ears,—aud on that point
allow me to say, the Directors have ordered

PRES&.

POHTLAND.
•1«»-

Friday Morning-, Pecembtr I4, 1BG6.
Fiit ltiM'iiMioii.

the cars to run on Sunday at the request of
the Westbrook passengers, and if they are no

m
The Argus a few Jays ago asked what,
in
the opinion of the Press, should be done
case a

should,
by writing and publishing,
distuib tlie
Judge Stiry's language,
to

be

the station
But the aim oi said article
room iu this city, aud I uui satisfied that had
not
you read the article iu season, it would
have appeared in the Press. Allow me to quote
from it: “Of ah the places of rowdyism and
filth to he found iu our city is the Horse Railroad Depot ou Sundays. Peanuts, candy, aud
was at

subvert the gov-

peace, or attempt
ernment.” We answered tlie question promptstill complains
ly and fully. As tlie Argus
led
Unit its enquiry has been neglected, we are
What notion
to examine the matter again.

public

will witli great pleasure

accommodation, they
stopped.

man,

to use

|

til.; Argus attaches to the words quoted above,
it is of course impossible to know. It would

a little of everything is sold there ou that day,
written and published and there is not a
spot for a body to sit or
words can hardly be held to disturb the put- stand, without getting into tobacco juice.”—
hc peace,unless there is some disturbance; There you have it, aud that, too, by a person
styling herself a
1 hat they can hardly be regarded as effective
woman,” and signing
instruments for the subversion of tlie govern- “Church" for a signature. Now, to your readto
ers
who know better, such slang will do no
ment, uuless there is some actual attempt
to suh.
harm; but many of your numerous readers do
carry them into effect. Atr attempt
not visit the room in
lint unquestion, and if they have
vert the government means treason,
read and credited Miss “Church’s” story, they
there is no
Constitution
der the American
actual levy- never will want to visit it, and the object of
such thing as treason without an
this article is to disabuse the
Thee
States.
public in regard
United
the
of
war
ing
upon
to Miss “Church's” communication.
the
subvert
to
no
attempt
can therefore be
Home three or four months ago an anonythe meaning of out laws,
government, within
mous letter came to hand,
complaining that
fact
of
war must be suThe
alone.
the waiting room was cot kept clean, since
by words
can
become
treaswhich the writer, or one of the Directors, has
peradded, before any words
onable.
invariably visited the room once or twice every
IT this is plain ana unueniame, as it seems,
Sabbath, and always found it quiet and neat
and clean.
No person
a regard for
it follows that the opinion of the Press was

however that

seem

having

writing
asked
and publishing, and we tried to make the reply so clear that the Argus could not misunderstand it. Our neighbor now declares himself satisfied on that point, but wants to know
something else—to wit, “in what light those
should be regarded who burned the Constituon

tion in a

the subject

ot

treasonable

public pow-wow

on

truth could visit that room and then sit down
and represent it as the “most filthy place iu

who declared that Constitution a covenant with death and an agreement with hell,
These absurd questions were apdie., Ac.”

that

public room in this city is so free from tobacco-juice.
Now, having examined the most objectiona-

bon-

fire ot the Constitution and pronounced it a
covenant with death and an agreement with
hell, they probably meant to convey the im-

endeavored, through

you, to have an interview with said “Church” for the purpose of ascertaining the object; but the writer declines
to be known. Horse railroads in Maine are a

is not surprising that
could manage them
much better than the officers in charge, and
their advice is given very frequently and gratuitously. For the time this road has been in
I think it will compare favorably
with any similar road, so far as accidents, rows,
or rowdyism are concerned.
The Directors
have not only invested their money, but have
generously given their time without compensa-

operation

The safety of our institutions lies in a free
discussion of their principles. If any man sincerely believes, with Mr. Seward, that a monarchy would be better for us, it is his right to
say so and to defend his opinion with all the

Logie must

The passengers arc largely reaping the
benefit, and I am glad to know that it is so
tion.

But violence

mast

and patronized. Every effort
is made to make it deserving and popular.—
No road in this country is running at so low

be an-

equally

appreciated

wel'

swered witli logic. If our institutions are attacked by argument, by argument, must they
be detended.

institution, and it
people think they

new

some

answered by violence. When we are contending with armed treason, or with foreign enemies, what really and plainly strengthens
the hands raised against us becomes itself a
part of the grand nt tncH t*mi iuu,t tso jfealf
with accordingly.

as this company.
I regret to occupy so much of your space
and time, but under such representations it is

room

Tlic next meeting of the Association will be
held at Freeport on Thursday, 20tli inst., at 2
o’clock in the afternoon.

made

tract which though taken at random affords a
pretty fair specimen ofhis verse. It is (rom a
poem entitled “A June Day:”

Along

that brilliant arch of sky,
The clouds display their glittering white;
Here, in soft fleecy folds they lie;
There, like pure snow-flakes spotted bl ight;
Here a curled plume; a castle there,
With flag and battlement in air;
A rich and radiant sight.

Upon yon wood the sunlight lays
Its scattered gems, or sheds across
A stream of broad deep lustrous blaze,
Steeping the leaves in golden gloss.—
Or melting through the bowers, its tinge
Pencils below a checkered fringe
On the wild flower and moss.
Scarce stirs the

foliage

round

me

whereby

an

unusually interesting

meet-

partisan purpose, but solely
promotion of Temperance. Members,
therefore, of all religious sects, or of no sect, of
whatever political party or of no party, of every Temperance organization or ol none, who

are

held for

flung;

REQTTTW!*
A.’^

favor total abstinence from the

use

freely participate in

the exercises.

These are graceful and musical lines, and
had we space we might quote many more from
the attractive volumes before us.
For sale by Davis Brothers.

Irritation of the Luugn,

81,T5.

Most of the essays contained in this volume
have already appeared in the London Saturday
Review, and other English periodicals, but they
will nevertheless he new to the mass of Amerireaders. They have been very minute ly
revised, and in some cases rewritten for the
Mr. Palpurposes of the present collection.
grave is not a commonplace or shallow critic.—
His perceptions are clear and delicate, his taste
can

of the Maine
Farmer, in answering the inquiries of some
one in regard to the State of Maine, writes as
follows about that portion of Aroostook where

correspondent

he slid into temptation and the hard struggles
which it cost him to get back into the right
path are well depicted, and it is a book which

boys,

besides

may read with

For sale at Packard’s.

Ira Aldridge, the black American tragedian played Othello a few eveninss ago to a
Paris audience, in the theatre of Versailles,
and had an immense success. He played his
part in English and the others responded in
French.

functions of criticism

just and

sound.
The first three of these essays, relating to the
Royal Academy Exhibitions, will have no special interest for many readers in this country,
but the papers on Mulready, Holman Huut,

George Cruikshank, Thorwaldsen, Hyppolyte
Flandrin, “Japanese Art,” “Sensational Art,”
“Poetry and Prose in Art,” "‘Sculpture and
Painting," “The Fantese Marbles,” “Thackeray
in the Ahliey," and others, will claim attention
both by their subjects and by the manner in

«rass.

subjects are treated. The chapter
uu “Poetry and Prose in Art,” and that on “The
Position of Sculpture In England," are as true
here as they ran he in the latter country; and

HAvr.NO

devoutly

wish they could be studied
and laid to heart, by all Congressmen who
have a voice iu the spending of the public
monies ou “N atioual” paintings and statues, aud
by all the members of the innumerable “monmost

committees” who are so busily furnishing our various towns aud cities with the
frightful aburtious ot fifth-rate artists. Mr.
Palgrave says, and says well: “Sculptors of
high ealibre.it is true, will always be rare; that
ument

!

nation shoubl hare one or two such, is matter
for lair pride; but the moral is, liu-l thould do

TROCHES

thould leave it auatlrtnpUd, If
a no.nuno nl of high quality I*-, required, it is
suicidal to give it to any but tb.ise few wlto
ran

ly

wort,

put

true

lor us,

are as

or

wr

poetic life iuto

it.”

Cnfortunate-

such men as these, the true artists,
they are rare, ami seldom have

modest as

themselves before the
thinking of art, not of how

pushing

auy talent tor

public. They are
to gain influence in lobbies and among

smart

business men. and often the world is a loser
thereby, li is the business of the public to see
and judge Itrtween the false and the true; and
such bisiks as the present are invaluable in

contributing
principles of

to

our

taste

kuutrledge

of the

true

and judgment in matters of

art.

Beethoven's

Letters (1790—1838). From
the Collection of Dr. Ludwig NohL also his
letters to the Archduke Kudolnh, CardinalArchbishop of Olmutz, K. W., from the Collection of Dr. Ludwig Hitter von Kochel.
Translated by Lady Wallace, with a Portrait
®Rd
Fac-sjmile. Two Vols. lfimo. New
* Houghton. (Sold by Davis

Brothere)1™

Ukhsiblb.— The Memphis Post records a
Any reader who with the published letters of
highly honorable incklent at a recent dinner I
in Richmond, of which a son of General Lee
Mozart fresh in his
recollection, shall take up
was the hero. The guests were
mostly ex-rcb- these volumes hoping to fi„d in them the same
free and unreserved expression of the
el officers:
writer’s
mind and heart, will probably
The wine went round after dinner, and one
experience someof
The
fiery younj blood, who, with all liis hard thing
disappoinment.
profonnder emoknocks, bad had no discretion knocked into his tions of the great musician’s soul, which
express
boiling brain, arose and proposed “The Fallen
Flag.” Colonel Lee promptly placed his hand themselves so fully in his wonderful music
find
arose.
here
hut
and
feeble
the
utterance, or, oftener,
glass
upo,:
“Gentlemen,” said
he, “this will not do. We arc paroled prison- at all. The habit of represssion, of
something,
ers.
We now have but one flag, and that is
indeed,closely akin to distrust,produced by his
the flag of our whole country—the glorious old
stars and stripes. I can recognize no other
unhappy childhood, his lonely youth and the
fight for no other, and will drink to no other.” harsh struggle with poverty, injustice and phy-

non,!

•

and

No.

relieving

Our friends and patrons and*
trust will wait and examine

NEW STOCK of

Books, Fancy Goods, Writing Desks,
Stationery, Arc*,
before purchasing elsewhere.
We shall have a good assortment of English and

American Standard and Juvenile Books. We beg a
continuance of the generous patronage and favor
which we have beretolore received.

dec7sNd3w

New

&

NOYES,
Block, Exeliange street.

A VIluable Medicine.—Dr. Poland’s White
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues ot the White Pine Bark. It has been thoroughly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and the
proprietor has testimonials to its value from persons
well knows to our citizens. We reccommend its trial
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
is for sale by all our Druggists.—Independant.

The Great New

Englaud Eemedy!
POLAND’S

PINE COMPOUND
WHITE
offered
the afflicted
Js

to
throughout the country, alter having been proved by the test ot eleven
years, in the New England States, where its merits
have become as well known as the tree from which, in
part, it derives its virtues.
now

The White Pine

Factory n

November 10, 1866.

pleasant

diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
lyFor sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by

BRADBURY,

B. F.

octl5d&wsN6m

Druggist, Bangor.

MIXEKAJL BATHS AT

HOME.

L

f.

/”

SALTS

are made from ti,.* concern rated
Liquors of the Mineral Well of the Pcnn'a Salt Manlaid tiring Co., in Pittsburg, and are lacked iu airtight boxes. One always sufficient for a bath. Directions are attached.

“Strumatic
day’s

of

one

Mineral
and

a

Waters!”

half pints. One sufficient for

use.

no20s:seod&wly

CF'Mtrunaatic Malt* and Mtrumntic IUiu*

Waters, just received

era I

and tor sale by
J. W. PERKINS A CO.,
No 86 Commercial
no248Neowd&wly

The only uniformly successful medicine tor
Piles. Dealers want no other where it has been introduced. Send for circulars and certificates. Ask the
nearest Druggist to get the medicine for you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
rapidly selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. Anderson A Son, Bath: H. H. Hay, Portland; B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor; Horace Barbour, l^wiston, and
other Druggists
Wm. Cajir & Co.

seplf)8N2tawti

Proprietors.

n

niuHcat Perle and llygeiuic Wine.—These
desirable and valuable wines have, w e are glad to say,
made their appearance in our city, and having examined them ourselves, we can speak under standingly
of their excellence.
The Muscat Peri.e isa very rich and delicious
wine,
adapted for ladies, and certainly surpasses any table wine in the country.
As a Commnniou wine it stands unrivalled, and
churches would do well to examine it for Sacramental
purposes. Purity, delicacy of flavor and mildness,
are all combined in Muscat Perle.
The Hygienic Wine has been submitted to a number of our most eminent Physicians and they strongly
recommend it as a tonic of rare virtue.
The purity of these wines can be relied on, and their
excellence and deliciousness will be appreciated by all
who teet them. Thev should be kept by all Druggists. KEEP, CUTtEK & CO., BOSTON, Agents
for New England.
n
scp3-eodlysN

especially

An Endlra*

Rubbers !

to the trade

A ftdl assortment of

the above celebrated

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES♦

Hoots,

Agency prices. Also

Shoes <£•
At Wholesale

Wine.

Did

article, may be louu.l for sale by all City
Druggists ami first class Country Ora-art.
A. a Medicine Maine' Wine la invaluable, being
among the beat, if not the beet, remedy for colds and
pulmonary complaints, as wed as one of the moet
agreeable Beraragrt. Manufactured from the pure
juice ot the tarry, and unadulterated by any Impute
ingredient, we .-an heartily recommend it to the dek
ae a medicine, and to
t% well, as a Uraragt.

BY

of his limbs

Novelty

NO

By Saving

I.IUE

and

en

l

Your Waste Git-sse.

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

Fiat,

8APONIFIER.
(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb., 1859.)
—-or-

Ah

lye.

BEWARE gf counterfeits.

Manufacturing Co s

for

Saponifier.

Pennsylvania Salt
nol78Neod&wly

gou«l

Factory,

ju!16tf

St.__

* CO.,
AJ is.ofWEBSTER
C. K.

be tound at the store

can

AA*

St.

Same entrance

as

U. S. Ar-

iyl2dtf

READY to commence again. C. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER White aud Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on the old site, No. 12 Union St, w ould be pleased to answer nil orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Window Shutters, Gratings, &e.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.

ALL

EXPRESS CIO. are now
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts of the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.
EASTERN

THU

au

ashor(men!
l

in Bostnn.
at the

Is

(A It PET

Window

Shades and

Hall, where we shall continue
various branches and at lower

l^rLadieB* Dresses dyed for $1,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates.
Jul 176m
H. BURKE.
FERNALDfr NON, Merchant Tailors,
have taken Union Hall, entrance on Free St.,
•
where they are ready with a good stock of Goods fbr
Men’s wear, which they will manufacture in
garuientn to order.
B3T*First class Coat-makers wanted.

lo n

Hit'll A: NON,
• Coffins
and Caskets:
Caskets.

SN.

138

also,

Exchange
Me

talic

street.

Burial

jygg

J. WALKER & CO. may
fJHARLES
No. 150 Commercial
store

ceive their orders.

PEN

lit

THE

MIGHTIER

domestic Cigars
imported
MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street

C. C.

F.BR, AUsrary*
DF.BI.OIM
Caaa>rllwra, at the Boodr Honac,
and Chestnut
Ar

U

aad

corner

sb

ol

D.

PMiRt E, Attorney and Counsello
8 Clapp's Bloek.
jul'Cl

3Iarketl Down.

new

of

A

HAWLEY,

Free

Street,

additions to their already exten-

*41

Tiie Child Pen-Beat and

Morton’s

Clbe.vpebt

Bradbury.

Portland,

no20d&wGm

A.

prices will please.
& Hawley,

T1,K

ncit

Hair

9tr

1

7.186B._

M“^,MStair8’,0nTU,':SDAy’’

DC,-7,V-

»™™N«»N,

Cashier.

Casco National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
rpiIE
X Casco National Bank of Portland” for the election ol seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any
other business that may logallycome bcloro them,
will be held at 180 Fore
street, on TUESDAY, the

quantity of well-seasoned, clear Spruce FLOORi

Law,

Age.

Several marked cures have come under onr obseivation, and we have conversed with many others who
have been benefited
Dr. Canwnter’s treatment,
and we have become satisfied that lie is skllinil in the
class of diseases which he treats,and carefbl to promise only w hat he can perform.-[Bangor II big I lour.
Bee other Certificates in Port land transcript.
wt'

by

nov!9__i1*
NEW

STREET,

D. M.

CLOTHING!

GOODSI

found at his store.

CHEAPEHT

toys

Work

or

"III

Boxes

The

288 CONGRESS

Maine.

Portland, Dec, 7,

STREET,

(Opposite the Preble House

City,

Where

we

havoa

new

sleek of

CLOTHING

PRICES!

kinds!

—AND—

Desks!!

and

Beautiful

Stationery

Publication* !

FURNISHING GOODS !

and Toilet Articles t!

CUTLERY ,
•AMil

Numerous
a

good

Ollier

time for

Thing*!

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and Lfl^
PRICED CLOTHING, made op In the most fashionable atyle. A large aesorttnent of the newest styles
of GENTS' FPRNISIIINO GOODS 1* now on hand,
dec*
',tf

A

purchasers of

FI LL

to
them

for

ui

more

tone and
at a more

(electing, than

November 26.

hue,

Clothing

can be
season.

dtf

New

wua.iam
street, is now
I’Crmauently located at his new store No 64 Federal at,
a
Jew door, below Lime street. He is now prepared in
attend to the wonts of his numerous customers and
the public
generally in the woj of cleaning and reI'airing tlothingof oil kinds, and will be attended
Also

England Clothing

I

LIME

Have

STREET,

Law,

the Poet Office where he will
„■*door» ®Jx>»e
happy to see old
customers and

School,

P.

F A K i; I X a TO X

JOSEPH STORY

tewrbya

Marble C'w.
Manutactaren and Dealers in Exameled Slate
Chimxey Pieces, Brackets. Pier Slabs, Orates
Iml,or,OT and dealer in EngHerman and French Flower
SSfJ™"'
Pols,
\ ascs, Parian, Ilisqqe, and Bronze statuette
Hanging
and Busts. Hlase Shades aniTwalnut
BoheStands,
mian and Lara \ ascs and other wares.
112 TKEMONT STREET Studio
Building
_uugZ*—Cm n_BOSTON, Mm.

AND

Furnishing
20 Market

Oct4—tl3m

I

Goods !
Square.

n

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
In

Post Office Building, 2d story;

o. r. shetley.

change

Entrance

on

street.

iyati

A.

SMALL

Ex-

a. strout.

CO.,~

&

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

Groceries and
PEBCIVAL
(

Counsellor and

BONNET,

Attorney

at

Law,

Morion Bloc?,-, Congress
Street,
Two Doors above Preble
House,
PORTLAND, ME.
novl9

_tf

tJ.

c.

H air

MOXCEY,

Dresser,
Has Removed to

No.
no7dtf

339

_(A

Congress Street,

Lare J,IS|

™ e

he found

under Lancaster hall.

__

IF. E. PHILLIPS &

Wholesale

CO.,

oct

17-dtt

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

lltllSiO

PADTKR.

At present to I* found at his residence

244 CUMBERLAND,
HEAD

jysott

OF MECHANIC STREET.

Jyt*■

JVew

us a

°rencd
Furnishing
HAXF,
taining good aasortment ol

call.

a

a

Jh,r*Corner Center
-l Free.
Suoe
*

A. COBB &

Loriug,

CO.,

““f^ncy

French

jy ENTIRE NEW STOCK—OLD

STOCK

BURNED.
Remember tbe Number.

oct24

dtf.__

$10O.
#100
JfA/C CLAIM OFFICE.
Marian It

t>
BAILEY.

ol

Prise Money, and all other claims
against the Uov>
ernmenr, olfeete.i at short notice.
the necessar// blanks have been
andclahr
nreived,
ants should tile their claims
prompt!u
Frank G. Patterson, late Lieut, otli. Me. Vole
Pavl Chadboitrse, late Mai. 1st Me. Cav.
Oct 16-dtf
n

*

SETTER,

^

new Store
corner

No.

.101

a new

ry, Silver and Hinted
Oooda tor the holidays.

Ware,

and

Eauey

A.

They have rcoccupied their old stand No. G4 Exchange street, with a complete stock orNuutlcal
snil Optical Oooda, Chronometers, Watches.
Clocks, Fine Tools lor Machinists and Engineers, &c
E:{f-Friends anil customers Invited to old headquarters.
Dec 1,1866.—il.Tm

ALBERT

KVANR,

oi Bangor, a skillful dentist ot
long expen
enee, and take picasurc in introdnelng and recoin
mending him to them. Ether and Chloioform admin
istered when desired.

C. H, OSGOOD,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

n

Southern Pine.
superior Flooring and Step
Boards now laudiutf at Custom House Wharf
*
and for sale in lots to suit pnrrhasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS A
CO..

ABOUT

140 M very

11 <

Portland, Nov. 21, 1SG6.

Commercial street
nov22dtf

Go to Adams A Puri n ton’s
Goods of all kinds;
Carpetings, and ail kinds of Crockery. Glass Tin

FJB-yoorHoMe-ftmiishing
and
Jarthen.
Window

Stone

tags,

HALL,

W.

NO. 1

I.

Goods

and

Produce.
STREET,

MILK

PORTLAND, UK.,

Would respectlhlly announce to ids lormcr customer,
he has re-estahlishod
hUs|l
place, No. 1 Milk street near

hUSISh,

and II lends that
This is to inform my friends and patassociated with me in the practice ot I ness at the old

Formerly

oetCdtf

T.

tlie Old Ground !

and dealer in

! Groceries,

;

DR.

on

COMMISSION MERCHANT,

Dental Notice J
that I have

doors above Preble House.

2

Conoccupy the
of Brown Street, about
WILL
urea. Street,
Reconstructed
stock of Watches, Jewel,
Dec, 1,5th, with

Dentistry,

Order.

349 Congress Street, (Un Stairs.)
y

Approved dub
rI111^ihtTHivJUin!.‘r9'
un'ter„,hc,law
J.
-eth, IMt), Increase
Pensions, Arrears of Pat.

ALL

Street,
C. L.

LOWELL

Stamping

Done to

vSTchudbourne,
Skates! ! Patterson
lock,

Fop Ladies and Gentlemen.

Free

con-

Fudcr CUthing, .Iferiuo Twto, Callur*.
Worried and Fancy Goods.

H.,__

KririS!’
ST

CO.,
Store,

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

Succtssori to F. P andM T Bt,/ord, a, Mr,
M
U. S. Hotel,
/ A ®tchols,
of Tretouase, best
ki
£J°eived Also
Jot Zephyr
quality,
KM
Gloves.
Worsteds, Slippers
Moods, Hosiery, Ladies' Under Vests,
Cofteta. Lina"d emb- Hdkfs., Muslin and Cwn.
Drew Buttons,
Ldfjings, Klain
together with all articles
111
Goods Store.
riw
an(1 ‘h® Pub,lc are invited to call and
examine them.
nov 7
till Jan. 1, 1867.

t>
11027,1.w

Store,
Street. (Up Stairs.;

H. W. SIMOXTON A

DRAWING PAPER OF Aid, SIZES.
Give

Dentists,

No. 148 Fore Street.

have removed to

No. 1 Galt Block, Commercial Street.

340 Congress

New patterns and Choice
Styles.

rons

Bools and Shoes for Sale CheaD.
jylOdtl

CLOTHING,

KINDS,

PAPER HANGINGS,

1>. ChABKE <£ CO.

AT 29 MABKET SQUAEE,

.UR

rocieved from New York a full supply of

lew doors above the Preble House.)

can

OF

Provisions I Skates!

Highest cash prices paid lor Com.
try Produce
t ir t-onsignmeuts receive
prompt Attention
dsc7dlm
WQ I J UBi; ATKEETi

Manufheturers of

Miscellaneous and

STATIONERY

Jv=|tJ

STROUT

_

J. T. LEWIS .f CO.

full supply ot

O&Bh, Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let"
ter Presses, Pen Racks, Ac.

2S.11

SHEPLEY &

a

,

CLOTHING

second-bond
no 6dtf

Blank Books.

be
has

new.
He now
every tacillty lor conducting his business in the meet
sauelhrtory manner.
n
sepgodam

band

on

Com.,

■IN Market sqssn.
E. LK\ EEN & CO.

desdifiu

SHORT At LOR INO,

on

!

AT TB*

pob, htoinemm.
H*a»y
at 91 Federal
BROWN, formerly

T*1at J*°"M*“ceB.
lair prices.
(lothing for sale

’n

SUPPLY

"

eighth day of January

next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
E. P. GEKKISH, Cashier.
1866.
dim

Prang*

Now is

STREET,

KNIGHT 1

AND

sfrpet

Sweat

FIHM !

ROBINSON

COLLECTIOX

Booksellers & Stationers,
Dressing
Rooms,
31 Free, Earner Center Streets,
Neatly fitted
up

<lc8dt(l

Second National Bank.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of
the

Port,and,

MORTON.

ING BOARDS, 10 feet hug, six inches wido,
tor sale by
HENRY BULLARD,
nov Z7 ulm
Smith’s Wharf.

31 Free Street.

“Second National Bank, Portland” for the
clecHoiiof
Directors, and any other business which may legally
come belnre them, will be held at Nos
lRUnmli'si
8th January

Spruce Flooring Boards.

A

our

tors, and for the transaction of
any oilier business that may legally come hntnre
them, will be held at 188 Fore Street, on Tuesday,
* the
8th day of January, 1867, at 3 o’clock P M
B‘ C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
November 8. dtd

and

at

Best Assortment in the

toddn

to buy gisnl goods at low
prices,
invited to call and examine our stock
l*etore purchasing elsewhere, as we are

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting ol the Stockholders of
the
THE
1 Canal National Bank of Portland, for the election of seven three

same

The Certificates, published In our columns, of Dr.
Carpenter's cures are bona fide to our own knowledge.
He Is all he profeeses to be, and will not humbug or
deceive the public.—{Kennebec Journal, Angnsta.

Law, CHRISTMAS GOODSI
Boj
call,
attention
ebown

_"I'gJl-Jtf_Portland,

respectfully

Gold Pens 1

prices.
B3T* A Catalogue, with full descript ion of Sizes
Prices, sent on receipt c t letter postage.

nov

are

We have taken tbe store

THE

S,:l,es Uolol.

"LkMCMPEK.

1.

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured
persons^ in this
city who have been tin,ier treatment at the Eye and
Ear infirmaries without being bemlilted.—{Uiljatt

respectfully Invite the attention of the people
of Portland and vicinity to the

*

STREET,

31 COMMERCIAL

wishing

Traders Bank of
Portland.”
Stockholders of this Bank are
hereby notified
their annual meeting will he
1IHEthatKisim
held at their
No 21| Free Bt., on
llioiking
TUESDAY, the
lit day of January next, nt 3 o'clock P
to choose
M,
ire Directors for tlio ensuingyear, and to act on
ither business that may legally come before them.any
EDWAltD GOULD, Cashier.
Dec

For sole at liis Headquarters, No a Maiden Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the

Attorney

CONGRESS

to be

DeeriDg Milliken & Co.,
Wholesale Dry Goods,

\,

•The National

The Best Pens in the World!

Bangor, Oct.

W. DANA,

VARIED

Boston,

0rI“1fi‘le Cni,cd
P.frti!™|iMaHeISitfn’
Blon

!

a

decl2d2w

of Pens.

331

would

co.,

at

CONOR EMM

J. T.

Vkikcry

NUORD.’i

deaf I could not hear our minister, who is a
very loud sneaker. Under Dr. Carpenter’s care, at
the Bangor House, I have recovered my hearing, can
now hear as well as ever.
I

n021dtf

ME.

HOLIDAY

n

Counsellors

street*._JylM

VRHRII.I., Counsellor at l aw,
No. 1# Free Street.
BVRRN
JullT

prices
onftdent that

THAN

t From the Bangor Timet.]
I had been growing deaf fllleen years and had ha-

come so

Exchange Street,

AT

NO.

BRADBURT * SWEAT

JulylOtf

* S.E. SPRING may be tound at the stoic of
Fletcher * Co., corner of Union and Commercial streets.
iyl) tf
hTATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, lias removed
to No. 16 Mar ket Square, over Swcetsii’s Apothe
cary store.
jylO—tl

uid

Nireel, Boston,
Nearly opposite Park St. Cliurcli.

DEAFNESS.

All the published Certificates of Dr. Carpenter
bana jide.—{Maine Banner.

Dec 6—rltf

njj&Ttf

*■'

ire

No. lid Trrmonl

“THE

PORTLAND, ME.

Has saved his Library. Office at2 2 1-2 Free
in tte Griffith block, Aird
story.

A

if

CHILDS, CROSBY & LANE,

I

ORNAMENTAL

His Door* above Casco Hired,

WOODMAX,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

be found at

general assortment of Domestics, lia\e
MMthn(ksm to correspond with the present
«tate of the market, and ate now
prepared to give
customer* as good Bargains as can be found in this

Foreign Goods by every Steamer.
Domestic Goods daily from Manuiacturers and
N »W i’ork Auctions.
Window Sha ll and Draperies made, to o-der.
Lace Curtains, iu great variety, at LOW PRICES.

Y,

No. 30 Exchange St.

JABEZ C.

street,
formerly occupied by N. O. Oram, where they will resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or re-

WOOLENS

PiticFS !

|clP Sinwtf

SOMERS SEWALL,

WELCH and AMERICAN

JE.

Together with

Upholstery Geode,

Testimonial of Her. Mr. W.O. Thouia*.
Havjng been afflicted with irritation and discharge
my ears six years and receiving only temporary relief, 1 was induced to consult Dr. Carpenter lost February. His treatment cured me. My ears remain
W. 0. THOMAS.
perfectly well.
Belfast, Oct. 11, 1865.

and White-Washing promptOrders trom out ot town solicited.

No. 30

Manufacturer of Silver Ware,
Temple, Street, first door from Congress Streets

in

buy.

we

12,18C6.

of

STOCK BROKER.

Law,

OFFICE.

Will be sold ai very

thing

ML

KIMBALL.

L.

H. M. PAYSON,

-AND—

Importers and Dealers

OEO.

,,

Meehan cs’
our business in all its
rates.

DRY GOODS

IlO TltEMONT STBEET,
Which, togetlier with a large Brock oi

FREEMAN,

Counsellor and

Gold and Silver Plater

A. WILBUll &
112 Tremont Street,

Miss LOIS E. YOCNG.

March

STU000 AND MA8TI0 W08KEB8,
Oak Street, lietwcea, Congress and Free
Sts.,

cau now

Congress street, opposite

sive Stock

H A LLS,

SAMUEL

We pay Cash Ibr every

EE All SOX,

May 19—(lly

I Front the Bangor Whig tf Courier.)
Under the care of Dr. Carpenter, I have been entirely cured of Catarrh with which I was severely atflfeted, to the great improvement of ray general health.

AlfO Manufacturers ot

FEBLES, KIDS, LININGS, &o.
OROVE STRERT,.PORTLAND.

PORTLAND,

Near Middle Street.
Howard, .lySIf n
Nathan Cleaves.

_

KIMBALL,

Wool and Wool Skins,

PORTLAND, M NE.
Ofllce yo. 17 Free Street,

tf

Having made

being opened

FREEMAN *

Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN & CO.,
Wool-pullers and Dealers in

JOHN

ROOFING SLATES,
J&>E.
of all colors, and slating nails. Careful
attention paid
HOUSRGfiOTKlE—Persons having left
aug22—Gm
DYK
orders at 101 Exchange street,
toshlppmp._
find
them at 324
*

CHAPMAN._

Wares, 4c.,

& Counsellors at

M.

[From the Rockland Oazette.)
I suffered from Catarrh and Deathess twenty-seven
years. Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured my Catarrh
entirely, and greatly improved my hearing.
Miss A. L. STAPLES.
Rockland, April 19, 1865.

MR
novfl*65dtt

Coloring, Whitening

VES,

^Joseph

LEROY Z. COLLINS.

Street,*

PORTLAND,

er attended to.
May 22—dtl

yo. 18 Free Street, “Arcade
aag21dt|anl
no WARD A CLEA

Attorneys

[From the Maine Farmer.]

DAVlg,

E.

and the above statehand and is correct.—[Gos-

Auausta, Oct. 3, 1866.
Caspenter cured me of dearness of fifteen years’
M
over
a
standing
year ago.
y hearing remains perfectly good. I reside in Union, Me.

Woolens,

Free

own

Dr.

POUT LAND, MB.

M# RAA D, Attorneys and Counsellors,
No. 16 Free Street, upar Middle.
juli3

Priced

now

Small

18

Augusta,

pel Banner, Augusta.

of

and

l\ p.’

FANCY GOODS,

oi

ow

—

—

jy24

Goods

PLAIN AND

n

Hosiery, Gloves,

Mrs. S. resides in
ment is given in her

Junction of Free & Middle Streets.

Dry

benefit. Dr. CarHer eyes remain

Mrs. RACHEL SCHOLES.

Law.

at

Importers and Jobbers

Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers in

Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
offer a good assortment of Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 16

No. 31

iiutl Curtains!

Mrtliuin and

was crcr exhibited

NE W

stores.

An asking

PACKARD, Booksclh r aud Stationer, may be
found at No. 337 Congress St., corner of Oak

•

All

It will make 12 pounds excellent hard
soap, or 25
gallons of the very best soft soap for only about 30 cts.
directions on each box.
For sale at all Drug and

Grocery

H

Jytt

MERRILL BROS. A C US IllyG,

at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate m;iy he found at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commerc.al St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. L85 Fore Street.
All orders promptly atten ed to
Goods at ihe lowest prices.
,iull6tl

ployed many physicians without
penter cured her over a year ago.
peifectly well.

PLASTERERS,

No. 163 middle Street, Portland, me.

augUS—tf

IllOLG

VICKERY

€AHP£TIHG§!

Pennsylvania Salt M’fgr. Co’s

concentrated

MERRILL, Dealer in
Watches, jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and Military Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Caleb
iyI2dtf
MILU, although burned up, the ProJ prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co., are now prepared to furnish Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,

8H

lift l-'J CssgrrM Hi.,
LTp-S lairs, Portland.

NKCKiIHARV !

Using

—AND

Augusta, Oct. 8, 1866.
My daughter suffered from accroftkloua sore eves tor
and
had
become
eight years
nearly blind. W*c em-

OFFICE OYER H. H. HAY’S

Carriage Trimmings.

AMBROSE

•

CO.,

Saddlery Hardware

H. J. LIBBY & CO., Manufacturers
and Commissiou Merchants.
Counting Room
over First National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
story.
iyll tf

BLINDNESS.

McCOBB A KINGSBURY.

F.

TESTIMONY’.

was

SON,

ROSS & FUR A

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

MOT1CE.

Congregg Street.

y7 it

tSTOBES,

JAMES BAILEY A
Importers and dealers in

WOODMAN.

OF PATENTS,

No. 178-Fore Street.

Whurt,
PORTLAND, ME.

octlGdtt

Libbey.
CO., Furs,

F. W.

LAW.

BROKERS,

Arcade

Merchants,

ensure

[From the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.
Augusta, Me., August 2.1866.
very deaf and suffered from inflammation and
a constant and profuse discharge from both ears tor
ton years: one ear was totally deaf, the other nearly
useless. Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured me. lean
now hear as well as ever in both ears.
Miss E. O. BACHELDOR.
We have seen and conversed with Miss Bacheldor
and her statement is full and satisfactory.—[ Ken. Jour.
I

DAVIS, MESEEVE, HASKELL k 00.,

STDRTEVANT^

WIdgcry’e

St„ ever T.
Bailey.* Co.
jull7tt
TRI E & CO., Wholesale
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block. Commercial St.
Jul 17—dtf

Patients!

Custom Shirt

sepl8d3m

Soap

jy25dti

Commission

--AJO)-

abled to abandon bis crutches by one bottle ol Metcalfe's Ore at Rhettmati?! Remedy. It is truly
the wonder of the acre.
decl .dtmsv

Own

Agent*,

Insurance

No 117 Commercial, corner ot
Exchange St. Home Office of New ¥ork; National
Office of Boston; Narrag&nsett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by

IF.H
A at Law, No

Where you ran also have Shirts of all kinds, rut and
made to order, at short notice, and at Reasonable

Ax

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

Your

It ?

Cut from Measure at the

Car|>t‘tiu«£s

public

Make

LltlBE\.

&

&

U

Counsellors

GENERAL

contain Ono Dollar to

THEODORE WYMAN.
State House, Augusta, Jan. 15, i860.

ME.

w. u. WOOl* d

No. 3 Chase's Block, Head Long Wharf
Portland, Me.

CHASE, CRAM

BQUAEE,

aug2dtl___

Groceries, Flour,

dtf

n

DOW
will be found at

THOSE

Shirt

Fitting

no23dti

Some Folks Can’t Sleep Nunns.—We ate
now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great
generally, with the standard and Invaluable remedy, Dodd's Nebvixe, which
a.-tirle sin passe- all known imortitioDa for the cure
ot all f<u*uisof Nervousness. It
isn.jpl.lly *u|.ercwltii£
every prej.ar-.it ton of opium—the weU-kuowu result ot
which is to produce rostlvenees and other serious
difficulties, it alls v* it ritaliou, restlessness and spmtms,
and induces regular action of tlic Istwet
and secretive organs.
No preparalioii lor Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Lose of Knetgy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses anil Irrcg.ilarities, and all Use ^earful
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
of nervous dtoeascs, Do.Id’s Ncrvhnc is the best remedy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price #1.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,

completely cured and

HAVING ONE OF

Perfect

Nfiin* KI.DfoKBKHKV WINK.
nov 27 s b tbkwil

from Rheum itism has been

July 10,1866.

must

[ From Maine Farmer. |
Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies have cured me of Catarrh
and Polypus tn.ui which 1 suffered six years. Had
copious discharges, dullness in the head and much
difficulty in talking or breathing. 1 now have none
of these troubles.

€’LAPP’S KliOC'K,

NO. S

Merchants,

PRODUCE AND SHIP

Pain.

CATARltll.

WHIPPLE,

SOLICITOR

And Dealers in

O. M. & I), w. XASH

have resumed business at the head of Long Wharf,
under J. W. M unger’s Insurance Office, and wilL be
pleased 10 see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.

Jnll3tl

Prices.

strength,”

PAYSON,
Exchange St.

lor sale by
CKJ

Save

can

Commission

M.

Jul20__
ARM. 200 M.
and

only.

Know

H.

AV.

COUNSELLOR AT

ST AN WOO D & DO DGE,

to the

Cent*,

name.I

To the days of the aged it addeth
length,
To the mighty it addeth
'Tia . balm lor the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Cructri buy and sell

OF

OFFICE

Cougr

You

MONDAY, Nov. 12,

remove on

roar o

-AND—

Hanno W. Gage.

Without

The Testimonials below are a/1 received in this
State, anil can be readily Investigated by those desirous of so
doing. Hundreds of other eertlfleates can
lie seen at the Dr.’s Office.

W. H. CLIFFORD,

Attorney,

Sewell C. Strout
n
IyTtt

Bank

BOOTH.

Moctasins,

Ccutlcnien, you

We Like pleasure In announcing that the above

Will

National

patients occupa-

answer.

HOME

aug2___

Counsellors,

lawrteil

Eyes

ggr-But Letters
an

Wholesale Druggist,

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

THE

Merchants

and

the

Trsii.uou.nl of Hon. Theodor.- Wtuiuu.

POBTLAND,

GAGE,

remedies can bo applied at

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,

K— tl

WM.

(jj i'

Attorneys

R EMOVA L !

Mhan, VlaU and Clwthias.
H in j. fogq nwy lie tound roa ly to wait on
cost inters at No. 4 Moulton strict, foot
Exchange.

Oct 10—d3moe

Come at Last l

dti

n

ArliRrial

NO. NO n.AKK NTRKET,
I'orlliin.l. Maine.

Aug

No. 8. Clapp’* Block, Congrem Si.

&

the

-AND-

DEANE,

STROUT

eases

interfering witli

tion.

COW TRACTOR 8.

SON,

Furnaces,

and

Sir' In most
home without

,

Plasterers

Qoi.vby.

C. I„

Contracts, Deeds
July 31,1MJ6.

CHESTNUT

my offices.

cases.

offer

I860.

Block, Congress

St.

You need not Suffer with Piles
Since Carr’s Pile Remedy brings immediate relief, and seedily cures both recent and inveterate

At

i

P.

Counsellor

SMITH & REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton

33 Commercial St., Portlaud, Me.

use

H.

la, Sore Eyes, Films, Opacitus, and all Diseases of the
Ear and Throat.

Eye,

Address Pos, Ofllea Box 1,9S«, or at tlie ofllce
C. H. Stuart's residence,

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
customers and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtf n

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,
OF

&

BRONCHITIS, NASAL and AURAL POLYPUS,
Discharges from the Ear, Noises in the Head, Scrofu-

T

»

AN be

Blindess, Deafness, Catarrh,

Square,
yOKKLAHP, IHt.
C. H. STUAItT &
Co.,
Masons, It udders,

SEP* Particular attention given to writing Wills,
and Legal Instruments.

TAILOR,

H T I

CO.,

Can be found in their

HAS BEMOVED TO

CORNER

A

21 MAEKET

A. N. NOYES &

Law, Stoves, Ranges

PEABODY.

GREENOUGH A
1C4 Middle

CURED
RHEUMATISM CURED
ERUPTIONS on the FACE CURED
SCROFIJliA CURED
BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS.
Do away with all vonr various and often pernicious drugs aud quack medicines, and use a lew baths
prepared with

a

For !

nr“ A soldier who had lost the

P,VF»eemam,
n

LAW,

n

Mtreet.

Manufacturers and dealers in

SKIfiT AUD 00USE L' STOEE,

MERCHANT

Leather,

BED-STEADS

Deaxe.

Cl

J. B. HUDSON, .Jit.,

Manufacturers of

augiott

ANDERSON AND CO.>S

HOOP

Uoutfre»M

AT

Sept 24—dtt

'b" BUILDING ON LING
ST.,

BON,
BITHats,
Caps and Robes,

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE.

n

B.

.‘ill

D. W.

consulted at the U. S. Hu TEL, PortJ laud, »»n Friday morning, November 21, and until
further notice, upon

27 Market Square.

Portland.

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,
A.

111'ICS,

FURNITURE, LOUNGES,

w-

Near the Court House.
HOLDEN.
H. C.
sepStftl

mill

FREEMAN &
and

Oculist ami Aurist,

CAR (.ETON,

o,Market
aug.ldtiui

Spring-Beds, Mattropses, Pew Cushions,
No. 1 Clnpp’a Rlork-fool ( hr.luul Slr.i
l,

AT—

aud Counsellors at

this agency.
John Dow.

sep29-deow6msN

angllsnlyd&w

Attorneys

Boston,

The best

Dealers in Medicines generally.
Sold at wholesale by
W. F. Phillips & Co.,
JT. W. Perkins A Co.,
And W. W. Whipple,
PORTLAND, ME.

r~

P.

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

3*£

Positively

We

by Druggists and

Berry

W.

n

dtf

oulOdtf

sure:
remedies.
DR. T. K. HAY LOR, 17 Hanover Street,

Compound,

GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
It Is Pleasant Safe and Mare.

Mains’ Elder

sept3«ltl

___

ooanicrfeit,

Hay ward's

Long Sought

FIRE!

aug20

sepitdit

n

Upholsterers

Photograph Rooms,
—

dlysn

Variety
of Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Slices,
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Dipthcria, j as well a> Boot9 and Shoes lor He itlemen and Boys,
Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood, and Pul- | are for sale at T. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S, Summer
It is n ; Street, Boston.
monary Affections, generally.
Bemarkable Remedy for Kidwy Comof
plaints, Diabetes, Difficulty
Voiding
trine, Bleeding from the F idneyn and
Rladder, Gravel and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found

Sold

New

and warranted.

RIVETS

B. F. SMITH Si SON’S

August 30,

CURES

very valuable.
Give it a trial if you would learn the value of

THE

Jewelry, Spectacles,

leather, Backs & Sides, Lace

Belt

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.

JZ&rrHoUL fey Uruggisis generally.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 State st., Bohton: Raynolila,
Pratt & Co, No. 10G Fulton st., New York, Wholesale

the public generally

BAILEY

WATERHOUSE.

S. L.

ATTORNEY

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
iHaaaitaettirer of laeniher ltcliiuj{.
Also tor sale

uext above Stone Church.

OF

OD1),

WTmTbre wer,

Relief for the Sufferers by the Fire. is removed to 328 Congress St., opposite Mechanics’
Jyltfdtt
have made arrangements under
Hit_u_
THEtheundersigned
act
Congress approved July 27,1866, to
O. O. DOWNES,
tlic burnt district with
furnish

IV lli.
our

OUT

positively

Agents.

we

Congress St.,
a
»ep7-dtt
249

A Snre Pile Care.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT
cures the worst cases of piles. Sent by mail on receipt of $4. Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
Address J. B. KOMAINE,
wanted everywhere.
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc26d3insN

a

Exchange Street,

MONDAY,

J. E.

COUNSELLOR at LAW,
Office iu Chadwii'k’ii IIoumc.

felO’G6sNdly

In bottles

on

dl-ltf

“removal.

.superior Toilet Soup, prepared lrom refined
Vegetable Oil* iu combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Dadiex and
for the Nurser y • Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug-

RETAIL !

Will open tlieir

Store

0^r"Ki*i»airing tloue

JAMES O'DONNELL

INTERNALLY USE

if A ILL i <r jt&yls

New

iscti.

Exchange Street,

HARRIS.

the

A

“STBUMATIC

BOOKS

AND

12

SCC( ESS.

Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable Soup.

Ef’Bewnrc'of

E. T

DH. CARPENTER,

House,j
Congress Street.

,1:;m

EVE G LASSES. ,Vc.,
No. ‘25 Free Si., ■‘oailiinl.

WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New
Store,

throat alter an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Physicians, and liave had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article ol
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test
ot many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
universally pronounced better than other articles.
Obtain only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
and do not take any of the worthless imitations
that may be offered, sold everwiierk.
Dec 4—dfrwBm 8N

gists.

FREE STREET.

Watches, Clocks,

in

Catarrh, CouDiseases,

Singing or Speaking,

W.

HARRIS &

F. 11.

taken before

1.1

MISCELLANEOUS.

and Counseller at Lur,
[Chadwick

210
oct6-dly

Tool.,

Dealer in

Poiitla.ni), Deo. 3d"

parts,

USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD

ARE

.^ecdSpe. 'nii,

NO.

sep28

Hats, t ups and Furs.

Hinge I'm aud Public Speaker*
will find Troches useful in clearing the voice when

a

our

If pouchitis, AMhmn,
suuiptivc and Throat

For

Silver and Plated Ware,
n"d

Jewelry,

dOBBEItS OF

T It « V 11 K S

Attorney

V T C H 10 ts

Kola, Silver

P1IE§ENT§.
dee7d3w

call,

result.

a Dinar infli enck to tiie
t,l VE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

W

Harris & Waterhouse,

BROWN’S
It It O N V III A I.

TOR THE HOLIDAYS !

which these

we

oflon the

is

These

WHOLESALE

iJrTlease

Distant,

CoiiNiiiupliou,

or

8PKCIAL NOTICES.

HEW

HOLIDAY

|

per-

DYSPEPSIA

accurate, and his conception of the proper prin-

ciple, and

mat Throat

in a

a

Warren’s Cough Balsam.
Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
Coughs, Catarrh nud Conoauiplion, and all

some

Store

or

spirited boy, who for want of sufficient firmness ol principled led by pride and ambition into wrong-doing. The dangerous ease with which

boys, and
profit.

Millinery]

_j

W. W. THOMAS. Jr.,

PEARSON,

&

.1

BUIS NESS CARDS.

Dialers in

been removed

HAS

allowed to continue,

H

usliiuau’s

«

GERRISJI

from No. 12 India street to No
25 Middle street, between India ami Hampshire
tree! a. Just added a good variety of goods suitable

Gilbert Starr and His Lessons. By Glauce
Gaylord, author of “The Boys at Dr. Murray’s. Boston: Graves and Young.
This is a story of a naturally noble and high-

Db. J. W.

Essays on Art.
By Francis Turner Palgrave, Late Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. 16mo. pp. 330. New York: Hurd &
Houghton. (Soldby Short & Loring.) Price

attention
CHECKED.

has received the new Frencn Remedies and modes ot
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Rieord—.Safe
and warranted
effect ual in all
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary ana Reproductive Organs, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive full particulars by mail.
n
oct3-d&w3iu

of the weather.
Recent Publications.

It. J.

immediate

8H#ULD BE

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world,
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Natural Black or Brown.
Remedies the ill
effects of Bad Dyes.
Invigorates the hair, leaving
it soft and beautiful. The genuine is signsd William A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations,
Sold by all Druggists and
and should be avoided.
81 Barclay street, New York.
Perfiimers.

Like a winged tulip floats arouud
The butterfly in airy rings,
Anil joyous through the verdant ground
Each summer insect chirps and springs;
And now and then a wandering bee
Darts by me full of life and glee,
With music in its wings.

of intoxi-

Several eminent persons whose voices have
rarely of late years been heard at our gatherings, have engaged to be present on this occasion.
The meeting will bo held whatever the state

REM< »\ AL !

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

Then swift within yon quivering wood
It stirs to song the solitude,
As though au organ rung.

no

cating drinks and the application of law to
their sale, are cordially invited to attend and

Sore

or

parties building on
English Pare Lend and Linwed Oil,
DUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchase Paint
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BUBCESg, FOB Eg & CO.
dcc8sNlm

Then swells it through this tree that shakes
Till every leaf has found a tongue;

for the

enemies. It makes it the more necessary for
him to keep on good terms with the universal
suffrage that raised him to power. He must
satisfy France. Now, who 13 to blame that he
is driven from Mexico? The United States,
no doubt; but the action of the United States
is natural, aud therefore excusable. The real
blame falls on England. It was England who,
by refusing to join France in recognizing the
Confederate Government, made possible this
humiliation; and it is on England that will
The
fall the punishment for this disgrace.
first blow will bo struck at what Englishmen
consider a vital spot—by the occupation of
Egypt. The Times has assured us that England will fight for Egypt tooth aud nail. Then
she must fight Frauce. Egypt is half French
already. Young Egyptians are educated in
French colleges. A French company has united the Red Sea with the Mediterranean; the
Egyptians have organized a Constitutional
Government on the French mcdel.
Egypt
will exist under a French protectorate, or the
the
tri-color will fly from the summits of
pyramids. And if England goes to war with
France on that account, by herself, or as the
ally of Russia and Prussia, then England will
be invaded and Waterloo avenged.

Cold,
Throat,

business cards.

or

The balmy wind, when first it wakes,

may be expected.
It is to be understood that these conventions

poleon may not he sorry to have his entire army at home, hut the abandonment of Mexico
is a humiliation to him, and a triumph to his

(ou Advertiser’* Wuhiujluk
7th ioat., says,
The kiMpn »| the National Aryluni fur
Hotdier* ia t Ma;
Two branch asylums
were eataMuhed, one at
Augusta, Me., and the
<kher at MilwaaW, Wia., the citizen- of the
latter place offering IWutuo at an Inducement.
U waa decided to l.e ate rtw central aavlum iu
Southern Ohio, aod <><* rnor Hmrth of
it
Hampahirn, Dr. Watoett, of Milwaukee and
L. B Ganckel of Dayton, Ohio wore
appdmb
ed to aeiect the aite. The I ward n„w
about V»»I disabled aoldiera, and win
able to take double that number. For the auiip ,rt of aaylums and outdoor relief during the
il"Xt Uiree month* H’jn.flOO was apjiro|,ri:,t, ,|
A contribution ot $10,400 wan received front
CoL McParlin, Medical Director of the Army
of the Potomac, being the balance of the hospital hind from the tax on the aale ol newspaper* in that army.

■

ing

admitted, at last, that Maximilian has
probably abdicated and w ill return to Europe.
The Empress Carlotta, who was supposed to be
fast recovering, is said to have had a relap-e,
and to distrust everybody. The Emperor NaIt is

Th, Ilua
dispatch at the

a

ing, and delicacy on a great many themes. In
preference to offering any extended criticism
ofhis style and powers We present a single ex-

Other arrangements have been

Cause.”

ance

England and France in Eoypt.—A London letter-writer gossips as follows:

Koi.PIr.Bs

very handsome edition of the poetical works of a writer who has secured a quite
extended popularity. Mr. Street attempts no
very lofty flights, but he writes with grase, feel-

An essay will be read at the opening by Mr.
O. S. Beale, on “Young men and the- Temper-

_

rok

This is

f'onuty Tcinprraucc Association.

are.

X»Tmill AaUI'l

A

_

Argo, is not now satisfied, the question will perhaps be simplified by the promulgation of its own “very decided views on the
subject.” We are curious to know what they

he resides:
The Plautaiion of Sursficld, is one and a
half miles from Fort Fairfield, in the county
of Aroostook, lying on the boundary line In-tween this State and the Province of New
Brunswick. I believe this plantation was lotted out six years ago for settling, aud now it is
nearly all settled by good thritty farmers.—
Our soil is of a very dee.i redish eolnr, varying
from one to two feet deep in this county. It
would seem almost impossible to those that
know nothing about it, now soon tin- forest can
he converted into growing fields of grain and
The prices of farms vary according to
x-atiun and quality; farms with fifteen to
twenty-five acr w eleared in this Plantation,
from £100 to Wtl. Wild land beare worth
longing to proprietor* i* worth from $IJS0 to
*?.«! per acre; State laud ISO cent* per acre, to
be pud in building roads iu the township
where the land is situated. Wage* twsntyhve dollar* per month for form Ishur, and from
tw.-uty to twenty-five dollar* to work In the
woods in the wniter season. Mechanics' wage*
Our princi0 per day.
vary from fcUJU to
pal crop* are oat*. buckwheat aud potatoes
Wheat tin* past season ha* done very well,
le tter than for five year* past. We
always
find a market lor our produce at Fort Fairfield
the prior of oat* varying the past lour year*
from do to Ml cent* per bushel; buckwheat
43 to Ml cent* per bushel, and |X>tatne* from 10
to 30 or at* per bushel
Corn and beans proved
a vary good crop for those that had planted
them |M« season, as we had no frost this foil
uulil late. The average yield of oat* till* seasou will, we mink, hr about do bushel* per
am. although aosue pieces will yield 70 iMisb•k per acre. The average yield of buckwheat
thiN season is about dObushel* per acre.

Houghton.

proper that your readers should have the
Truth.

If the

An Aroostook

The 1*oems of Alfhek B. Stkeet.—In Two
volumes 16 mo. New York: Hurd aud

fares, and the cars and teams are of the first
class; no other Btrcet railroad within my
knowledge provides so commodious a waiting-

be

adorned will enhance their interest

are

and value.

no

ble part of Miss “Church’s” article, I would
like to inquire why it was written; and it may
not be out of place for me to say that I have

pression that they were dissatisfied with some
Now we believe they
of its provisions.
had a perfect right to entertain and to express
their dissatisfaction. The Argus opposes the
pending amendments to the Constitution. If
they should he adopted, the Argu3 would be
dissatisfied, and would have a perfect right to
say so. “It is and should be,” as we said hefore, „every man’s privilege to hold'and to utter-his opinions, no matter how strange, novel or unpopular, and the law should and does
protect him in the exercise of that right.”—

he can muster.

they

They sell papers and stationary, and a
few kinds of choice candy; but the “little of
everything” is left to be sold in such places as
the police visit, und the proprietors are fined
$20 and costs by Judge Kingsbury. As for
tobacco-juice, 1 will say that uo room in this
city is visited by so many persons daily as the
said railroad office, and I will venture to say

tempt

arguments

very handsome form, and the engraved portrait
and tac-simile of one of his works witli which

room.

this matter, doubtless exists in other quarters,
a.id is sufficiently diffused to justify the ata

composer those letters will be especially welcome, for the light they throw on mnuy misunderstood circumstances of his life and upon the
origin and significance of many of his compositions.
The publishers have issued them in

REMOVAL*.

Cough, A

j

great

it is a gross outrage upon the attentive and
obliging Fessenden Brothers, and their ladylike and worthy sister, who have charge of the

pended to its first enquiry. They are now repeated as the most important part of that enWe are
quiry. We replied to them before.
perfectly willing to try again. The contusion
of mind which the Argus exhibits touching

to introduce clearer views.
When these eccentric persons made

to friends, a love of conn
try and of
art, and apatient endurance of suffering which
compel the warmest sympathies of the reader.
To the ever increasing class of those who love
the works and revere the genius of the

shells, if thrown upon the door, would be objectionable; but pray tell me how the selling
of candy can make any room filthy. As for
the.“little of everything,” I will oulj? say that

July,

A

NOTICES.

j

Portland.”
»ho complains that “peanuts and candy,and
a little of
everything is sold there.” Peanut

the Fourth of

SPECIAL

j

devotion

Jgg—'

-—

coal disability which cramped and embittered
xis manhood, may be constantly t raced in his
•nrrespondeiice. These letters are neverthcess full of facts aud interesting revelations con
rented with the life of Beethoven, as well as
with many other prominent personages of bis
The letters are simple and unconstrain- |
time.
bJ, often revealing the deficiencies resulting 1
from imperfect early culture, but
showing so tar 1
as they do indicate the
thoughts and emotions of
the writer, a character
gentle, generous and j
noble, the farthest possible removed from the
harshness which has often been attributed to
him: tmd they breathe a spirit of kindness aud i

Wooden
Shades, Ac, <£c.

Wari,

no23d3m

Swan:
«nu»"«r.i’aM
call,
entire
"?ake
10

i»e

a

as au
at

5™.?®'et’,ed|>o<xls will boulttred
j dneed
prieea. Com* one. come all.

I

|

home

greatly

new
rt-

dechhw

_again.

SIGt.Y P^/.VTf,r©.
sensible of my obligations tor the liberal
Ij^DLLY
kindness of my patrons, I announce to them

with

great pleasure, my return to No f O Exchanio*

Street, over

the Shoe and Leather

ly erected by the Messrs. Barbour,
ditties to answer all order* in

Warehouse

recent-

with increased la
the various branches of

my profession.
I shall endeavor to keen
posted in the newest improvements, to be snnplfed with the best material*
and u. he prompt and thlthlul In my
worknianshii.-

»*«*»««• street in
the city, to which, with specimens constantly kolmr
h
*
up on the new stores, 1 confidently r. ii*r
OLIVRK S. BEALE
IW4th
IMA
Dec 4th, 1866,
deefldaw

&2Zk.m*T..t?..,<!S.^ *Ifr*

Notice. ROOFING

Co pa rincrsh i p

have this ilay formal
tiersliip uuder the name of

umlemlgunl

riUlE

X

C. F. THRASHER
and have taken the

a

copart-

Offer

purpose of carrying on the Dry Goals business.
t’HAS. F. THBASHFR,
FRANK BATiTLFTT.
licclliitf
1*0111.101), Dec. 1,1006.

MITCllKLL retires from

a. C.

in

from tl»i*

firm from tliis date.
II. T. LEMMINGS, M

our

1L A CO.

11—dlw

Dec

__

(*i*eat

of Cojuirtnrrsliip

conaitnerehin heretofore existing wider the
< ♦*., is this
oi CALVIN EDWARDS £
l»v mutual consent. All |icrfti>na hold
are
sto«t
to present
tie*
firm,
tollnH|u»
114
agiinst
them lor payment, and those indebted will please call
name

day dissolved

Mild Settle At

337 <'«nstress street.
CALVIN EDWABH6.
VVil.UAM U. TWKMBI.V.
j

sell

can

Instruiiieut,

*.f ORGANA mid MEIA'DKOLD PIANOS taken In exchange.

tuning and icpairitig promptly

i i/ Orilcrs for
tended to.

undersigned
day
THE
f.nrlnei shp under the style and iivm of
have this

Morgan,

formed

A'-

Eger

u

diuretics, banks, stores, blocks

J

co-

prompt attention.

and

Po»*t

and, Sept 10, lhf>C.

hep25uti

New

Provision

333

Store.

fPHE subscribers have this day formed a Co-partX nership under the name of WINHfllft* &
LCM.II fi'ON, for tho transaction of Provision &
Country Product; Business, an<i have taken the Store
No.
Street, recently occupied by
Mr. Win. M. WJSWELL, ami hope by strict attenlion to business and fair dealing, to merit and secure
a fair share of patronage.
EDMUND WIN8HIP,

Coal,

I

I

&

EVER OFFERED TO THE

Defy

11 ill

LEATHER

TVT

facilities tor purchasing in quantity and

Our

fiict uring

are

such that

elicit the atfenlion ol fhe trade and
to their Standard Ltands of

guaranteee

we can

naanu-

a

SOAPS,

ON

EXTRA.
FAMILY,

ALL

GOODS

per Cent.

WE

call and try

And will

All ot SUPERIOR QUALITIES:, in packages ^Stable far the trade and lainiiy use.
Importing direct our clu micals, and using only flic
best material*, and us our goods are manufactured
under lie personal supervision or our senior partner,
who has had
years practical experience in ilie
assure the public with eonbusiness, wo
denee that wc can and will furnish the

thirty
therefore

SELL!

Boot Goods

fF*Fiud out our New Stoic
Money iu Pocket.

A\j)unso\

co.,

CONGRESS STREET,

<(•

JOHN KINSMAN
DEALER

Black

Wholesale Gi'OLiii'iiThrougheuf ll;<a Sian*.

—AT—

WOOD

Plain and

Entire

>imii

Head Union

COAL AND

which

at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.

STORE!

We

we will
are now

Stock !

New

0. F. THRASHER & 00,
take pleasure in Announcing to the citizens of Portland and vicinity that* their new store

FRKE STRCKT

NO. 4

prepared to execute orders for SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliverwith dispatch at any convenient port.
RYAN & DAVIS

sind

an

entire

new

goods

tniw

ESTABLISHED 1S3L

Copper, Yellow MetaI and Zinc
Sheathing and Xails,
and
Yellow Metal Bolta and Spikes,
flopppr

n SI Bids G O OBBS,
at-,

Tlimeii«ioii nnci Rrazirrs

BLACK SILK*,

order.

ALPACCAS all eha.Ic* !
Also

of

one

tlic largest *«sottmcriIs

ofl'ere t in the market.
attention to

received

lor Men

1

.

4

Free

Street

ON

CO.,

lilock.

decll

dtf
cinivri.cm v

CNothinfj
Cannot find

a

.\o.

«ism«iv«

Cleansed !
REPAIRED,

AND

place where it, can he done
Uieir ■aiiaiuction than at
ito

to

more

Temple Street,

Si < •<»•! 1)0.11- from
Comp-ess st.
BSTEvcry Gam,cm will r.-i cive prompt
1
fill attention.

Liwlies’

pg^Higliest
Nov 21—d3ni
I

OLD

T

300 Congress Street,
cots Is as represented.
ot the Indian Queen.

all

place.

IYAKKANT
Don’t

forget the place. Sign

n

PRONOUNCED

M.

ELDER

bis friends, customers and the
public geneiatly that having rebuilt liis store at

sept18d3m

I
I

is

now
prepared to sell at prices lower than the low,?B qualities and descriptions of Boots, Shoes,
Rubbers, &<•.
Repairing done ns heretofore, and all description ot
work manufactured to order.
nnv22dti

and Tounreble House

PERRY,

Perrins’

of

a

at

advantage
THE
Knife consists in

Street,

Persian

against burglars.

great variety of

applicable

letter trom

a

Gentleman

Madra»»

t0

DRY

John

YORK, Agents

Saryains

the market aftorde.

Duncan’s
for the

GOODS!

goods at our

Worcester.

in Dry Goods

We shall continue to sell

lormer

VERY

Sons,

LOW

United States.

| Congress

one.

Please call

Shawls and

St,

WOOLENS !
We hare paid particular attention to our WOOLEN DKPAH'I’MENT, whicli compria*» all the latest
styles of Foreign and Domestic Cloths: Heavy Beavers for Overcoats. All Wool Double and Twist Cloths
for Men and Boys’ Wear.

Maine.
i
4

FOLLETTE.
AND

<r 1 O

In full vaiicty. Every kind and
qnalitv of Housekeeping goods. Linens, Damask, Cambrics, Toilet quilts. All Wool Blankets.
A full line ol
heavy SHIRTING FLANNELS.
lew
more
r^’A
left of those Ladies (Inc MERINO
HOSE, for 25c.

YES,

Ladies’ k Children's Underflanncls,

IST’IVo Trouble to Show Goods.

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL.
Mar li>—iltf

Family

School.

HTORUIDfiEVOCK,

HIE.

Winter Term of the
Falon Family
L Nrliool will commence tho Second Monday in
Thirteen
to
continue
Weeks.
December,

ritHE

29

d4w

SAFES, VAULTS,

H. F. EATON, Principal.

w

materials;

I Worses,
1 O

rt'ri-oV.T i'B"1'1
¥’JPS& 15lh>

Klort runty

...

me Uheumatic, the
gouty, the lame and the l.i/.v
leap with joy, and move with the agility and clastic
Iiy of youth; the heated braiu is cooled; the frostbitten limns restored, the uncouth deformities removed ; tamtnesM converted to
vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear ami
the palsied form to move
the blemishes oi
upright;
youth are obliterated; the Accnn .vi of mature bit
pie\ ciiled; the calamities ol old ago obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
L A 1> I US
Who have cold liam.s ana leet; weak
stomachs, fomand weak backs; nervous and sick
headache; ui&zine.vs and swimming in the
head, with indigestion ami
constipation of the bowels: paiu iu the side and back;
leucorrlifea, (or whites); tailing oi the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
ami all that long
train of disease.1 will tind in
Electricity a sure mcam
ol euro.
For paiulul menstruation, too
.dust
menstruation, and allot those long line oi troubles
with young ladies,
is a certain specific,
Electricity
and will, in a short rime, vesture the suli'erer to the
vigor oi health.

#1,000

HALL’S

Vegetable

IT

Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Eenewer to the public, entirely confident that it will
hack
the hair to its original color, promote >ts
bring
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallin
off will restore it unless the person is very aged.
Nashua,

Debility, Weak-

M.

T.~VT~

the

>

would solicit the trade
St.,
citizens ot Portland and vicinity, t until 1
re-open) toiny headquarters, 85 Milk Street, Boston,
where are kept every variety of goods made trom
India Rubber composing in part Rubber and Leather Machine
Belting, Steam Packing, Gaskets, Rings,
rfose tor conducting and hydrant
purposes, Rubber
Clothing of every description, Combs, Balls, Toys.

VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE

M1TIGATOR
MTTIGATOU
M1T1GATOR
MiTtGATOR

ol

wounds?I)y

i. v. i m m
X
At the old stand ot

~o

i

i, k

k

E. Dana, Jr

v.

APOTHECARIES,
Deering Block, CDncrol Congress and

Pi tide Sts.
PORTLAND, HE.
Foreign and * D<»m estic Drugs, Chcro icils. Fluid Ex
tracts. Toilet *tieles,Perlumery, and Fancy Goods
Pliysiv.ian’e prescriptions caieiully prepared, eithei

by day

or

(Jndersheeting for beds in cases ol sickness, Rubber
Shoes, Tubing, Spittoons, Syringes,
Mittens, Elastic Rings and Bands, Piano
Covers, Ilorae Covers with and w ithout hood, Wagon
Covers, Air Beds, Pillows, Cushions, and Life Preservers, Mechanics’ Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, ol
beautiful patters, and all kinds of Rubber Goods that
may be desired, all ofwhich I will sell at manufacturers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders lor the present to
h. a. liAll,
85 Milk Street, Boston.
jul 13oodtf

HILLS, TURNER & HARMON,

|

Importers

Window

j Nearly

CONGRESS

STREET,

Opposite Mechanics

Nov 1C—dim

Glosss,

Polished and Rough Plate, Ac.
No. no Eliu St.,
deeleodlm

BOSTON.

Kimball & Prince,

EASTMAN BROTHERS
332

of

Mr. Cbarle B. Greenleal, wno nas i.cet» at the
stand »or a number ot years, will remain as prescription clerk.
scp21-cod A’ w11

!

No. 11

Halit
C.

Dentistw.
Olapp’s Block, Ooogress Street,

OppoMitr Old City Hall,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
oclOeodtl
Fred
Ivimball, D. D. S.

A. Prince.

HOLMES,

CTIONEEK,
uovl5dtt

Patented May 29, 1*4141.
This is an article ior washing without rubbing, except in very dirty places, widen will require a very
slight rub, and unlike other preperationsoffered ior a
like purpose, WILL NOT ROT THE
CLOTHES, but Will
leave them much whiter than ordinary
methods, with-

out the usual wear and tear.
It removes grease spots as it by
magic, and softer*
the dirt by staking, so that rinsing in
ordinary cases,
ontirely remove It.
'iiu»4>owdcr is prepared in accordance with chemical science, and upon a process
peculiar to itself,
which is secured by Letters Patent. It lias been in
use for more than a year, and has
proved itself an universal favorite wherever i has been used.
Among
the advantages claimed are the
following:
it saves all the expense of soap used ofi cotton ani
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor of nibbing, and wear ar. 1
tear.
Also for cleaning windows it is unsunmcKd. With
one quarter the time and labor
usually required it imparts a beautiful gloss and lustre, much superior to
any other mode. No water requited except to moisten the j*owder.
Directions with each package.
And can l>e readily appreciated
by a single Dial.
Hie cost of washing for a tarn, y oflivc or six
persons,
will not ox.-eed thkee cents.
The manufacturers of this powder arc aw are that
manv uaslcss comi*ounds have been introduced to the
which have rotted the
or lailed in removing the dirt, but knowing the intrinsic excellence ot
this article they confidently proclaim it as being adapted to meet a demand which lias long existed, and
which has heretofore remains I un supplied.

cloth,

MANUFACTURED

by Grocers and Dealers everywhere.
sep28-d3m

For sale

IT O ()

N E W
I\

R.

3321-2

Congress Street.

G oods,
FOi;

THE NEXT

SIXTY
TUo

DAYS

unjersipted will

material

AT

—

ItACULEFF

of all ages and attaimuonts veceivcd

novlicodtwtf

That

Cough
BY

Custom House Wharf.
EnLYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

Heat Carolina Jtice.
TIERCES Choice Carolina Rice, just received

Fresh

f y anti for sale hy
CHURCHILL, BROWNS A IVIANNON,
270 Commercial St.
Dec lk—dlw

Cured!

4>7»MH:n{pp
t FOB

Instautaueouslv

Silver

ARTICLES

Plating

Silver & Silver Plated Ware.
ThisRiost useful

invention of the age is a preparasilver, and contains no mercury, acid,
other substance injurious to metals or the hands.
It is a complete electro-plating battery In a bottle.
For sale by Druggists and V ariety Stores.
HOUR .V Ml EVEN*,

tion ot puke
or

M A NIJ FACTU RE US,.BOSTON, Mass.
sepL.'8-il.tra

Philadelphia

Oak Tanned Leather

FIRE

HOSE !

Military, Masonic and Firemen’s

having been burned out
Itli, haye resumed buiaem

stole of

!

of Federal street, July
in the room over tb«*

J* HEWKSBURY A COOF

FORE

AND

STREETS,

Vhlla Iclphia Oal: Tanned Leather
Fire Ftiejiuc Hose,
single riveted, and of all sizes, as used c-n
Engines, Hand Engines, Staaiuboats and

Cities, Town* and Corporation*
supplied with a strong and durable Hose,

be

ranted e<|ua] to any made
sonable terms.

elsewhere, and

on

as

warrea-

N. B.—Fire Buckets. Spanner Belts, Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters,
&c., made to order. Couplings, l’ii>es and Monels
furnished and Hose repaired.

1

GREATLY REDUCED RATES
—

OF

lira**, C'o|i|N r,tsmunN Silver, Ac.t
Restoring the plating wltere worn of!; and for Cleaning and Polishing

L.

at C. P.

novlTdtf

P1NGRKE,

Machinist and
Shop

fob-

F.

and Model

Pattern

at

Beni,

be

van

TAKING PH. BASCOM'S

Cough and Croup Syrup
According to directions. For sale at No. 15 Middle
street, or by
BURGERS, FOBES & CO.,
Wholesale Agents, No fed Commercial st
nnlSeodSm
Forthuid, Me.

STOCK

IT

$10.00 per term of ten weeks.
Private recitations and private classes
attended to
hy the Principal at any hour of the di\v or evening.
Terms for private instruction made known on application to the Principal.
CHAg. O. FILES, Principal,
P. O. Box 827.
28 Hanover Street.
dec3—3w*

& CO.’S,

STREET.
opimaite the U. S. Hotel.

Forte Pumps.

JPuniitiii'e

3, I860.

and workman-

NO. 170 niUDI.E

can

Academy.

PUPILS
any time in the Term.
Terms

GOODS

ns

CHA.S. A.

Double and
Steam Fire

stll from thtir

EXTENSIVE

UNION I1AI.I., SJ HIKE STREET.

Winter Term begins Dec.

lot of

OPPOSITE TirE NEW CITY MARKET.
Having prepared a stock of Oak tanned Leather in
Philadelphia, they arc now ready to execute all orders for

PRICES !

OLIVE. ELAINE AND RED OIL.
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL.
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, & SOA P,
For sale hy BU.tDMM .ltY .V PATCH,
No. 7 Central Wharf, Boston.
aug 9-tin'

line

a

CORNER

LARD, SPJiRM AND WHALE OIL,

Portland

FROST,

ship, at prices as
tlie Lowest,

Low

U?IE

and~CMDlliS.

D S !

Merchant Tailor,

after

REDUCED PRICES

<ltf

BY

HOWE & STEVENS,
2K9 Broadway, Boston.

Messrs. John L. Shaw & Co.,

—AT—

JOHN E. PALMER.

on

W.

EQUIPMENTS

Street, up

STOCK

SATISFACTORY

novl dlf

CHARLES CLARK.
U. S. Marshal, District of Blaine.

a

dtodays

op-

Portland. Sept 10.

WTAREHOUSE
\\ quire of

11U

FURNITURE

MILLINEli T !

To

United Status of Ajiluica, )
District or Maine, ss.
f
HSU ANT to
sundry vend: Ex(>o: to me directed. from the Hon. Edward Fox, Judge ot the
United States District Court, Wtthui and lor tho

night.

PALMER,

of the

Boots and
Gloves and

IIENKY BAILEY & SON.

Auctioneers.
decl2dtd____
U. S. Marshal’s Sate.

Me.

Bowels. Neuralgia. Colds, Tooth Ache. Burns,

f > o
H

low.

Millinery

r a w

OIL

with a never falling well of
also wood sbe t. ftc., Arc.

of the

Pains in the Stomach, and ah morbid conditions oj
the system.
For infernal and external use. it is, in fact, the
most effectual family Medniuc now known in Amcrica*
aug 22 cod&wCm

/>. M. C. Dunn.

AT

spring water;

su re.
ro- ms

T.igether

Shoes and Rubbers
Bools,
manufactured
best

or Throat Disease;
Br-nchiiis;
Pains in any form; Pain. Swelling and
the Joints; Puin or Luit.cucss in the
Ba-dr, Breast or Side, Ac., .Vc.
In Fevers, canker. Rash, Mcaslen. Fevorand Ague,
ils virtue is experienced to admiration, especially
among children. It cures Cholera, Crumps, old Ulcerous Seres, Sores exposed to salt water.
Sprains,
Flesh
sent erry,Diarrhea. Iml immaLiou cl

SCp!i(ltf

AND

v

Rheumatism;

and having bought them at Auction in Now York,

S t

T-

V

MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
Cures Diphtheria,

& Fancy Goody

CHOICE

cellar.

Mans)! eld's Vegetable Midgator

Portland,

Street,

HAS

rooms, with basement now used for a
l} siory dwelling hou:*c containing four

a

Suitable for the season, which will l>o made up in
tlm most thorough manner.
scpllft—cod

pared only by
DR. IV. I*. MAIVNFIEI.D, Portland, Air.
PRICE 25 ANT) 50 CENTS,
General Agency and Miumitclory No. 27 Grocn St.

over J. It. Corey & Co..
he Ins opened a splendid stock of

removed to Store No. R1 Free
stairs, where lie is prepared to otter

One
and

l^A I iL

Druggists.

entirely dillcrcuf and uniikcany ether preparation
existence, and «mly requires a trial to prove it woithyof the high recommendation wcclann for it. PreIh
in

has removed to

\

all

by

N. H.

would call the attention of all to a new eomMi |>ouiul. never before osire l lo the American
people. In r g.ord to this medicine we shall say but
little.
Its cures arc too numerous, an-1 its qualities
ate too well known.
Since its discovery its cures in
chronic as well as acute cases, is proof suilicient to
thoiLsiuds who have used it ol its f»>wer and superiority o\cr all incdiciucs now known in Ameriru. lor
the class of diseases that it is calculated lo cure.

Be not

cTmiun*

Wholesale

uliisiblt!

11

bottle* *5; sent by

corresi«m«lingly

lical JL*tnl<* lor Sih* at
Auction.
Dec. 17th, at 3 o’clock P. M., n cerONtainMONDAY,
lot of land, with the buildings thereon, situa!w* on the southeasterly side of Pleasant btreo
with front of thirty-seven feet,
by a depth t»l eightyone feet.
One three story dwelling house, containing
nineteen
\

lias just received

M I T I G A T O It

MILINER Y and FAXC Y GOODS

—

Wrought froit Fire-Proof Safes,

Sold

IV-

Stillness

will sell

tin in esses,

The

&*. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Walker at., N. Y.

Millinery

good Kobes,

public

from falling out.

83P* Ask for Hall’s Vegetable SicilijiH
Hair Eknewkk, and take no other.

any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
Address all letters for medicines, D»mphafflicted
,e£*-or advice, to the sole proprietor

Where

the Hair

No person, old or yonng should fail to use K.
Jt it recommended and used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to

Free

at 11 o’clock A. M
shall sell about

Horst s, Carriages, »&«•., &c.
Parties wishing to contribute to this sale will do %>
ear It/ ou the morning of sale.
HLNKY BAILEY & SON,
dixlidnl
Auctioneer.*.

R. P. IIALL & CO. ProprictoR

make money.

we

g<xkd Sleighs,

1,1
8
4

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I

recommended by all
part of the civilized
some
dealers,
however, try to
unprincipled
globe;
deceive their customers by selling cheap%and worth-

29

keep

It will

It cleanses the Scalp, and makes the Hair
SOFT, LVSTROCS, AND SILKEN

proving

i). hi.

TO

RESTORE OKAY HAIR
ORIGINAL COLOR.

WILL

ITS

£St!SS

to

Sicilian Hair Kenetver

has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

all Kervoxm Dlecatte*. It restores new life and vigor to the
ase<), causing the hot blood of
/%€ mr rnrr,,*
COUTSH the YClll*, rCSyoutb
tortng the Organa of Generadm ti°”-r*»ovi«g ImpoOncy and
this Elixir rejuven Ddniity. restoring Manliness
a
ale the system and and full vigor, thus
overcome disease.
perfect Elixir of Love,''' removing Sterility and barrenness in both sexes. To
the voting, middle-aged,and aged, there la no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life.” It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and deLilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

in order

Howard

If the Sicilian IIair Kenewer doos not give satisfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our instructions.

neffyeterics in FemaletL
Palpitation of the flcart’and

compounds

Dec. 15th,

ONinSATURDAY,
Market square,

terms.

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence of Elfe,

less

at

369 Congress Street,
.fP Sales of any kiqd of property in tho City or viemity, promptly attended to on the most favorable

HAIR RENEWER.

MEEWIN,

Price, one bottle |2; three
express to any address.
Our medic!nos are sold and
respectable druggists in every

Ac”

HALL’S

Dr. WRIGIIT’S

&

Horses, Sleighs, Carriages,
Auction.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

PILLS,

Cures General

Sleighs, Harnesses,
Auction.

on.t'-*2h?.

ho

tho cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly sale in all cases, except when forbidden by dirtsL tions, and are easy to administer,
r as they aro nicely -sugar coated,
i They should be in the hands of
I every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
f• in the lund.
Ladies can address us in perfect
confidence, and state their complaints in mil. ns we treat nil female complaints,
and
prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases to
which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envdor.e, free.
The Cherokee Pills arc solcrby all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing tiic sole proprietor,

COMBINATION LOCKS,

NO. U CONGRESS SQUARE,
oel3ec.il
BOSTON.
2m_

DOMESTICS !

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

Eaton

Cloakings.

Portland,

J1 Om Eli r

ill

WIR AC 1TLOUS.

Cure Suppressed, Kxeessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Spinal A ffections. Pains in the Back, Sic'k-

JOHN E.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.
bnrneil out of my Rubber Store,
II,boon
UA
in Middle
I

PRICES,

And will not he undersold by any
and examine our line line ot*

1

B.

.iiiHMt-l- till;,

T

331

L.

GAYLORD,

Lillie’s Patent Combined Wrought and
Chilled Iron

cur

Rich Dre*§ (Goods !

—

146 COMMERCIAL STREET,
septleortU
1HIKTJ .A N 1}.

Au<l

•>

The old, the young, tho middle aged unite to praise

Or Female Iltfjulalor,

Co., Agents,

AGF.XT FOR

secured the whole of Store No. 33‘J
CoM£i*ci*fi Wired, and made great additions to
stock, we arc now able to offer the

liest

Label, Stopper and Bottle.
Manufactured by
PC RRIiVg,

A. E. Stevens A-

BARGAINS

>

ITS EFFECT IS

Janl.l865d<fcw.

PRICES.

1.—Outside diameter 24 inches, heighth 30
inches, $200.
No. 2.—outside tliameter 30 inches, heighth 38
inches, $300.
No. 3.—Outside diameter 36 inches, heighth 48

HAVING
our

OF

No.

C. A.

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the pub-

EE A A

LIST

'Prices subject to change in the market.

well made, into stylish and useful garments, and at
dec5 tf
moderate prices, to examine tins stock.

GREAT

Tito contour of this safe is more symmetrical and
durable than the old stylo, is susceptible of higher ornamentation, and is, from tlie very nature of the case,
easier of transportation, as it can lie rolled about like
a barrel or a hoop.

inches, $ 100.

FURS,

NICE

this most delicious and unrivaled

lic is respectfully ami earnestly requested to seo that
the names ot Lea & Perrins arc upon the W rap-

fine stock ot

We would particularly invite those in pursuit of

Ms

“Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce
is highly esteemed in
India, ODd is in my
opinion the mo&t pallat able as well as the
(most who! e s o ni e
Sauce that is made.”

to

a

Well worth their attention.

Brother at

VARIETY

of

And

uirr owj

UC

A.XJ

Hied,

a

takCtl,

C.

B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant atteml-

Lamb,

SLEIGHING ROBES !

»«*•*«•**•*»ltel-

Good Sance!”

nov.

l

6th,

Gentlemen wiil also find

Medical

“Oaly

oclTdly

F_E

SQUIRREL,

E XT R A CT

BY

To be

NEW

CYLIJYDEIt

FITCH,

Grebe

ami 5 Union Wharf.

Cotiuoissrur*

success

DOUBLE

on

I be I lib clay of December iuu.,
At the site of Wood'* Hotel, Middle street, fill the
Uar Iroaa, Iron Hods, Pi|M* wad €
oil*,
now on the premise*.
Also, Two Iron Itoilers in the cellar, In good

dec 11

F1BE AND BUBBLAft I'KOOE

Worcestershire Sauce ! Fur ('oats, Gloves Collars & Cuffs!

PRICES!!

NO. 311 HUDDLE STREET,

STEBBINS,

THKY

TIME

RATENT REVOLVING

FIISHE RTTRS!

CK1.EBRATKD

l

Begs leave to inform

sale and retail.

Is the

Change of Jiase

y,

hlenzel’s

<atE«oR

rlWUANT

Auction,

A. 1>. DG6.

need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines nrc unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in retaliating
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all eases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, ami may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with lull directions,
DR. 11U G HES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.
own sex.
ance.

to n License from the
Judge ol Protod0 lor Cumberland
County, the subsnilicr. ns
Administrator of John M. Wood, will sell at Publi-.:

Snuf,
Terms of Salc—Cash on day of Sale.
Dated at Portland, this eleventh day of December,

37 Walker St., N. Y.
N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
when
milder
medicines fail; these
Special canes,
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5,
the price of such box.

of this Eire and Burglar Proof
its peculiar construction. 'file
serious
to Sales heretofore in use, has
objection
Will open at h's new Stoic,
been their liability to destruction by
tailing from
and the impossibility of rendering the doors
heights,
£200
impervious to heat; particularly in large safes, where
t lie door is double; and, in tart, the whole ltont of a
DEC.
square sate is door. These and other directions applicable to the present inode of making sales, are obA large aiul fashionable atoet of Ladies’ and Chil- viated by this
patent, by constructing it in a cyliiidren's
<ideal shape, with convex tops and bottoms, thus securing the greatest possible strength; and, liy making the interior to revolve upon pivots, bringing a
smooth, impenetrable surface of iron entirely across
Comprising the most desirable kinds and qualities, tlie outer opening, with no inlet or scam.
selected troni the choicest AMERICAN and EUROBetween this inner compartment and the outer
PEAN FURS, and manufactured expressly for our cylinder, is an air chamber,
extending completely
owft trade. Our like sets of
around, leaving no connection between the two
structures hut the pivots upon which the interior
cylinder revolves. Ttieso advantages are manifold;
but we call attention to a singular Icature of the InBO YAL ER
vention; it is, that the inner sate is moveable, and
when the outer door is opened, the surface of tho latand
ter presents an appearance that imlicatcs that the
whole sale is a solid mass. The signal importance of
SIBERIAN
tills fact is evident; for when the inner sate is unlocked and made to turn, its door is
are unsurpassed, and we shall l»e aide to show in this
immediately exposed
to view, when the compartments tor
line of goods the best assortment ever offered at Re
books, drawers
and pigeon holes arc exposed.
The frame which contail in this city.
them
is
tains
also
moveable, and revolves upon pivIn connection with these staple grades, may be
ots; so that, wheu pushed around, brings another sefound all the new and Fancy Styles, such aj the
ries of divisions lor books, drawers and
pigeon holes
to the band; thus it is double tho capacity of square
sates. Not only does this system present greater resistance to lire, but, for the reason that the sheets ot
iron cannot part lrom the tilling, and of there being
no contact of the inner with the outer
suriace, (except at tlie pivots, where the filling is made purposeand the new style
ly thicker,) but the bulging front of {lie interior surMUFFS a net COLLARS. face, without orifice vvncu turned, is equally prool

per,

AT—

G.
1

The place to l»ny Whips and Cigars, cheap at whole-

LEE &

4

wV

Lea

The

Steam Boilers!

on

&

C»li price paid for cast-off Clotliinc

FOUND

A'os.

D I N II.

Street.

E.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES
particularly invites all Ladies,

Dr. W. E.

S A

Asteavan,

& TRUE,

attend-

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

IN

HAVE

WALDROX

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

!

FIl'.ST CLASS
STYLE!
a trial ami I will
cmli-nvor tll ljSaK,
CIIAIELIA II. NAlioyev.

CLEANSED
t?jr’ Give me

promptly

some

Another

ami faiUi-

WiPfquenj

IIHDS Dirty Salt, for sale by

of

boilers 700 (legs, of heat is thrown away
making a loss oi 1-3 the ftiel. The question i:
Mr Blnmhan
often asked how can this be saved.
has invented a boiler that takes perlect control ot al
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This if
very simple in its construction; after the engine is ir
motion tne smoke pipe is dosed tight, and the wash
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam h
any temperature desired; the remainder carnet
through the water heater, using up all the wash
heat but 200dega.; the heat being reduced so lov
there can be no danger of setting tires by spark;
thrown from engines, which will add much value ti
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For part icular:? inquire ol
\VM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 21—dlv

AT TilC OLD STAND,

•No.

expres

lOl Federal

Improvement

as

PEACE !

THE

& €0.,

B ARKER

Halt.

And

Bio elf,

MINE,

139 Commercial Street.

EVERY

BLANCHARD’S

Boy’s wear, confident thai the price,
well as tin! goods, cannot tail to ‘please.

C. F. Til It A STIFF A

or

dec5dlm

E TV H

ami

RENIENIUER

LOl'II,

Oysters,

Oysters delivered in any part of the city.
n. freeman & co.,

our

W O O

lot

a

by

83T’AU
ed to.

call pxHcnlar

We would
stock of

Oysters.

splendid
(lay
Virginia
;md for sale at $1.40 j»er gallon, solid;
THIS
orders
mail

oi

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS
ever

Molasses.

PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD
MOLASSES tor sale by

The

OF

Washington Street,

OPENING

I

we will say that all that do not stay cured *vc
! order, with all the aij^urtennnce*.
doctor the second lime witliout rliartr.
Ais#), ail the loose ft rich* on the premise*.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician lor twent v
On the same dav, nt Store No 1 Iron B!o<
L, on
ono years, and is also a regular graduated ph>
or'Hand Pier, a large quantity of promiscuous I ion,
,
I
■*<*«»d and
Electrk ii) is perfectly fekiptcd to chronic dc-iit>,
a
Move.
also
Copper
the form of nervous or sick headache; lo ium .m n 1
0,» the Hotel
premises at IO A. M. On
the head, neck, or extreinilies; consumption v in k i 1 °rtland Pier,nt II a. M. TermsCash.
iu the acute stages or where the lungs are not lull* I
JuHKPH 1LSLKY, Administrator.
Tv_
involved; acute or chronic rheumuti.-ni, scrolula. nip ! Hec ,—dtd
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of t tie spine, emit ran Led muscles, distorted liml*
&c , at
palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas’Dance, deafness, stum*
luering or liesilnuc) ol speech. dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and live* complaint, piles—we cure
sl-l-I* 1 US,
Harnesses, Horse Blankets, Rubes,
every case that, can ho presented; asthma, bronchi*
at auction, at Markotsqntuc,
t«s, strictures »d llie chest, unit all lormsol ieni.de
“t '2 o’clock, noon.
complaints.
.l.vlJ.llt’
h. M. l’ATTHN ft
CO., Auction’.

There are many men of the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, ami weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin tmlkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is tlie
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult tlie Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a
description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immeffiately.
All corresjwndence strictly confidential, an<l will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Treble House,
Portland, Me.
a
Send
lor
Circular.
C3r"
Stamp

Headache, Giddiness, ami nil disthat spring from irregularity,

BOSTON.

Oct 20—d’rr.

THURSDAY,

IIHDS.

Foi

Oysters,

and 404

.l.

District nl Maine, 1 shall expose and oiler for save at
Public Auction, to the highest bidder therefor, at the
Custom House Building on Fore Street, in
Portland, on Thursday the Twenty-Set en/h /Vt7
of December current, at il o'chck in the forenoon
Cases (ir>:. Anchor John De Kiiyper.
•DO Gams. Alcohol, ft tasks Alcohol,*3 p«r
cent.proof; G < asks din; 4 Qr. Pipes John Jtenets: ;
Brandy ; 23 fasts Brandy, John Hcnnescy; 1 Hoc
Ou qf < lores; 1 bid Sugar
of L ad 1 Box Tab mo
H lexes of Tobacco; ft
Half Chests Olong Tea, 2,
bbls. floret; 1) bbls Nutmegs; 4 bbts Macabcu

eases

&e.,

Tree

M-«r. Il

lEETH! TEETH 1 TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continue* to Extract iVelh
by Electricity* WITHOUT fain. Person* liavin2
decayed
teelh ar 3tumps they wish to have removed for resetting ho would give a polite invitation to call.
Eleliro
Superior
Magnetic Ma.mixes tor sak
forifamily use, with thorough insirji* tions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew
patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. \) to 12
M.; from 1
to U P. M and 7 to 9 in be
evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

by removing

SAliLE,

nov23dtf

tc

sale at New York and Boston prices by
LYMAN, SON & T<)BEY, Agents.
115 Commerce Street.
rorPand. Sept. 21?IWG.
dti

W«OV, POPLINS,
ALL WOOL POPLINS,
TI1IBETS id all shade*,
BARATHEA CLOTHS,
miPBESS CLOTHS,
iA I»

SILK

Copper rollc'*

ALL KINDS

Feathers,

Congress

augTdtf

Trinidad

Copper Co.,

IN

‘
...

polypus,

tln.iy TIioHNauriM 4'a«i Tc«iify la Than
by Unhappy hxpn hmr!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
c unplaint generally the icsult of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wc arc consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some of
whom are as weak ami emaciated as though they had
the consumption, anJ by their friends are supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arc
made to rejoice in perfect health.

CHEROKEE

most

dtf

Tsiiisiioii

purchased in New York and Boston since the recent
heavy decline in piiccs. The stock comprises every
<1cb< ription of

hucIi

most

REUBEN KENT.

October 1. itCG.

STREET.

Upholstery Goods, Looking- Glasses, Mattresses

41*0

Have ContiilciH t;.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AM ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration tliat may follow impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole svstem.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait ior Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, lor Loss of Beamy
and Complexion.

Decorators !

DEALERS

AND

t*aiiilioii 10 Hie Ihiblie.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out tor general use should have
their ettlcacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties In* must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purj»ortlng to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, hut always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his idiysiciun, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions hy maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; tor
it is appoint generally conceded by the best avphilographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the w hole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having ueither opportunity nor time to makliimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

N.
FKFF

CO.,

Flour! !

Churchill,Drowns & Manson

dc3d2w*

CO.,

&

Upholsterers,

NEW FUR GOODS!

T. Harrison & Co..
Plants. Caglr,
Brilliant XXX,

Q

ELDEN &

—OF—

FnB fcABE BY

the business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many favors bestowed upon him l>y
hia patrons for many years.

foreign and domcr- tic

T.

Ijiberty

Wliitmorc,

subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully reeommend them to his iormer patrons, being assured that,,
from flu dr well known reputation, they will continue

1> ,1 A

Bloch of

Loins

be exported!

may

MACHIXKrt.

5

Lard.

150 Commercial Hlf.
doc7d3w

6, 1866.

O VJ

PRICES, ami Bargains

181 Commercial St.

Amaranto,

n US MESS

BREAK IN

recently controcted, entirely removing the

KOIl SALK AT AUCTION !

STREET,

Fridny,

ail

give

JE.

50 Brls Northern Bxira Clear Pork
“
50 “
Clear Pork,
*•
“
“
25 “
Backs
50 Tierces Prime Leaf Larcl.
50 Tubs Prime Leaf Lard.
For sale Low by

Dec

GOODS,

Manufacturers of Furniture,

are

JPorlc

Astonishing-

satisfaction.

UNTON WH ARF.
SIMEO.V SIHTRTLEFF A CO.

April 17—dtf

BIG

a

SEWING-

HEAD

The

BLOCK,

We hall make

IlfMIMLL

and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to offer their customers at the lowest cash price

3dtf

and Gloves at

Dec 10—dtf

WOOD !

I

Utr-A Full Assortment at allllmesot the CelebratedGROVF.lt * BAKER,
Manulocturing an l Faml? .s*wil'S Machines, and .Machine Findings, at Manufacturers’ Prici s. Every Machine Warranted to

The subscribers has just received a lot of good

J

GOODS.

Prices !

MOURNING

dis-

with their orders.
June 11—dtl

dtt

AT TIlK OLD STAND,
iVO. IO? FORK, ( OK. VINE STREET,
where we shall he haapy to see our oM ewuflnen,
and as many new ones as may fkvor ns with their patPEARSON & SMITH.
ronage.
October 1,18c6. dtf

opened

will he

rr IS I S
wiih

JiAKIXG

Fancy Silks, Thibets—all shades,

Oaae Friee aaacl No Vai*iatioaa 2

e\cry Ddfccviption.

f“E**W2«W

r.

COPPER!

IRON, LEAD,

A ml Other Materials,

j91i(ldlc-A^«*«l Hleu,

Figuared

sell

Dictator,
Tra|»ical,

S olite.
rpHI'. undersigned having purchased the Bakery,
L 4tc., of Mr. I* Kent, will continue the

GOODS.

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods

01

charging from vesseln Red Asli, Egg and Stove, free
Also
burning and pure: White Ash, Egg and Store
Lehigh, of the different sizes, to* furnace and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and dc
livered in the best possible manlier. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please lliosc who may

SCOTIA

Street,

Monday, December 10th,

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiiery
ly Low

or

dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the atllictcd to the
tact of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sutUcient assurance of his skill and success.

Ilou

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

WOOD!

Delivered in any part ol the citt

Co.,

Silk Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,
Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very Low
Prices, Alpaccas, DcLaines, Prints, die.

Wharf,

taken the stand formerly occupied l>y the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and are
prepared to furnish the different varieties ol

PORTLAND.

Aug 20

.

!

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

25 Union St.,

Letttho & C.Toro,

397 C'ouimereial S«. 47 &: 49 lieach
PORTLlN3>, MAINF.
March 20—dtl

and

us.

New Wheat Family Flour ol the
celebrated brands.
CHOICK

FIXTURES

iTLL THE

V I.

&

HOUSEKEEPING

Saint

IN

G AS

GO HE’S

Stairs.

AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOUND

FLETCHER & Co.,

Nov 17—dim

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

NJiW

333,

CASCO.

A ROVE

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contain;'all the modern improvements, we
arc enabled t*> furnish a supply of &ou|>» of the
Rent Q,aau lilies, adapted to the demand, for Ev»
port and Domestic Cosi>.iiiu|>ii»ii.

SOLD BY

&

Lowest Prices!

at the

LEA THE

will

and you

be

333

O/jen

on

DRESS

OLEJ.VE*
CHEMICA I. Ol.l VK,
CRANE’S PATENT,
SODA, A XI) AMERICAN CASTILE,

V.

O

,

Up

New Store No. 5 Free

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Jan 15th—dtf

WE
ed

Come and Sec and he Convinced!

I.

STREET,

ElcLen

Southern Pine IjiiiiImt

TO THE RI VER,

consumers

VO.

a

NOVA

Competition.

Saving of Twenty

GOHE,

REFINED

all

can

A Large Assortment of Rich and Low Priced

White and Red Ash Coal.
are ot the very best quality, and waranted to give satisfaction.
600
cords
oi bestquality of HARD and
Also,
SOFT WOOD, which wo will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the citv at

to

as

Ladies, come and sec oiu* New Store.

SO ATS !

RilSALD

STEAM

Portland I

The Prices will he such

O’NEIL W. ROBINSON,
STEPHEN I). KNIGHT,
dlf

~S~T T5-A.

?

of

>1

T.

WOOD! WOODf WOOD!

STREET.

1'If II.

E

SIZE.

patronize us

KNIGHT,

€ONBICH3*iS

Portland, Dec. 8,

▼ f

STOVE

OF THE BEST QUALITY,

CORNETS

IL^adics

Portland i

Yourself.'

Will Remove to their

Thebe Coals

Street,

under tlic firm of

ROBINSON

TITOULD

iC.

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

AND-

Clothing and Furnishing Goods

ot

CALL !

FR O S T

B.

CONGRESS

JET

A

l\HI KStL\l U have formed a Copartnership for the purpose of transacting a

Judge for

oet24dtf

COAL, COAL. COAL,

HOOP SKIRTS

rpiIC
X

9SN

AND

HAVE

Riclia;(Isons Wharf.
Liberal advances
made, and con iguincnts solicited.
K. F. UPIIAM,
oct4dl I
CHAS. H. ADAMS.

At

EGG

now

bead of

the Ladies

A

l|r.

"**

daily,

physician,

Coal.

-oal,

4

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

short notice.
53?*Give us

BEST ASSORTMENT

ADA11H,
For the transaction of a general C« ium iss.on Busiand
have
take
More
and Counting Room*
the
ness,
lately occupied bv Messrs E. E. UPHAM Sc SON,

business,

332 12

BROKEN AND EGG SIZE.

»

fTUiE undersigned have this day iarmed a copratX nership in business under the name of
IH'IIAU

1*

Cor. Franklin Whi.rf & Commercial St.,
275 Tons llazelton Leliigli,

Notice.

Copartnership

ML

tons

JUST

ANDREW LEIGHTON.
I860.
nov 22 d3w

Portland, Nov. 12,

GIVE
Ami

AND DAVE OPENED THE

|

LANKTON,

cuttiug and tilting department, I think 1 can assure
stylo garments as they can procure m any other city.

a

PLEASE

RECEIVED ami tor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

NEW STORE

Congress

C O A T !S !

Ur Ma.lamo I ankton has liad charge ot Chandler’s large Cloak
Establishment, on Winter street, Bos,am
AY lc!r
t?^ee,orl !bur y«a»» and is competent to out and lit any Lady’s Over Garments, of any
style, tn the most desirable manner.

Notice !

Copartnership

good

and from 8 A. Af. to’ i» I*. M.
II. addr -sses those who are sinterin' under the
aftih tion of | rivute diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the t« rrihlc vice of soil-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to tliat particular branch ol
the medical profession, he feels warranted iu Ol AHANTEKIXG A CURE IN ALL CASES, W hetber of long
hours

standing

-----

Removed !

TO THEIR

< > "V E R

tJI 'll In >M-:

llouw,
IlfHEUE he can be consulted privately, and with
M
the utmost (oulideuce hy the alHietcd, at

having

300 TONS LOBEIIY,

Have

A. J*. MORGAN.
J. W. DYEli,
J. E. H ANK AFORD.

egg

as

R00M&.

AKTIO> MLi:s.

DR. W. N DtWINti,
Medical
lOlectriciiiii

l*r«‘bl«*

!NYm»-iIm

GOODS!

the
them

_iw

i!.v.m|:(\v

Orem selir. John Crocker.

OF

MADAME

Also the usual Y.iiietv oi Anthracites, viz:—
J.Liimil—llarlcigli, L higUNav. Co’h. Hazeltou and

WALKER,

ME DIVA L ELECTRICITY

lASBE FOFSDAT ms

14 I’rebte Street.

,IIV arrangements to resume the manutacture of Ladies’ Over Garments for the
and have selected the largest and choicest stock of
goods ever ofFerod in Portland, comcolor and tuhric Known to the trade, and
secured the services ot

mines. It is fresh mined. ofUxtra strung 111, and just
the tril. Jc tor heat y work.

ANDERSON & CO.,

^^•Consignmentsof Cooperage, Lumber, Country
Produce, s ., solicited, and shall receive personal

Coal,

Ash

<

OW

in

Provisions,

inter,
I’rising every slvlc,

Sugar Loaf.
WTlirt: Ash—f/Ocusl Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountain.
Red Asti—New England Ac.
JAMES H. BARER.
Richardson's Wlmri.
Bcplldtf

Notice Extra!

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Hour and

ran and \\

N primelanding
CUM1SI.ULA flD COAL. If in the Midland

ol

Co.,
ClUV-

I r'11

Furfft* Coal.

No. 143 Commercial Street,
the purpose of f raneaciinga general wholesale

For
biisincsH

4, 1801.

l>cc

DU. J. IMICCillES

PRIVATE MEDICAL

*»

Monday, October 2f), 1866,

L A1>T ES’

L19 Commercial Hired.

sep!2dtf

And have purchased of Messrs. LORD Sc
Fulil) their Stock and 'r ise of store

O//

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Head of Maine Whurl.

FrKTCIIEU ^ CO.,

12

For buildings ol all kinds.
CAR and STEAMBOA T 1)E< KING. ROOFING CEMENT, for confine tmd repairing ail kinds ol roofs.
PRESKKVA'i 1VK PAINT for iron and woodwork, Metal Hoofs,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT. for repairing leaks
siiiogled roofs. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental D-on work &e. Full descriptions, c rculai. prices,
iSrc. furnished by mail or on application at tlie office,
where samples and testimonials can c seen.

Notice.

Copartnership

n

ll’E hate about Fitly Ton* White
I \
site, which will be Mold low

Improved Roofing,

at-

IUI. 44. I W OUBLV.
dtf

November 20, 1806.

ol

nhort notice.

ut

WHITE ASH COAL.

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent for the State for
II
j o II a s >
if

.tAsi.rnnt ni

oNS.

No. lii)

KB

I

II M. H.

PRK'IN.

IJWKHT

Also, a g.tod

planbuildings, *«\

tiou* and
!

tin; niauui.i> tiuer’*

at

<

I

j*art of the eity

any

oe'JfNlU

in

PIANO FOItTEB

Licit Le

I

at

Itumlali, McAllister & Co.,

A tM.INIIKIMi,
hate
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Aivluled
«U established lepUtatMUi, and will In lutuie iam on
Architecture with thi^r bunnies* a* Engineer*. Partie-. intending to bmbi are invited »o rail at their
III

from tb* BEST il VM i ACloULi.s, amua? them
the

a

Delivered

InditceiiientN

HOOD

SOFT

ASH

VK4Mbmts. ANDI.KSON. BONN Eld. 4r OO.,

1 h* *ul»* ill- r having obtained the tin* Store No.
B37 *”■aigrem Stun t, w ill continue the busiin •**, Anti
will keep «oust-iiilly on hand

IVlchratcd Steinu ay

HA It It

kok pautleb W'shiko to uitij.d.
t IM1K autwcriber* utb r tor .*>&!«-u
large quitiilitv ©I
■1
dewliahk* building I »t» In the West End oi the
city, )\in;on Vaughan. Tine, Neal, a r It on,Thowiat,
West, Kiiierv, I umIiuiuii, Lew in lirunihall, Monument. lkm forth.Orange and Sulem StKeh.
Tlie\ will M-lluu a ire«U
from our to t- u years,
u d( 'ii\ii
uy me purchasers From panic* wlio
build immediately, no < a nii ivwaikms uuiiikkd.
Apply at the oflleo oi lire subncribets, where lull
lurtieulars muv bo obtain*d.
.I. K. BROWN A SONS.
'iu 30
Portland, May 3. lstf».

rilllE

1

purchasing.

angllll__

_

Dissolution

•We keep constantly on hand a full assortment «»l
Tin m wishing to purChoice Family Cowl.
chase large lots will do well to give ns a call before

sizes

OPENING

Lump, lor Foundry l's«*!

Loliigli

Building umlotml saw'ed to onlcr.
ISAAC DYER.
No. y| Union Wharf.

JOHN WILLIAMSON is admitted partner

MR.

dec3 2w

Wholesale and Retail.
r>o.\lil>S, Plank, Shingles amlScunilingof all
| J > constantly on hand.

firm, and

our

reuses

For Ranges and Cook Stoves. John*** %Vhile
free ot all
AmH, Diamond, ICrd A*b» which areland
A
impurities and very nice. Also Cuuaber
tor UliU’kMultli use.
fresh
mined,
cargo just landed,

LUMPER,

Copartners/iip Notice.
liis interest and liability therein
MR.

PLATES,

MEDICAL.

Vicinity!

rVff.I.VO /’.#/>/> .I.V/i WI.YTER

Furnaces.

For

#

and

LEHIGH,

LOAF

SUGAR

«*

Leliiffh,

Co.

Oltl

duly pnid.

or

in l.oii.l,

of Portland

To the Ladies

c an now offer nice CHESTNUT C O AI.
at• £ 8.00 per ton, delivered at any part of the
Also for sale at the lowest market price,

city.

for sale, in lots to suit buyers,

TIN AND TERSE

for (lie

$8.

\\Tr.
v?

& Co.,

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CHEAP COAL!

V O B K

NEW

NO. t EBEE HIRBET BLOCK,

date.

BOND.

Phelps, Dodge

store

$8.

PLATES

TIN

II\

A < *>.,

new

MERCHANDISE.

BUILDING.

(DIM BTNEltSUI P.

Maker,
Mill-wright,

KIMBALL'S Carriage Factory No. 2
St., Portland, Me.

No. 1« Preble

jy Orders irom Founders, Manulacturers, PrintPainters, Surgeons, Hatters, and Shoe-Makers,
promptly executed.
sepiadftwSm

CASH.

George

Burroughs

ers.

& Co.

ortl2iltf____
morehants

National Rank.

Shareholders in this Bank aro hereby notified
that the Annual Meeting fbr the choice nf Direc-

THE

tors and the transaction of such business

as

may le-

gally be brought Imtore them, will be holdon on Tuesday, January 8th, 1*»7, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the office now occupied by the Bank, No. 32 Exchange St.
CHAS.

Portland,

Dec

7,1866.

PAYSON, Cashier.
dc8-2awtjan8

CARTER it

DRESNER,

Pooksellers,

Publishers,

—ANI>—

STATIONERS,
offer for sale

a

full' stock of

Law, School and Miscellaneous Books,

Blank Books and
170
oc2Ccod*w2m

Stationery on reasonable terms at
FORK STREET,
near the toot of Exchange Street,

■

gr-

*

L

vwjogr"1"1^

■

rSI-i^KAPHU- rJ3Pt4K‘PS.
Financial*

Vouk, Dec.

New

13.

•xhe PostaavsForeign Exchange is dull; bids on
London si » « i'or commercial, and UJ ;<f 91 f„r tankert’sight Idfls; 101® 10j for Purjs sixty days; Hamburg All -sS 30} 1 Amsterdam 417 <o> 411; Franktbrt
41 vc 41}; Bremeu 78J ® 79.
Uidd opened dull at
13'. b ami alter selling up to 1371 receded to 1374.—
Cc in is plentiful for delivery, and 3 per cent, has been
forcurreuey. lransaetionsare without interest.
.0 l.oan market is easy at C (a) 7
per cent on collaterals, and 5^'G on Governments. Discounts quiet,
ai.I choice bills pass at CA ^ 8
Stocks opj>cr cent.

eid

I with more

Mit

T

activity
activity, however,

-c

its, which

in

quiet.

are

tban for some time past.—
did not extend to GovernRailroads strong.

5}c.

at

Pork—firmer and
21 87

eu mess

0

@

10 oo.
Par

25;

i—tinner;
on
Her—steady.
Whiskey—quiet.

sales 1,170 bbls. at 12 @ 13c.

Lae—dull.
Sugars—more active; sales 1,20 • hbds. Muscovado
10 (o> lOfc.
Havana 1,000 boxes at 0} fa/ 16c.
Coftee—dull.

t£

Molasses—quiet.
Tallow—firmer; sales 66,000
Naval Stores—quiet.

11} @ ll}e.

lbs. at

Mils—dull.

Provisions—dull.

Wool—quiet.
Freights to LiAerpool—scarcelp

so

firm.

-—.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Dec. 13.
more
active
I'l.iur
au<l firmer; sales In some instances were at a slight advance.
The demand is principally confined to spring extras. Sales 2,500 bbls. at
;.00 m 10 50 for No. 2.
Wheat 4 @ 4}c higher; No 1
hpiing at 2 03 @ 2 05; No. 2 at «o® 82; Ktd Wintor
2
dullaud easier; No. 1
n'/’noMiJf
r.t
82c: vNo. ?■.
2 at ,9uru
WHJ @ gvl.’
70 ® 73c. Oats 1
® 14c tiigber
and quiet; No. 1
&t40}@41c. Kieol4®2c higher*
88
112» Mess^porit

“l?

I

m

.udvanced 22

*0c;

ye

sales al 7 00 ®

Milwaukee

*■

Shipments—2,700 bbls. Flour, 3,200 hush. Wheat.
Cincinnati Markets.

Cincinnati, Dec. IS
Hour steady; sales
suiierliue at » 50 on 10 00.: .aid
spring extra at 10 00® 1500,
Whiskey dull and no
operations. Cotton firm; sales Middling at 31k*,—
oless pork quio; sales at 20 On.
Hogs receintH 5 78C
® 8 80 for live hogs, and 7 50 (a: ; 75 i;,r
dressed
81.
more

fl,'!L8
UaO. 50Lsi,,*‘a
Wheat,

l.ouis Market.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 13.
unchanged prices; 8uper-

white at elevator .at 78e. Oats
‘l”“:i «*» at73(s76c. Cotton—sales
at m kOi 30c.
Whiflkey irregular; soles at 2 20. Mesa
i oft aoiive an:l firmer; sales at 1» 75 o> 20 00.
Lard
uhehange J. Hogs sales at 6 60 @ G K."'
04;

now

('bnrlcNteu market.
..

t

CHABLE8TON, S. C., Dec. 13.
irregular priceiAmd
Receipts 1,150 bales. SaleB of Mir]Uplands at 30 @ 33je. Sties ot the week 8,700

otton— the market is active at

L'f ^'higher,
dliug
bales.

Nnvnnuuh
r.

...

Ga., Deo. 13.

Uplan^ Ht Silo,

,A" ldlLnB
the week 1,800 bales.
Keoetdt* 71,423 bales.
P »l'ts 3,976 bales. Stoc k in port 19,243 bales.

sales
Ex-

Augusta Cutton Market.
Augusta, Ga., Dec. 13.
Cotton-very active ami lc hither; tsales ot Middling at 31 $c; good Middling at iKk*. Receipts 840
bales. Stock in port 13,000 bales.
~

ItlcuipkiM

4'oiion

Market.

Memphis, Tenn.. Dee. 12.
Cotton—Ordinary 26c; good ordinary 28c; low midtiling 30®; middling 31 Jc; strict middling 33c*; good
middling nominal. Market dull.
A

Mobile Markets.

Mobile, Dec. 12.
Cotton—In active demand: sales 2,000 bales; Middling Uplands at 30 @31c, closing firm at tlie latter
price.
Sou Framdsco Market.
San Francisco, Dec. 13.
Wheat quoted at 2 90 |> 100 lbs. lor choice.
Extra
Hour 6 75; superfine 5 75; Oregon extra fine 5 80 (2)
6 90.

Toreuto Markets.

Toronto,

Havana

8.
Sugar—The activity which prevailed when tlie last
k<earner sailed, has exhausted the
market, which is
now bare of qualities suitable for the
European market ; s lies No. 17 at9} reals; No. 9 at 6J reals.
Molasses no transactions.
Freights dull for Europe.—
An American barque has been chartered to take
scrap
iron to New York at $5 4* ton. Exchange on l.oudon
I0*@20i; oil United States 25 discount.
C'giuum rcial—Per

ed at 144d.

London Dec. 12, Noon.
Tlie money market is firmer. Consols for money Are
quoted at 881 ex-dividend.
American Securities.—The following were the
opening prices of American securities: Erie Railway
shares 46J. Illinois Central shares 77j. United States

C-20’s 71.

Liverpool, Deo. 12, Evening.
The Cnttrm market to-day closed unchanged at
previous quotations. The sales of lo-day did not fall
short of the
has been

noon estimate.
Provisions—the market
inactive and closed dull.

London,

12, Evening.

Dee.

LOST AND

Cons *1» tor money closed this evening at an adof
the latest quotation being 88l,.
American Securities.—The following are the
quotations for American Securities: Erie Railroad
Shares 471. Illinois Central Railroad SLaics773. United States 5-20’b, 1862, coupons, 71.
Frankfort, Dec. 12, P. M.
The markot for U. S. 5-20 bonds is unchanged,
the
though
feeling, perhaps, is scarcely so firm as yesvance

terday.

dence of David
dec 11 dlw*

OhJ

105)

Lrle,. 72?
Hudson,.122
Rending.1093
Michigan Central,... A.118
Chicago

& Rock

Islnnd,.104J

Boaton Stock Likl«
Sales at the Brokers' Board, Dec 13.
American Gold. 1373
U uiled States Coupons. Nov.ICtjS
U nited States Coupon Sixes, 1*81..
hj3
United States 7 .'i-ldths, 1st series. 10?a
2d series.
3d series. 1051
small. 104*
United States 5-20s, 1862.
10G
1865.
July, ls65.

"

U nited States Ten-torties.
Kutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
[Salon at Auction.]
Portland City. Sixes, 187G.
M assachusetts State Sixes.
New Hampshire state Sixes,.

1QT.4

lie]
10.»5
122

97*
1104
99

J

m \rri e 1 >.
this city, I*w. 12. by Rev. J. 1. Here*, Janies
Stinson and Surali Iiarber c, both of I'ortland.
InttiscUy, Dec. 12. by Rev. s. F. Welheil.ee.
Will Kieler and M.Ha Annie M. Hanson, bitii ot
in

Portland.
In Gorham,
tlinr Libby, of

Nov. 20, by Rev. D. A Maddox ArLinilnglm, and Miss Susie Clark of
Hollis.
In Gotham. Dee. 9, by Rev. D. A. Maddox, David
Moore and Mrs. Harriet M. Paine both ol u.

5ft

year?.

Air. John Hull

aged 71 vctus7

IMPORTS.
M AT AN Z AS. Barque St J ago—09 hhls mol as <s
Chase, Cram & Sturdivant; i>0 hh'Js sugar, 3600
John Porteon?; 50 bbls oranges, Wm Allen:
2 bbls do. 1 bbl molasses, master.
WINDSOR, NS. Scb Rescue—220 tons p1 aster, to
S F Kandail,
MAITLAND, NS. Brig E sinore—150 10ns planter
to A D Whiddeti.
MONCTON, NB. Sell Amo—19,090 fe^t lumber. 3
boxes window sash, 34 bbls lime, 4 cords
wood, to A
to

cigars,

liobertton.

A

TO LET.
Board, a pleasant

trout
ished. in the Western part of tne uuy,
WITHOUT
two

PORTLAND.

Thursday, December 13,
ARRIVED.

St Jago, (of Portland) White, llatanzae

luru-

room

to one

Address Box 42 Post ofnov

16 tl#

A GREAT RUSH
i-AT-

FROST’S,
-FOR-

B ARGtAHSTS!
A O BIG PROFITS,
NO DULL TRADE

Who

Old Brices!

at

Flannels!

Shirting

Shilling

pr.

yd.

Gaadi

of

all

Description*.

Decring

8—d&wtf

14,668 37

100

115

16,432 22

75

75

7,500

00

105

13,002

00

100

28,137 50

1*0

1000

50,000

00

£9,906

47

24,352

00

13,000 00
8,697 50

Block.

£2,351

80,000 Oti
26,592 12
30,375 21

112,628

10

128,401

77

none.

Balance to credit of profit
and loss account?
How many shares of the
capital stock are owned by
Company, or not subscribed lor?
What amount of the capital
consists of the stockholders’ notes?
w

173,152 53

none.

SAMUEL GOOLD,
GOODRICH, Secretary.
«

nothing.
President.

29,460
6,137,50
Slate and City Bonds,. 6,706
Loans on collateral and notes re-

Amount at

payment,.3,803,80

J*

H.

STATEMENT
Of the condition of the

Bay State Fire Insurance Co.,
Of

As

Worcester, Mass.,

made to Secretary of State, Nov. 1, 1866.

Rail Road

Stocks,. 12,831,00

Loaned City of Worcester on demand,
20,000,00
Loaned with Collateral,. 5,000,00

hand,. 9,382,15
Cash in hands of agents,. 2,782,03
Other Cash Items,. 1,200,00
on

LIABILITIES.

$145,410,18

Ain't of losses due and unpaid,.
2.05,00
Amount oflosses claimed and unpaid,. 4,475,00
Ain’t oflosses reported upon which the liability of the Company is not determined,.. 6.200,00

L.

W. S. Davis, President.
C. Pares, Secretary.
J. Kl. WEBSTER, Agent,

dec7d3w

No 10

can

Schooners !

CO.,

Ocean Mutual Insurance Comp’y,
NEW BEDFORD.

Pacific Mutual Insurance Comp’y,

$100,00.

NEW BEDFORD.

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17

Dec 11—<12w

Notice to Land
1!'iildcr,

WORK* <“r by,1,li.ne>

August 17th, W.C
I
i

!

No extra charge for Cargoes Grain in Bulk, Coal,
Salt, Iron, Copper ©re. Marble or Slate coastwise. We
shall be pleased to secure a share of public patronage.
Office tiiti Foie Street, Portland.

Holders,
i»

prepared to take
oitlier by JOB or by
irBt C,"s workmeM

description.1
Residence,

and material of all

No.

STORE
cupied by Heald

J. W. MUXGER X SOX.

AMERICAN HOUSE.
fiulia Street, Portland.

oct6.eod3m

IS.

now oc-

Brothers, will lie ihr rent ami
aocupancy on or about the 11th December proximo
to
.7.
R.
Apply
BRAZIER, 47 Brackett street, or at
E. M. PATTEN &
nox27tf
OO., Plumb Btreet.

1

and Marine Insurance to any extent in the best Comp nies in the United States. All business entrusted
to my c re shall he faithflidy attended to.
Ottice at C. M. Klee’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,
where orders can be left.
jullGtf

nov24d3w

T.

FOSTER, SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

A.

One of the best

at 8.40 A. M.. and 2.20 P.M.
aNpfl^^haPisBostdn
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A.

a d Labobf.b’s Train will leave
Biddcford dally, Sundays excepted, at f. A. M., and
Saco at V 08, arriviug in Port lain! at G.ln.
Returning, will leave Portland lor Saco and Biddelord and intermediate stations at 5.20 P. M.
A special freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Portland at 7.10 A. M. for Saco and
Biddcford, and returning, leave Biildetord at 6.30
and Saco at 8 40 A. M.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Oct 29, 1806.
noldtf

ALSO,

Houses for bale Low.
desirable, medium sized dwelling

ESCAPED

sold at low prices and on very
This
applied tor immediately.
is
situated
on
property
Congress street and Congress
place—no better location in this city—and adjoins St,
Luke’s Church ”lot, and will be sold in bits to suit
purchasers. Inquire of WISWELL & RRE1>, No.
356 Congress, entrance on Oak street, up stairs.
novlGdtf

dtt

Meeting.

Stockholders of the Leeds and FarmingX ton Railroad Company, are hereby nodded to
meet at the office of Henry M. Payson, in Portland,
on WEDNESDAY, the nineteenth day of
December,
1866, at three of the clock in the afternoon, to act on

House for Sale, No J2

A&rfv

Hl:; quire at No. 8 Central
AIL July 12—dU

following ardclcs.

vacancy in the Board of Directors.
2d -To see it the stockholders will rarity the barmade by the Directors with the Androscoggin
ailroad Co., for running of said Roarls.
3d—To see if they will reconsider, modify, change,
or annul their former Instructions to the Directors
respecting assessing the Stockholders for die payment
of the first and second mot tgages.

Myille Street.

ILSLEY,

JOi.
Dec’r

3d,

1866.

En-

Wharf.

Confjre8s St.,

Charles

sell my lurm

Allen’s Comer Westbrook, about three miles from Port lurid, one mile
from lioisc cars, and Westbrook
Seminary.
Said farm contains al>out 100 acres, part of it
very
valuable lor tillage, and part oi it for building lots.
Tlicre is a good houso, two largo barus, and out houses on Qic premises.
It will l>c sold together, or in lotH
to suit purchasers
CYRUS THURLOW,
105 Commercial St.
sepll-dti

Grloyes

Morton

MEl.VId KENNINTON, about 5 tcet 81
inches high, pretty stout build, dark complexion,
with heavy and rather sunken black eyes, and thin
moustache. Wore short dark coat, pants and vest
dark, white bosom shirt, with scarlet neck-tie, and
black cloth cap.
The above prisoners escaped hut night about 1
o’clock.

Farm for Sale.

JW1LL

At 293

old, six feet high, dark complexion, one eye sightless,
and has a heavy swinging gait, of powerihl and
wiry
build. He wore a coat originally dark blue, but now
faded to a dull brown; pauls and vest dark mixed,
new shoes with brass buckles, and an imitation Scotch
cap,

Clerk.

dec4dtd

Men’s

near

Desirable

Store

FOR

Block,

I offer the following rewards for their
npprehension,
or such information as shall ensure their arrest:—

For FREDERICK RICHARDS....$100
SAMUEL NEVILLE. 100
CHARLES BRA1NARD. 50
MELVIN KENNISTON. 50
GEORGE W. PABKEB,
Sheriff and Jailor.
Portland, Nov, 20, 1866.
nov21d4w

Lots

SALE,

on

conneBciiL strekt.
subscribers ofler for sale the lot of land on
the southerly side ol Commercial Street, headot
Dana’s Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 feet.
For further particulars inquire
JuNAS II. PERLEY
Oct 18
or W. S. DANA.
tf_

T'HE

Custis & Co.

<lecl2—<13t

Valuable Ileal Estate

FOB

Among

CARPETINGS!

Many

Aug.

_1.8

Supplied
MR.

M.

MAGIC

CONGRESS STREET.

Retraction.

EITHER

and

Cut Dinner

OYST EUS.
made arrangements for

large supply
ready to supper gallon, solid.
Express promptly attenda
am now

HAVING
Oysters during the winter I
Ovsters at the low price of #1.40
All orders

by mail or

ed to at No. 2 Union Wharf.

JAMES
Dec

5—d2w

FREEMAN.

_A.
Notice.

meeting of the Relief Committee holden on
Monday last, it was voted that all applications
for aid, in rebuilding dwelling houses the
coming
year, must be made on or before the first Monday of
January next.
Blank applications can be hart at the Office of
the
Treasurer ol the Committee at Market Hull
Dec 6—dtojanl

At

a

Notice.
undersigned offer their services fo the publie as Real Estate Agents. All
persons desiring to buy, sell or lease property, are requested to
call at our office 345 Congress street up stairs.
All
bu; lness entrusted to our care shall have prompt attendon
HANSON A DOW.
V.C. Hansos,
aug27-dtt

THE
M.

u.

DOW.

DYE

CHARLES NEWHALL, Proprietor,
47 Hanover st, Boston.
3m

octl3eod

Jackson’s

Catarrh

SnufT!

ELEGANT TROCHE n.aJ NNTCFF
Combined tor
4

*

Coughs,

Catarrh,Bronchitis,

Voids, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache,&c.

Instantly relieves annoying Coughs in Churcb
Cures Catarrhs positively without
Y aluable to Singers, Clergy,
clears and
strengthens the voice; acts quickly; tastes pleasantly; never nanseate*.
Prevents taking cold from Skating. f -c< lur« «
&c. BE3F- Sold by Druggists or sent by mail
Jrjjj
Km lose 35 cts lo

sneezing!

NO.

PHILADELPHIA

WH1PP I,E. Portland. Wholemle

Airt.

will be made to the Legislature of
Marne at its next
session,tor further aid t.» secure
tne construction of the
European and North American Railway, and for
authority to the Portland, Saco
<x Portsmouth Railroad
Company to subscribe to the
stock and bonds oi said E. & N. A.
Ry. Comp’y, and
to wither increase tlie
caj ital stock of tlic Portland,
Saco and Portsmouth
Company to the
Railway
amount thus subscribed and paid.
By order of the Directors.
•
G. K. JEWETT, Pres’t
E. & N. A. Ry. Comp'v.
Dee
18GG.
Bangor,
dcclld3\v
7,

APPLICATION

WmAtm MILLER'S
PALE PRESERVATIVE !
Bottles, prepared without Black, expressly for
Ladies and Gentlemen’s Morocco, Kid, Calf
and Patent
In

Leather Shoes,
j)iJr'0» trial it
Sold hy WM. D. TRUE X CO.,
Dealers, 318 Congress street, opposite
MeclianiC8' Hall.
decSdlm
commends itself.
Boot and Shoe

IN
will

Store uimI Offices to Let.
the Building now being erected by the aubaoriber

on

Fore Street,

be

ready

dec6diiw

the foot of Exchange
for occupancy Jan. lgt, 1867.
near

street,

CHARLES MCCARTHY, Jr.

St.,

EATON,

Agent.

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAILS.

Passengers Booked to I.outlonJerry nod
Liverpool. Return Ticket* grunted at
Reduced Rates.

The Steamship ST. DAVID Cant.
Alrd will
Mil from this port for
Liverpool, SATURDAY, 16tb
December, ls66, immediately after the arrival of the
train ol the previous day from
Montreal, to be follow
ed by the Moravian on the 23d.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cahin, (according to accommodation)
*70 to *80
* j.K
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or ita equivalent.
£3r"For Freight or passa je apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 3 In.lia St.
o
Portland, Nov 2<i, 1866.
Dec. 11 dtf

FIRE

REDUCEDTolOSTOir.

Slimmer

Arrangement!

Until further notice the Steamers
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.
will

follow*:—

run an

Leave Atlantic Wharf for BoHton
'every erening, (except Sundav) at

,,

clock. Leave Lost on the name
days at 5 P. M.
Cabin fare,.
*150

7

o

re-

HOTELS.

TnIteFstateT
H

OTEL,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
the COMTHLIToprictorof
MERCIAL HOUSE, (which
destroyed iu

the great tire.) begs lo amionnce io his
old patrons
and the public that lie has leased the above hotel
aud
wall 01 en for llie accommodation of tlio
public generon Saturday
August 11.
Thankful to his old customers for past patronage,
he would solicit a continuance ol the same.

TERMS FAVORABLE.

all Hears.

and Families!

N. ,J. DAVIS.

Jlist Imported
NEW AND VERY

BEAUTIFUL

STYLES

-OF-

STATIONERY!

l

-AT-

GEYER'8.

HOPKINS,

DRESSING

IN

every

description,

110

at

tlic old Stand,

FEDERAL

the

Goods will be

deliveyed,

TlVfJT

Moss

Sexes.

Disabled Soldiers, Widows of slain
soldiers, and the
unemployed ot both sexes generally, of good
are

wanted to canvass for

Dec

No. 9
10—d&wlw

<

WREATHS!

address,

Portfolios, Chess,

an

on

DARNALL,
Clinton Street, Brooklyn, N. V.

of)PER &

-AND-

Games of All Kinds,
-AT-

MORSE,

in infoiming their old patrons and
I'-*
l
X it icii<is that they have resumed business at their
OLD STAND, lorner of Market and Milk
streets,
where they will keep
constantly on hand the best assortment of
•' *

»‘\'«ire

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c..

That the market affords, and it will he their earnest
endeavor to serve their customers with promptness

fidelity._decl.dtf

To the Senate tintl Mouse of Representatives
Legislature <g' Maine assembled :

in the

undersigned,
Directors of tho Cane KlliaSteak Feuky
1'IIEbeth
Company, respectfully
that sai.l

authorized

pray
Company may lie
to Incroasc it* capital stock
; also to increase the rates of
toll upon said
to such amount as tne
Legislature shall deem suitable.

Ferry

Portland, Dec.,

Crosses

-AND-

illustrated and elegantly
the late Rebellion. Inducements: Quick Sales, Large
Profits, and no risk.
Address
JOHN NI.
bound book, founded

FLOWERS,

BAGS

when desired, daring
declldlw

morning.__
Employment for Both

CASES!

Tourist Cases,

STREET,

the

Notice.

WEEK.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

PORTLAND, MB.,

and

Hooper, Wilson
(sei>l!teo,ltjune18’fi7)

Laundry.

Orders received at the Office of the Forest City
Dyo House, No. 315 Congress Street.
Notice is hereby given that the Portland Laundry
has been reopened by the subscriber, who has been
many years connected with the well known Chelsea
Dye House and Laundry, and with the experience
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all descriptions of Laundry work in a satisfactory manner
T. CEAWLE Y. A gent
jy9dGm

„■*«>;

FEW DOORS BELOW MIDDLE STREET.

Has only to be applied to the Hair or Whiskers and
is done; no washing.
6^* For sale by all Druggists.

W. W.

_

Dressing,

the work

and Tea Sets l

DAYS; also GAS SHADES of various patterns.—
Samples may be seen at their Manufactory. no!7dlm

Hair

HAIR

Company

And ail kinds of Cut Ware suitable for the HOLI-

of

Splendid

PER

aug29-tan_

LOBS TERS

MAGIC

>u.

prepared tolYirnish

OR BROWN.

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

Od ami after
Monday, December
17th, the steamer NEW Bit l NSWll'K, Cant. K. B. WINCHESTER, Will leave Rail Road Wharf,
of State
V
every MONDAY,
at....
5 o’clock
P. M tor Lamport and St. John.
RETURNING, will leave St. John every THURSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. M.
At Eastport the Steamer QUEEN will connect lor
St. Andrews, Koliblnston, Calais anti New Brunswick,
Railway to Woodstock and lloullon Stations, and
Stage Coaches will connect lor Mat hias.
At St. John posacugers lake E. A N. A. Railway,
lor Sliediac, and Horn thence lor Sommerslde anil
Charlottetown, P. E. Island, and Plctou, N.S; also
at St. John the steamer Empress for Windsor and
Halllkl, even Tuesday and Friday evenings, anil tor
Digby every Monday and Thursday mornings.
(5r“Frelgbt received on days of sailing unfll 4 o’clk.
P M.
C. C.

Fresh, Salt and Smoked Fish

PROVED TO BE THE

Address
J. C. IIOADLGV & CO.
Lawuekce. Mass.
Nov. 6. 1SC6 "md.

Rich

WINTER

ally,

Street.

Re-Opened

DEALER

Best and Cheapest in the Market.

Engines,

The Pori land Glass

Easlport, Calais and St. John.

HATCH,

i

Dandruff

declOdlw

COMBINING

Are

cures

A

the Maximum of efficiency, dura
bility and economy with Hie minimum of weight
and price. They are widely and lavorably known,
more than OOO being in use.
All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on

applicati

3,1963.___

International Steamship Co.

the

Bell.

Steam

they have built

OYSTERS by the QUART or GALLON!
We invite all hungry men ol whatever nation or
condition to give us a call.
declleod2w

hair and gives nour^mnent to the
Makes the hair soft and moist.
Prevents

roots.

ANNIE X M. MOORE,

Portable

BLACK

COLOR,

LINE.

M?,

short notice.

TIIEOPHILUS
Hair to its

YORK

The splendid nml fast steain»h>i>8 Dlliiuo, ( apt. H. SHEKwooi>, and Franconia, capt.
^
W. Sherwood, will, until
further notice, run as follows:
Leave Brow ’s Wharf, Portland,every WEDNESDAYandSATl,RDAY,.t4P.
anil leave Her
East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and
SATURUA Y, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Ihese vessels are titled up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
sale ami comlortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, in State Rood,.
$6.00 Cabin passage $3.00. Meals extra.
Uoods torwarded by this line to anil Ire nr Mon
<lue*>®c. Bangui, Both, Augusta, Eastnort and
St. Jo u.
Shippers are requested to sand their fr eight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the
day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
Brown’s Wharf, Portland
.'iiSi n.FOX,
J. F. AMES,
Pier 36 East River.
May
dt,

will have charge of the Cooking
Department which is
sufficient guarantee that
everything In that line
will be done to per feet :on.

1,
Faded

Agen\

SEMI-WEEKLY

—AND—

Strengthens

her

Nov 26th.

or

ORIGINAL

heretofore stated in conversation
that Mrs. Mary Hamel had stolen
a dress or dresses in New York; but I now state that
in my opinion the statement is utterly false—that I
know nothing whatever against the good character
of Mrs. H, but believe it, ou the contrary, to be as
good as that of any other lady.
I
WfHRREAS
▼ T that I heard

Witness, Margaret

at

S.

HAIR

NO.
Will Restore Gray

Thursday mornings.

ilaj'fl ot sailing until 4
C. C. EATON,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Restorative ! ! FULTON FISH MAMET!

DEERING BLOCK,
Nov 27—dtf

T.

The Old Stand

FROST’S,

and

on

a

-at-

I*.

received

PORTLAND AND NEW

Pronounced “The Beet Oyster Cook in Portland.”

Fore Street.

170II NALE, in Gorham, fiitccn minutes walk
A1 from the Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
House, Baruaml outbuildings,having all theconven
iences and in prime condition. Ii is ritualed near a
grove and a short distance fr om the County road.
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorbaiu, July 17.

Pair,

at

Balls, Clubs, Parties

ol Middle and
of years. Enquire
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,

28. ItCC-dtt

that

OYSTERS cooked to order in every style.

por-

a

PRICES!
Per

rcteht

°°loc.o.P',
aept26—dtf

was

PERRY,

launch furnished

corner

Only $4.75

IO*Trw7
Monday
®

House and Lunch Hoorn.

For Lease.

-At-

Freeman House

door west o» Exchange Street, and fitted,furnished and stocked the same os a first class Oyster

valuable lot of land
THEPlumb
Strccl s, for
term
of

BLANKETS

HAY,

One

JOHN C. PROCTOBt.

New, Clean and Desirable.

the late
and

Jfo. 80 Federal

on

feet.
The above property is offered tor s:de either in
tions or collectively, on liberal terms. Apply to

aug-jn—tf

Proprietor of

Respectfully give {notice

Elm Street,
comprising over 28000 loot of land, together
with Brick Houses, Stable &c. This property ia located on Elm and Cumberland streets all
susceptible
ol improvement, hud has a iront ou Elm strccl ol ‘_*82

GOODS, Ac.,

years

s. F.

SALE.

A PORTION of the “DAY” Estate

jysn.lt f

OCR

On and after
Monday, October I,
the steamer NEW
BRUNSWICK,
Capt. £. B. WINCHESTER, and
the steamer NEW
ENGLAND,
aim
4*
V1?:!- E* ^USLD, will leave ltailevery MONDAY
r0^JSSKfs*S?v01
rKaU;
?treeti
and THURSDAY, at 5 o'clock P., M., for Eastport
and St. John.
RETURNING --will leave St. John and Eastport,
same days for Portland and Boston.
At Eastpoit the steamer QUEEN will connect for
St. Andrews, Kobhinston, Calais and New Brunswick, Railway to Woodstock and Houlton Station*,
and Stage Coaches will connect for Machias.
St. John passengers take E. & N. A. Railway
torAJ>Shodiac, and from thence for Siunmcrsido and
I*. E. Island, and Pictou, N. S,; olCharlottetown,
so Halifax
every Tues«lay and Friday evening*, aud
nantax
every Tuesday and Friday evenings, and

Deck,.;;;;;

the “Ruins”

MB. GEORGE 8.

Elm St.

on

ARRANGEMENT.

I*ackaje tickets to be hail of the Agents
at
9
duced rates.
Freight taken as usual
B11IJW<W
May 22nd, 1866—dtf

LUNCH ROOM!

Co., ONE

CONGRESS STREET,

St. John.

-AND-

ot the best building lot* in the city, situated
on the north side of fleering Street
adjoining the
residence of Gen. J. D. Fessenden. This lot is sixtytwo feet front on Deering Street, extends back one
hundred feet, and is bounded on the cast side by a
street fitly leet in width, making it a corner lot and
S. B. HEUSEY,
very desirable.
No. 4 Galt Block, Com. Street.
Oct 17 dtl

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
Are now prepared to offer Iheir friends and the public a large and well aaorled stock of

Oo.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK,

A NEW OYSTER HOUSE

Lot for Sale.

&

FALL

!

Escaped from the Portland Jail, on the night of the
19th, the following deset Ibod persons:—
HAIHUBI, NEVILLE. 27 years of age, 5 feet
8 inches high, dark complexion, black curly hair,
chin whiskers. Had a brown broadcloth
coat, grey
pants and vest and round top hat.
FBEDEBICK BICHABDN, about 5 feet
9 inches high, of medium build,
slightly stooping
shoulders, had on gray sack coat, biack vest and
pants and brown neck-tie. He wore a silk beaver hat.
CBABLE8 BBAINABD, about 22 years

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
11 '*UE Oxford House, pleasantly situated in the vilA lage ol Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine, is ottered tor sale at a bargain, it applied lor soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with furniture
and fixtures throughout, together with all
necessary
outbuildings.
""
For lull par ticulars inquire ol
HOltATAO BOOTHBY,
Pioprietov.
Or Hanson & Dow, 345 Congress st.
dtf
Fryeburg, Sep l'J, i860.

4th—To transect any other husiuess that may legally come before the meeting, (die last three articles
being on request by Stockholders.)
By order of the Directors.

JAlLl

FROM

$300 REWARD

a

Etin

Calais”and

Eastpoit,

ile.'H-iltf

Houses will be
SEVERAL
favorable terms if

BARBOUR.

M.,and|2.30

P. M.
A Mechanic’s

lots to be found in the upper
on Cushman

A beautiful place in Westbrook, near Morrill’s Corner, with new buildings, fruit and shade trees,hedges,
grape vines, &c., thereon.
For further particulars inquire at ofiiceNo 30 Free
streeet, or W. H. JEURlS, Real Estate Agent.
declU2w*

ENGINE HOSE
RUBBER PACKING.
Babber Hose.
E. R.

building

Passenger Trains leave Portland for

raira.fc,;A-i

part of the city; 104 ft square, situated
street, at the head of Lewis street.

E

311

winter arrangement,
toiuineuciag Monday, Nov, 19th, I860.

He baa for Hale

n

Twemhley, General Insurance Broker,
J. would inform bis many friends and the pubi c
generally that he is prepared to continue the lnsur*
ance Busin ss as a Broker, and can place Fire, Life

aug20_tf

Store to l»e Eet.
206 Fore Btreet, foot of Plumb,

STREET,

J. BARBOUR.

0.

.Portland

—BY—

Also Light Trotting Sleighs of splendid make and
finish. Four, six ana nine
passenger sleighs,
desirous of getting a good Sleigh at
JvSr4ny onewill
i-.UW
do well to give us a call.
figure,

Fiv Dol-

BARBOUR.

JOHN

ply

ani

7.40 A.M.
ItSr’Freight trains for Waterville and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A. M,
'1 rain irom Bangor is due at Portland at 1.46 P.
M,
in season to onnect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at H.10 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Sunt.
Nov. 1, I860
noDdtt

the new Park.
of houses. Now is
tor building in the

to to close up his business in Portwould Ray to all indebted to him for proservices that they will find it to tbeir interest
to settle with him immediately, as his unsettled bills
wifl soon pass into other hands tor collection.

LEATHER.

BELTING,
Babber Clothing,

South Street.

—ON—

*-*n an‘* a,,er Monday,November 12th,
yW-!‘Wi> current. tiaiiiB will leave Poitland tor
Bangor and all Intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 F. M. dally. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at

purchase, preparatory
to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

Bit.

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.

RUBBER

International Steamship

ONE

Shoes.

LACE

r.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

NOTICE.

Babber Boots aad Shoes of all kinds.

MOLASSES HOSE,

nov!2dtt

central-r.

Maine

near

Apply

spring.

Agent.

mark.

U. S. Bonds, par value,. 43,730,00
State of Vermont Stocks,. 5,000,00
Bank Stocks in Worcester and Boston,. 45,485,00

on

a

Ladies’ and misses’ Serge and Calf Bools.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Beals.
Boys’, Youths’ and Children’s Boots and

No 10 South street.

CONDENSED

E3P* Sleighs at prices to suit all customers.
Good business Sleighs at the low price of $50,00 to
175.00 Good Sleighs, trimmed all through, from $75,00

sale

Congress street,
FRA fine location
for
block
the time to

PORTLAND, ME.

WEBSTER, Agent,

dec7'13w_

Augusta, Oct. 27, 1866.

Seven $1000 House Lots

&c.

BARBOUR,

NO. 8 EXCHANGE

LIABILITIES:

sented for

W* HATCH* Superiuienaleiii.

3u0 choice fruit

WISHING
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, fessional
land,

Risk,.14,648,738,11.

Unclaimed Dividends. 572,64
Aug. Story, Prest.
Thomas H. Johnson, Secy.

are

HANNON A DOW,
Real Estate Agents, No. 340 Congress Street.
dec3—dim

Purchasers of 1 lie above go mis arc respect full v invited to examine our stock which is

Losses claimed,.2,300
Drafts given in payment for losses,not yet pre-

upon which there

only $5000.

Manufacturers and Retailers of

CURTAIN

ceivable,. 2,686,16
Sundry Assets,. 610,94
Cash on band,. 3,872,40
Balance in agents’ hands,.
167,89
-$712,764,38

Congress Street.

IN

Paper Hangings

Real Estate,.
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.

city,

ry, &c., with very best ot water, large brick cistern
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in
a first rate neighborhood, and in every way a desirable property. Immediate possession given. Prioe

SALEM, MASS.

best and cheapest assortment of Sleighs in
Ships, Barques, Brigs
THE
New England,
be found at the Manufactory

iaA V

J. & C J.

Mortgages. 15,630,01
Bank Stock,. 42,285

Block,

outside of

trees, consisting of apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
also au abundance of currants, gooseberry, strawber-

all its branches.

in

Mutual Fire Ins. Co., Marrett,
Having taken the Chambers

of

~a

Chandeliers,
Brackets,
Lamps,

AMOUNT OF ASSETS.

&

DEALERS

AND

Poor

follows:

PAYSON,
Exchange Street.

H. M.

dtf

For Sale.

EDWARD STEARNS, Justice of the Peace.

as

India St., for Sale.

VERY desirable and convenient 1} story house,
with barn, wood shed and carriage house, all in
good order, with seven acres ot land, only one mile

HUMMFIELD NTBEtT,

MANUFACTURERS

The above statement of the Manufacturers’ Insurance Company exhibits its condition after
paying a larger amount of losses by the late fire than
those of any other
Company.

Statement of the condition of said Company on the
day of November, A D, 1806, being the date of its
exhibit next proceeding Dec 1,1866.

Freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Portland tor Skowhegan and inte mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Brunswick and Lewiston are due at
Porilaudat 9.20 A. M., and from Skowhegan and
Farmington and all intermediate stations at 2.00 P.
M. to connect w ith trains for Boston.
Stages for Bock land connect at Bath; and lor Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train from
Boston, h ating at 7.30 A. M.; and for Solon, Anson,
Norridgewock* Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowhegan, and tor China, East and North Vassalboro’ at \ a salboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.

SOMERBY, Agent.

A.

M.

CONANT & RAND,
153 Commercial Street,

^Portland, Nov. 21.

Before me,

These losses were all paid immediately and without
the insured any trouble in the matter of proof
otherwise.
This Company so well known for its ability and
I>romptitude is now prepared to take risks against
hire on ail immrablo property at fair rates of
premium.
Apply to
NATH’L F. DEERING, Agent,
No. 19 Free Street, Portland.

_

or on

BOSTON,

Portland,

Suffolk, bs.
Personally appeared Samuel Goold, President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above
Company,
and severally made oath that the above statement,
by
them subscribed, is, in their belief, true.

any other.
Leavo Portland lor Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate station# on Saturday only at 7.45 P. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturaay, at 5.30 P.

jul
Three story brick house on Danforth
The house is nearly new and in tine order. Immediate poseession given.
jullOti_W. G.CUADBOURNE.

All

I84J4J.

as

■TOR Sale.

on

I2ili,

Kendall’s Mills with Maine Cenlral U K.) toi Bangor
and intermediate stations. Fares as low by this route

tor

U dtl

House Lots
T71NQU1RE of

Nov.

Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
1.00 P. M., lor Uuth, Augusta, Water\ille, Kendall’s Mills, Skowhegan, ami i liter mediate
Stations,(connecting at Brunswick with Androsrog
gin It. K., lor Lewiston and Farmington, and at

J? Street.

COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS.

SLEIGH8, SLEIGHS, SLEIGHS.

to

11

1st—To fill

Marine Insurance

302

!«a

the

Company?

Co._

^

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Meuday,

A

Stockholders’

-.1 06

And of cash assets

WEBS,

KIMBALL

Packet

TAIiBELL & SON,

E.

f I'M!

of Capital Stock,.1712,764,38
Consisting of Notes and Statute
Liabilities,. 605,188,58

decl2d2t

Mm

Monday

on

,ar-

PORTLAND »KENNEBEC R. R.

dtt

AND LOT

nov26

premium,

r;i%Jsu£kuJSini'lHrn

jVTOTIClC.

GAS AND COAL OIL

356,950 2‘J
392,051 30

paid lor at the
passenger lor every 9660 additional value.
u. BAiu:
Portland, Nov. 2, I860.

one

1 will sell on favorable terms as to
pa> men I, or let lor a term ol' years, the lots ou
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including I he corner ot Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to \VM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH Si KKKD Attorneys, Portland,
jylliti

Company.

Company are not responsible tor baggage to
Ul value (and tl,at pe™011'
of*6n
notice
is given, an,1
rate ot

al) unless

I’ll® steamer LADY LANG will make
trip for the season (to Bangor
Ice will permlthon FRIDAY EVKNHth’at 9 °'clock'Vl11 roturn Monday,
last
V«her
the

Sc 17uT

Montreal,

1w

Season !

■» “

.vTrai»«

or

Company,

24

6,3G9 67

Amount of premium notes
on risks not terminated?
Amount of delinquent notes*
not charged to profit and

hundred cords of wood now standing.—
W. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

one

Preble House.
October 16, 1866.

the 7th day of
January, A, D. 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M„ lor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
>earaudlbr the transaction of any other business
which may then be legally acted upon.
GKO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
dec 12 atd
Portland, Dec. 11,186i>,

195.358 63

Amount

CONCSRJESK STREET.

*J•

said

99,599 00

on mar ine

from
close

new.

127,000 00

30,476 31

to

7 E offer tor sale the eight lirst class brick houses,
f? receuily built by us, situated on Pine Street,
between Clark and Carletou Streets.
These houses arc thoroughly built, with slate roofs,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They w ill be sold at a low price, and on very favorable terms. Apply at our oiiiee, No. 271 Danforth St.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
or WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the

CAM STOVES, for Cooking and Hooting.
CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, Ac., Re-Gilt
and Bronzed.
no21eodSm

none.

This lot must be sold

bought for the low price of $yoo.

Nov. 12.1866.

follows:—

run as

.Mail Train lor Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1. 10 P. M.
This train connect# with Express train lor Toronto, Detroit and Ctdcago. Sleeping cars attached from
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train lor South Paris at 5.00 P. M.
Iso baggage can be received or checked atlcr the
time above slated.
arrive as follows:—
rorn so.
Parte, Lewlsum and Auburn, at 8.10 a. m.
from
1.45 P.M.
Quebec, &c.,

sale at Cape Elizabeth FerStockholders of the Ocenu luhurnuce
HOUSE
ry,—house nearly
Enquire ol A .P. COLE
11HE
Company,
hereby notilied to meet at the at the Ferry, W. H. MANSFFLD. Portland Steam
Oftice ot

GAS FITTING

tire risks not terminated?
Amount required to ro-insure all outstanding risks?
from 75 to 90 per cent of

can

?L“

Train for South Paris and Lewiston, at 7.40 A. M.

First Class Houses for Sale.

Annual Meeting:.

58,723 00
41,500 00
81,800 o0

•'H*TiBSlP trains“ld
will

Agent.

■1.N

Ocean Insurance

87,783 67

90

estate,

About

FIXTURES !

10,970,00

Remedy,

agent’

107

Amount received in cash for

Holyoke

to LUMBERMEN

Morton

praX

for

100

deel2eod3w

Charles Cnsiis & Co.

although j

six

132 87

Taxes,

In English, Scotch and American.

J&KKgSj&SS
“ons

or

105

100

Morrill’s Corner.
ONLY
be
and

au

invited to call.
November 5,1866. dtf

1st

AND DBA

physicians,
ceas, and liignl) recomended
as
ixitiitivn nnii
Specific Remedytor all persons
or Sexual Dobfhty all derangement ol
the Ne
l’orces. Melancholy, Hpennutorrhcpci or stminni
Emissions, all Weaknesnes arising from Sexual Vy
cesses or Youthful Indiscretions, Loss of Muscular
Energy, Physical Prostrations, Nervousness, Weak
Spine, Lowness of Spirits, Dimness of Vihi n
stories. Pains In tlie Back and Limba,
Impotcncy &c
No language can convey an adequate idea of*
the
immediate an«l almost miraculous change it produces
du tho
debilitated and shattered system. In fact, it
stands unrivalled as
an unfailing cure of the maladies above mentioned.

per

100

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

A Forty Acre Lot for Sale.
four miles from Portland, one mile

are

tures? State and U. States

Cash

u,,,Mni“uc!

Sold by all Druggists throughout the world or
will
hr sent by mail, securely sealed from all
observation
by inclosing specified price, to any authorized
Proprietors'General Agents for America, OSc AH
G. MOSES & CO., 27 Cortlandt St., New York.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Wholesale
Agent. Sold at Ketall by every Druggist inMaine.
June 13eodeowSswly

00

all its

Last Trip of the

.Alteration of Trains.

Fore

Huusc mid l.ol for Salt>.
A TWO STORY and a oue story House on
Brackett street, near Pine. Lot 57 by 127 feet.
JftaiLAlso a Lot on Cross street, 60 by 156 feet.—
Terms favorable. Apply to W. H. JERltlS, Real
»1« c8d2w
Estate Agent.

pectfully

a

Undep-Nhirts !

Prepared by Oar anciebe & Dcpont, No. 214 rue
ijoiuhard, Paris, front the
m Dr. Juan
Dolamarre Obie1 Physicianprescription
to the Hospital du Nord
a
W>",M
and immoditLe>'
a* relief,
.Sie! &ud, in 'S,rialMe
a short
time, be lullv restored “
to
Health and

5£iti£2Ir!?

44,108

110

BUILDINti,

for any amount, in companies second to
the globe, and on the most favorable

or

MEN’S

DE. JUAN DELAMAltE’S
CKXjEBBATED SPECIFIC PILLS.

Sn
™ 2£°*toorf»

100

Capital Stock.$150,000.
Amount of Capital Stock actually paid in,
$104,800.

LI f’E-HEALTH-STRENGTH.

o

84,495 37
54,005 32

interest?
Amount of income received
from all other sources?
rent,
Amount of fire losses paid
last year?
Amount of marine losses
paid last year?
Amount of dividends paid
the last year?
Amount paid for expenses
Of office?
Amount of other expendi-

d3m_

LIFE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.

but vs* The Great French
w,iere 3,1 others fail. and,

107
130

dec!3dlw_

figr* Parties preferring ./irsf class insurance, are res-

giving

LIFE —HEALTH—STRENGTH.

ZFsSSStittS*

100
100

BANK

prepared to place insurance, in

on

Amount 01 caeu received lor

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap.

are

Blankets

BIOSES. 27 Cortlandt St., New York,
will name a lioltle, containing BO Pills
by return
mail, securely sealed Irom all observation.

iu the
with
ibc oulv

I

_4r,

JOB

uae’,1

5,962 75

received for

tor premiums
risks?

JAS. J.

gallon ou the amount manufitetured.
The Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of the
works, where parties desire to cuter into the business, and to instruct in the
maim tact, ore of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties
entering into
this business, the Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fifty
cents per
gallon, delivered in Boston or New York.
Parties In New England desiring farther information as to terms, Ac., may call ujion or address Mr.
Thomas W. Johnson, General Agent of the Company, at tlie American House in Boston, where models oi the apparatus may be seen.
nov 13
S. H. KENNEDY. Pres’t.

genuine.
N. B.—SI 00 with eighteen cents tor
postage, en■ lo. ed to
any authorised Agent, or to the sole General
Agent for the United States and British Dominions,

X, Is

115

Amount of losses reported,
upon which the liability
of the Company is not de-

But Crowds of Customer

none are

Strength.

100

rate of interest receixed?
How many shares of capital
stock are plodgcd to the

freight.
The Company does not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manuthcture ill certain localities, charging a small
royalty per

regularity.

5,000 00

Highest

rrMIE AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
i. TANNING COMPANY, of New York, own tlie
exclusive right in the United Staten for ihe manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purposes.
Thin Bark Extract is
now extensively useil among Tanners, ami the demand tor it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready
sale in the Boston, New York and
Philadelphia markets, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances for
manufacture are simple and not expensive, costin"
but little more than the ordinary leaches used
byTannurs.
By this process, two cords of Bark may he reduced so as to concontrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per coni. The saving in freight
alone, between the transportation of the Extract and
the bark, will range from six to ®ght dollars per cord,
so that any one wh. may get ont but three
hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five hundred dollars in the difference in

REMEDY.

100

loss?

Owners of Hemlock Lands !

CAUTION.
These Pills should not be taken by Females during
the FIRST THREE AlONTHSqf Pregnancy, as they
are sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at anu other
time they are stye.
In all cases ol Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains
in the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on
slight exertion,
Palpitation of the Heart. Hysterics, and Whites,
these Pills will effect a cure when all other means
Lave failed; and although a powerlul remedy, do not
contain iron, calomel, antimony, or anything buriful
to the constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around each
package which should be carefully preserved.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. Price $1
per bottle.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
It is the fate qf every valuable Medicine to be Counterfeited. Be cautious, therefore., and see that the letters “I. If If.,” are blown in the bottle, and that each
wrapper bears the fac similes of the signatures of 1.
C. Baldwin $ Co., and Job Moses, Ur fYithovt uhich

Price One

Barque

PLEASANT Room, with br avd, itfaUa&e lin
gentlemau anil wile, or two»iagiu ^ntiiduea, ut
66 Clark street.
noiMdtf

-AND-

TO MARRIED LADIES
will,in a time short,bring

it is particularly suited. It
on the monthly period with

J

26tli alt.

Board.

IMPORTANT

female constitution is subject. It moderates all excess
removes all obstructions, Irom whatever
cause,
a S|«eody cure may be relied on.

MAB1NE 1ST EV8 ^■ssssssyar*-•
Dollar
box,
boxes
OF

dec 12 dlw

Dec

aud

i*

Miniature Almanac.December 14.
Min n eg. 7.22 I Moon
sets.U.r,2 PM
Sum sets..
I High water. 4.JO PM

PORT

Lodging Rooms.
good turnished Lodging Rooms may be
had by applying to W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent. Reference given and required,
Wo

No. 4

and

«Y,

in Dubuque, Iowa, Mrs. Louisa P., wile ol Cbas.
W. Stevens, of Boston, aged :u; vt-ars—liirmerly ot
Portland.
In Jeflers ni, N< **. >2, Mrs. Jane
Weeks, aged 78
,,

BOARD AND ROOMS.

Remember!

SIR JAMES CLAREE’S
Celebrated Female Fills.
Prepared from a prescription of SirJ. Clarhe, M,D.,
Physician Extraordinary to tin (jut en.
Tills invaluable medicine is unfailing in tl»e cure ol
dll those painful and dangerous diseases to which the

city, I>cc. 12, Mr. John li. Cushman, aged

year?.
Jn Casco, Nov
months.

declOdlw

M.

others

CUMBERLAND

now

terms.
100

on

I3r* All of the above Goods will be ottered at
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.

PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

no

Amount of cash received for

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOY’S WEAR!

SPOKEN.

where ho is
forms, and

none.

a

shirt, a
towels, and other
articles of clothing. The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at No. 6 Boyd street.

I*.

IN THE

193.000 00

unpaid?

and

single gentlemen.
fice, Portland.

removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,
new and commodious rooms

NO. 06 EXCHANGE STREET,

58,000
25,000

street.
Also the two upper stories of store corner
streets ami Portland Pier.
Terms favorable. Apply to
w. H. JERRIS.
....
Real Estate

Steamboat Notice

CuntulH.

rence

to
Dec. 8.

to the

premiums on fire risks?

a

or

this

Ol

STEAMERS.

KAILWAtT

GRAND TRUNK

street.

Also the good two storied House No. 35 St. Law-

Apply

O V A 1<

Insurance Office

Sparrow’s
day

Brackett streets, Thursday,
Boyd
i
marine risks?
premiums
the 6th inst.,
BETWEEN
BUNDLE, containing
gentle- 1 Amount
of notes received
man's woolen
lot of linen

No

It 1C 91

is

terminal?

Drew

Oct 9, East of Body Island, brig Ellen Bernard,
steeiing South.
Oct 26, lat 7 6 N, Jon 26 20, ship Gen Shepluv, irom

00

Mar’t

100

Amount of cash

Thibet**, Shawls, Cloakings, Beavers, Poplins.

Sagua: 5th

21,444,541

Amount of losses claimed
and unpaid?

LO S T !

Hundreds and thousands annually die prematurely, when, it they would give the Great French Itcm-

_DIET).
In thin

LOST!
LARGE sized Morocco Wallet, containing two
Railroad passes and a number of papers of no
use to any person but the owner.
Any person returning the same to this office, or C. R. Chisholm & Bro..
307 Congress Street, will be suitably rewarded.
December 11. dtf

A

Al' LOW PRICES!

New York.
At Gonaiv. s 29th ult, brig Daniel Boone, from a
Southern Tort, condemned and sold.
Sid »m Havana Cth inst, blips Gen Marshall
Ellis,
Sagua; Clara M Goodrich, Look, and A H Curtis
Merr.man, Portland.
Ar 4th, brig Don Quixote, Kassel, Bangor.
Sid 4th, brig Hi am Abiff, Tibbetts, Pensacola.
A r at Cardenas l>t inst, brig L
Staples, Stov.ers,
Portland; 4tb, bjrque Limerick Lass, Comery, t om
EFsworlh.
Sid 1st. brigs Cascatelle, Carlisle, New York; 6th,
Helen O Pliinner, Boyd, Portland.
Ar at Matanzas et invt, brig Snow Bird,
Bacon,
New York; 2d, seb A E Martin. Nickerson f«r. Wilmington, NC; 4th, barque Triumph, Parker, from

00

owned by the Company?
Amount of cash on hand?
inclu’g loans and advances
on losses not adjusted,
Amount loaned on mortgage
of real estate?
Amount loaned on collateral?
Amount loaned without collateral? endorsed notes,
Amount of all other investments?
Amount of premium notes
on risks terminated?
Amount of losses due and

1st

Bleached and Brown Cottons,

Philadelphia.
Sid 25th, ship Alice Thorndike, Carver, for Eug
land; 2*tb, brig Julia, Crosby, for New York.
Ar at Malaga 19th ult, barque Ellen Dyer, Clapp,
Vigo and Cadiz.
Old at London 29th ult, ship Hudson, Pi att, for

00

11,200,712

Value,
110,000

50.000 National and Dock
Warehouse Co.,
1000
Cash value of real estate

dclldlw*

Good American Prints 1

New York.
Ar at Bremerhaven 21th ult, barque Cairo, Corbet,
New York.
Ar at Antwero 26tb ult, ship Bazaar, Stinson, fm

ENGLISH

the

ONLY SOc PER YARD.

unc.

10,243,829

X

102.000 Clieslure railroad

bonds,

watch.

of over $4,u00,000 00. The Co. formerly made
uid paid its dividends once in live years.
A Divileud will lie made up in Nov. 1806, atid annually
thereafter, and available one year from date of Policy.
Applications for local Agencies will be made to
KITUS SMALL & SON, Gen’l Agents,
no2id3m
Biddetord, Me.

Capital

value of each.

inst., an
English Patent Lever Silver Waich, No 1955,with
the name of D. RICHER on the inside, marked with
a pin.
Persons are cautioned against purchasing said

Fancy

Algoa Bay, CGH, Oct 19, barque Otago, Taylor,
ar ITtli, di g.
i>ld fin Swatow Oct 4, brig Nellie Abbott, Jordan,
Shanghae.
Sid lm Naples 9th ult, ship Othello, Eldridge, for

GREAT

National Bank, Lowell,
300 shares Second National Bank, Boston,
Amount of railroad bonds?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market

Watch Lost!

At

•THE

Second Board—Stocks lower,

Lawrence,

tional Bank,
160 shares Hail road

ON

iVcw York Stock

American Gold.137 jf
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881, coupons.112
U. S. Five-Twenties, coui*ons, 1862.1074
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1864,.10 >?
U. S. Five-Twenties, cou|»ons, 1865,.105'
U. 8. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1866, new issue_
108jj
U. S. Ten-Forties, coupons,.
Treasury Seven Tiiree-Tcnths, 1st series,.
Treasury Seven Three-Tenths, 2d series,.105
Treasury Seven Three-Tenths, 3d series,.105
New York Central,.1114

Bank, Boston,
168 shares Eagle National
Bank, Boston,
100 shares Bay State Na-

CO.

Only $4,75 per pair.

Portland.
Sid 4th, barques C S Rogers, Wallace,
L T Stocker, Bibber, New York.

500 shares Sliawmut National Bank, Boston,
20 shares Market National Bank, BoBton,
167 shares State National

Lost!
Thursday last, near the City Hall or on Franklin street, a Pocket Book containing about thirty
dollars in bibs, and several gold pieces.
The Under
will lie suitably rewarded by leaving it at No 15
declld4t*
Myrtle st.

STOLEN

55,000
25,000

3-lOs,

Bank, Springfield, Mass.,
60 shares N. Eng. National
Bank, Bostou,
1000 shares National City
Bank, Boston,
550 shares Shoe & Leather
National Bank, Boston,

Stevens, Park Street,

on

oo

--

FOUND.

from the subscriber

400,goo

Amount of bank stocks/
State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.
50 shares Third National

ON

Phdadelpbia for Accapulco.
Market.
New York, Dec. 12.

7

Lost!
Evening, Dec. G, between Free St.
Thursday
Vestry and Stevens' Place, Park Street, a Gold
The Under
C.
Bracelet, marked
will be
suitably rewarded by leaving it at the resi-

from Boston,

Cable.

Liverpool, Dec. 12, Noon.
ihe Cotton market opened quiet and steady.
The
sales to-«lay will probably reach 10,000 bales.
Prices
unchanged. Middling uplau-Is continue to be quot-

1884,6-208,

COX & POWARS.

tnswortn.

Ente prise, Du: bar,

Havana, Dec.

KLIM TREE,

late \VHITNKV &

United Slates
treasury notes

owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market Pur
value of each.
Value,
Bonds of 1881,
100,000

Immediately.

sept26dtl

Sid fin Batavia Oct 29, ship Naples, Hutcliinson,
for Sourabaya.
In port Oct 15, ship Sooloo Hutchinson, fin Manila
tor Boston, repg.
At Bombay Oct 27, shipo Edd>'s!one, Petersen, and

Market.

ing risks?

Amount of
stock or

will he received at the oilice of the Secretary of
the School Committee, Market Hail, until December
15 th, 1866, noon.
Said Tree to be not less than ten, nor more than fifteen inches in diameter at the but, and of good proportions; to be delivered on the High School lot,
Cumberland Street, early next Spring.
For the “Committee on Memorial Tree.**
LEWIS B. SMITH.
Portland, Nov. 26.1866. deodld

FOREIGN PORTS.

Dee. 11.

Wheat lc better; sales of Amber Michigan at 2 72.
Corn at 83c for for old. Oats firm; held higher.
Kye
quiet. Dressed hogs unchanged.

Total amount of outstand-

Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
lV/v/ Girls to do housework, cook, $C., hi private families aud hotels in this citv and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid
Also 30 Girls to work in Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employim lit Othoe, 3511 Congress Street, up stairs.

NEWPORT—In port 12th, brigs Aneelia, Leighton, Millbiidge lor New York; Triudelen, Howe
Providence lor Wilmington; sell Hannibal, Cox, foi
B >ston tor Pbiladclphia.
Also in port, schs Paul Seavcy, Gtillifer, B ti.gut
for New York; Gen Banks, Ryder, do lor do, Moses
Patten, Harding; Vicksburg, McCormick; Walton,
Ingraham; Mattie Holmes, Tapley, and W J Parks,
Bogart, do tor do: Andrew Peters, Moore. Ellsworth
lor do; Franconia, * rewojgv, dolor do;
Hattie Anr.ah. Lord, fin Bangor lor Bridgeport; Susan Taylor,
Lord, do lor do; Samuel Fish, Davis Calais for do;
Wm McOobb, Chipmun, Rockland lor do.
HOLMES HOLE—Ar llth, brigs M E 'lliompson,
Warren, Philadelphia lor Boston; schs Madonna,
Hono r, Bangor lor Pliiladflplna ; Azelda A Laura,
McjTndoe, Bangor for Baltimore; Camilla, Oliphaut,
Eastport ior New York: Mary Fletcher, Pendleton,
Boston f.-.r do; Bramhnll, Hamilton,Portland lor do;
Jas Brophv, Packard, fin Ro« kland for Providence;
Challenge, Bickmore. Calai- tor New Haven.
Ai llth sclis E G Willard, Parsons. Portland tar
Philadelphia; Chflo Hutchinson, do for do; Rosina,
Richardson, and St Croix, McGregor, Calais for do;
Tahroiro, Cole, Frankfoi t for do; John, Falk lull am,
Jouesport.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 8th, Belts Hardscrabble, Jones
Norfdk tor Portland; M E Pearson, Veazle, Providence for I slesboro.
BOSTON —Cld 12lii, schs Whitney Long, Hayes
Baltimore; A J Russell, Hodges, New York.
Below 13tli, barque Andes, Irom Savannah.
Ar I3tb,: clis Ada Ames, irom Kingnton. Ja; Massachusetts, trom Ragged Island.

Markets.

.Savannah,

or

uoany ivea, uoit,

of marine risks
outstanding?

1;»9 Commercial street.

Wanted

00

100

4000

standing?

A

Savannah.
Cld l lth, brigs H F Eaton. Reed, Aspinwall; Cent lur, Mars ton, Nortolk; sch Wiu Fliui, Post, Sa ilia
itiver, Ga.
Ar 12tb, schs M C Hart, Hart, Nuevitaa; J Smith,
Nichols. St Marks.
Cld 12th, sh p Casilda, Mayhew. London; brig Elizabeth Kelley, Jones. Falmouth; M A Berry. Chase,
Portland; E P Swe11, Lawrence, Philadelphia; schs
Kate Walker, Tapley, tor Savannah; F Arihciuius,
Mitchell, Boston: Honest Abe, Couary, Providence:
Belle, Howes, <lo.
< Id 9th. ship National Eagle, Candage, Liverpool.
PROVIDENCE--Sid lith, sells Mary Susan, Snow,
and Mary Elizabeth. Hatch, New7 York.
Ar l;th, schs Idaho, Waite, Baltimore.
Sid, sch

00;trlpple extre 14 25 ®
receipts light; sales of fall at 2 60 M
spring at 2 no. Corn firm; sales of ctoici
1

280 and
old white at

■

give. The Co. is 23 years old and has paid in
dividends #1,247,000 00 and over #2,000,000 00 in losses by death. It has now a well-invested accumulated
be

tan

$400,000

Amount

sugar.

an

capital actually

paid in?

each for first class Flour

O

capital?

Number of shares, and par
value of each?
Amount of file risks out-

Wanted.

SEALED proposals to furnish

Sid ftn Delaware Breakwater 9th inst, barque Sam
Shepparq, f»r Clentuegos; sch W E Alexander, for
Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, ship Witch of the Wave,
Torrey, Cuho<>; sch Maria Pierson, Chamberlain,

active with
ex,rx «• 1°

deelldlw*

Elm Tree Wanted /

Vinalhaven.

do"

Clothing Store.

LYNCH, BARKEIt & CO.,

_]i°v 13dtf

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 3d inst, shin Constitution,
Patten, Liverpool; barque Carlton, Trec&rtin, troin
Boston.
Ar 6th, brig Stockton. Gridin, Mat inzas; 6th, ship
Elizabeth Hamilton. Gille.spie, Havre.
<_ Id 3d, barque Caroline Lemont, Bowker, Boston;
Itb, ship El Dorado, Otis, Liverpool; barque Mary
Ann, Rogers, Havre.
Cld 11th, brig Nellie Mowe. Lcenian, Marseilles.
MOBILE—Adv 8th, ships Lizzie Mosos, Cox, tor
Liverpool; Star of the West, Perry, do.
NORFOLK—Ar 11th, sch If I?*rescott. Freeman,
Portia d; Bucephalus, trom Bangor.
BALTIMORE— Ar Sth, sch Mary K Gage, Hopk ns. Jacksonville.
Ar 10th, sch Carrie Melvin, Watts, St John, NB.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, sch WhiteSea,Jones,

ea»tao^3°Jfgher;

Llour is

P&y 30 cents
WE
1 ▼
Barrels suitable for

Boston.

Markets.

a

for

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
i_n‘ Boston, Mass., being the oldest purely Mutual Life
Ins. Co. in America, we wish titty good, active agents
t work in the different cities and villages throughout
tlie State. None need apply unless good reference

surance Co..

Amount of
Amount of

sale and Lease.
rT,HE three storied brick block. 23 and 25 Atlantic

TTAVING been appointed General Agents
X Maine of the old

Where located? Boston,
When incorporated? Feb.

RAILROADS.

For

Insurance!

J^if*o

Die name of the Company? Manufacturers’ In-

23,1822,

Flour Barrels

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 26th, brig Randolph, Pnesey,

13.
hi >ur upward; superior winter 12 00:
v x’* ivimar
H,lei al 182 ior No. 2.
I
O.iis steady
at 43} tor No. 3.
Corn dull at ,10 a
® 33c
Mags firmer at 7 40 @ 7 53.
Itoceipts—750 bbls Flour, 5,000 hush Wheat
900
juo
wneat,
hush, oats and 700 hush. Corn.

iVimia.

VN

ceed lo Savann h.
Sell David Faust, of Surry, while heating down
East River lOtli in.-t, came in colbson w th brig Herald, of Philadelphia, and lost jibbuom, jib, mamtorntftsi head sta\, &c.
Sch Chief, Godtrev, tVorn New York for Texas, put
into Norfolk loth, with loss ol sails and jibbocin, having encountered a heavy gale oil' Hatteras.

Milwaukee, Dec.

...

experienced Salesman in
Address Box No 15.

REAL ESTATE.

—OF—

State

Wanted.

fully insured.]
Sch Mail, which recently put into Charleston in
distress, has been repaired and will immedkVel pro-

175.

in

lor

and

“id

man

1st in this city. Please address through Post Office,
naming placoot residence to Martin Kavenv, No, 25
Chestnut Street. Good reference gifen 11 required.
Portland. Dec. 12, lsGU.
dlw*

DISASTERS.
A dispatch receieved in this city from New York
13th, states that barque Maria Henry, (of Portland,)
Capt I) M Prince, had been wrecked on the South
side of Cuba. Cr^w saved. [The M 11 wa?a good
vessel of 613 tons, built. at Cape Elizabeth lit 1865,
was owned in tliis city by Geo Hearn, and others,

advanced 50 @ 70a; sales at
10 rS 8'lf,
1,® seller’s option in Sauuary; 18 59 M
19
00 seller ,and
s option in
Docomhei; country mess at
18 (5 cash.
Lanl uc»*steam at lie.;.
Dressed hogs

i'o

a
a

o

1 Alive,IEI>—At Seamport recently, by Master 1) S
Goodeil, » oaruue of 840 tons, named ••Ooodoll,”
buiir |or w,u McGilverv. and others, of Seavsp it,
in Boston. Sli<* la commanded bv Capt
an I parties
jis crocket of Bangor, and c'd 10th for Baltimore
Sau
Francisco.
to load lor
At ltockii nd 20th ult from the yard of the Marine
Kail way Co, a selir of 259 tons, named M C Haskell,
owned by the Comnanv and Capt B F Ilaskel., who
commands her She has sailed for Vinalliaven to
load granite lor >iew York.
Also, 10th Inst. from the yard ot John Bird, a schr
01 312 tons, old measure, named Addie M Bird, owned by the builder, and others, and to be coma aisled
by ( apt John Merrill, 2d.
At Cutler 6th inst, from the Mill Dam Co.’s yard,
a barque ol 500 tons, named Annie M Goodwin, owned by parties in Cutler and New York, and to be
commanded by Capt S W Fickctt. She will proceed
to Machias to load.

active; sales 6.000 bids.;
old at 21 50: prime at 17 87

married

VITIK^iT wanted l»y

or

a

SAILEH-lia quePWleua: brigs Vary A (base,
0 if Kennedy, and others

more

22

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

SPECIAL NOTICE

RETI'UIV of the Manufacturers’ Insurance Company of Bsston* on the First
day of November* 1 Stitt.

lJ store
private family, is good writer and
E^MPIjO
several years
cipherer ami baa done family work

Kogrrs.'{'“J

Oats—unchanged; sales H0,o0o bush.
lied—quiet and heavy.

INSURANCE

Porter.

or

Address

_

Cl air—10 a) J5c higher; h 'es 15,430 Dots. SUite.it
7 :o (a.; 1110;
bound Hoop Ohio at 10 00 (oj 12 75;
V csrem at 7 35 «o; 11 80; Southern sales at lO 50 a)
1( 00.
Wheat—more steady; sales 15,0000 busli.
Milwuu*. «: No. 2 at 2 20 @ 2
Canada Club, tree, 2 80Corn—unchanged; the demand is chietiy specula-ti
; sales 12V.,000 bush.
Mixed Western' at 1 u9.V. lute Southern, old, at 1 07.
Yellow Southern, old,

as Clerk
a Wholesale Store, cither
Good references given.
dlw*
doclo
Office.
Post
“Clerk.”

Situation in

V

ballast—master.
v_,_ v.mL
ixuii
“aUS. Ii Mary B Reeves,
1 *'rtu'
Sell Helen 1\ Jones, iww
n—master.
Boat*,
Scl, J U KoVut. Bogan,

New York, Dec. J3
3c advance lort: sales
the}
Middling uplands at 34 ■.«».■ 34 c. Orleans

1,‘KM bales.

Wanted.

PSch°Scdo.,b.

iVcw York market.
Co*ion—dull and

IIISVRANCE.

WANTED.

Prig E! Inure. Itr> .More. Maitland. fcS,
Seh Rescue, (Bn Dunn, Windsor, NS.
scii Arno. V, Edge t. Mom-ton, >B.
•Soil < olmubine, (Hr) Seal, < heverie lor Salem.
(or
Seh E Itewl’n-, (Hr) Pnrlsp, St George,
Poston.
ladolnlda.
li
Sell W E Alexander. Bowden,
Sell Melita, (Hr) Eongeron, Boston, to load tor St
John, PR,
Sell Adelaide. Sanborn, Maclnas.
Sell Laura S Watson, ltolitrty, Sedgw.ek.
Sell 1 lelavvarc, Wood, El Is worth.
Sell Alvarado, Whlliuore, Lllswortli.
Sell ltedondo. Lord, Lllswortli.
Sell Marv F. Diuieau, Bangor.
Seh Sunbeam, Pierce, Georgetow n, Me.
Si h Emeline, Farnham, Damariscoila.
S<‘h Dinl Dreed, Dlake, Saco.
SwanN Inland tor Boaton.
Sell John Den, Siaplcs
toe Doston
Sch Annie F Kay, Fay, Camden
CLEARED.
St
Jolin, nb-oouu
Brig Marion. '.Br) Cstliarin,
iVcn.du
K.vcr, Vn, in
Simmons,

Tint: *i\uiit?r*.

JOSEPH W. DYER,
BENJAMIN W. F1CKETT
FOBES.
dec 11 d2aw3w

GEYER’S,
Dec 12—eod2w

AMERICAN LLOYDS!
undersigned here by give notice that he iota
beer* appointed Agent of American Lloyds tbr
the State of Maine, and i« prepared to Inspect vessels
of all sizes in course of construction and report the

T'HE

same

for classification.

Ship builders ami owners would therefore confer a
fiivor by sending me early notice of the vessels they
are building for which a Haas is desired.
WILLIAM ROGERS, Inspector.
Rath, Me., Nov. 16, 1666.
novliHlm*

Goods

CHARLES
18CG.

TkTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
1.1 been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
Daniel Hood, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, aud has taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands uiwn the
estate of said deceased, are required 10 exhibit the

same; and all nersons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
SEW ALL B. HASKELL, Executor.
dec 11 d&w.lw 51
Portland Dec. 4, 18GG.

For Sale.
SUIT of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly new,
from a fishing Schooner of 100 tons; also Topnils, Fore and Mainsails, second hand.
SAMPSON & CONANT,
No. IP & 20 Commercial Wharf.
dechltf

A

gy“Every style of Job work neatly executed M
tbi* office.

13 Free Street.

for

J

Ainl Store to Let I
t

SMALL Stock of Groceries, ami fixtures of (he
* *
on the

store

Corner of W ilmoi and
Camberland Mu.
)ne of the l.est locations In this
city. For terms A
ipply at the premises.

,,

(icol2<li».

MKS.COLBY’8

BONNET

ROOMS,

will be fouu at No. 4 Cotton, near Free
street
where she otter* the baJuieeoi her stock, at verv
low price*. Those owing bills, trill confr a
favor hv
calling ami settling the same.
seplieodtt

Notice.
clearing the mins
digging cellars
PK1190N8
tind
goml place to deposit their rubbish
rrankhu Wharf.
or

a

muo-nt

g ROUNIW

esn
on

ynlSt.

